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INTRODUCTION
This manual presents a general description of the STARS-2P digital
computer program. FORTRAN IV is used exclusively in writing the various
subroutines. The execution of this program requires the use of thirteen
temporary storage units.
The program was initially written and debugged on the IBM 370-165 computer
and then converted to the UNIVAC 1108 computer, where it utilizes
approximately 60,000 words of core. Only basic FORTRAN Library routines
are required by the program these being: sine, cosine, absolute value,
and square root.
For ease and speed in usage, the Table of Contents on the following page













































































































































































































MAIN is the control link for the entire program. Sizing values are read
into the program, as well as information for potential load cycling or
changes and the material property tables. Calls are oade to subroutines
HUMAN and SESMA! onee for each segment in a region; then subroutine
REGMAT is called. This procedure is executed once for every region in the
structure. Finally calls to subroutines STRMAT, INITAL and LEBEGE are made.
Subroutine SHPLAS (which is actually called from LEBEGE) updates all the
information per load step, and allows the program to loop back to MAIN for
the next load increment. If the loading is cycling or progressively
changing, the updates for, the next load pattern are made before proceeding
with the program loops.
There are also several counters in this control link. These are defined
as follows:
NSC - Counts the calls to subroutines RIEMAN and SEGMAT, from
1 to the number of segments within a region.
NEC - Counts the calls to subroutine REGMAT, from 1 to the
number of regions in the structure.
P - Counts the load steps in the analysis.





















COMMON /NAM1/ FACE(4),STRGO(7),THERM(4).MATERt3),SEGTAB(12) 100020
COMMON /GINT/ AA(8,4),HW<8,4) 100030
DIMENSION A(32),W(32) 100040
EQUIVALENCE (A(1),AAt1,1»,(W(1),HW(1,1)) 100050
DATA STRGO /ll.0,13.0,21.0,31.0,12.0,14.0,15.O/ 100060
DATA THERM /4HTHST,4HNOTH,4HTHCN,4HTHIN/ 100070
DATA MATER /4HISOT,4HORTH,4HSTIF/ 100080
DATA SEGTAB/4HST10,4HTHIC,4HRWAF,4HRWA1,4HRWA2,4HRWA3,4HISG1, 100090
1 4H1SG2,4HISG3,4HST11,4HST12,4HST13X 100100












C ROUTINE **MAINPROG** ABACUS UPDATED 01/11/74 200000




COMMON XN,TEFREE,TIC,PHI,STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,Gl,XNU3) ,NH 200050
COMMON NST<30>.NKL(30),NXMATI20>,SAVJTC(30),SAVSTPf30),JRTICt30) 200060
COMMON JRSTOPI30),NftEG,NHPT,NRC,NSC.NilX,IERROR,KGEOM,IGEOM,ISTTAB 200070
COMMON KELVIN,IBEGIN,NPROB,NSEG,NERROR,Q,THICK,NOJS, NLINKS.NLCASE 200080
COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XN1,KBC,NRINGS 200090
COMMON LODE, ICYCLE.LDISTL 200100
COMMON /NAM1/ FACE(4),STRGO{7),THERM<4»,MATER<3),SEGTABt12) 200110
COMMON /LYCORR/ YCORRC80) 200120
COMMON /ARING/ NRING<28),AMATi30,8),RSIG(12),REPS(12),RALPH(12), 200130
C RBAPH(12) 200140
COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORD.XMERD.XPRES.XMONT 200150
COMMON /RUSTIC/ 10,JO,IOR,JOR.KORI,NEO 200160
COMMON /CDISP/ P,IMAX,DELP,DELP1,YEPS,ZEPS 200170
















YEPS = 0.999 200360
ZEPS = YEPS-1.0 200370
NCUPLE = 1 200380
NPROB = 1 200390
NGP = 1 200400
NLCASE = NPROB 200410
JUSRN = 28 200420
KDSRN = 23 200430





LODE = 1 200490
ICT = 0 200500
NH = 0 200510
XN = 0 200520
NIX = 0 200530
0=5 200540
LDISTL = 5 200550
DO 100 J=l,3 200560






602 FORMAT(////19X,93HUNSYMMETRIC. ORTHOTROPIC, REINFORCED SHELL ANALY 200630
ISIS WITH COUPLING OF AT MOST 29 SHELL REGIONSt//62X,•STARS-2P',// 200640
262X, 200650
3'AS OF JULY It 1973*////8Xt21HNUMBER OF SEGMENTS— ,I3.21H NUMBER 200660
40F REGIONS * tI2t43H NUMBER OF MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLES USED = t12 200670
5 t!7H NO. OF CYCLES =
 tF6.0)
DO 115 J = l,3 200690
115 IF (MORD(J).EQ.AWORO) GO TO 106 200700
STOP 200710
106 JPLS = J 200720
GO TO (615,616,617),JPLS 200730
615 WRITE(6,618) 200740
61B FORMAT(///55X,'ELASTIC-PLASTIC PROBLEM*I 200750
GO TO 621 200760
616 WRITE(6t619> 200770
619 FORMAT(///50Xt'LARGE DEFLECTION ELASTIC PROBLEM*) 200780
GO TO 621 200790
617 MRITE(6,620) 200800




MRITE(6,605) (STORYCI), 1 = 1,16 ) 200850
605 FORMAT<1U/),8X,16A4,181/J,80X,35HFOR INFORMATION CALL V. SVALBO 200860
1NAS/117X,14H1516) 575-7701/103X,10HP. OGILVIE//103X,9HH. LEVINE) 200870
NGRAPH = 0 200880
DO 700 J=l,9 200890
700 IF (LDEF(J).NE.O) NGRAPH * NGRAPH+1 200900
NGR = 0 200910
NEO = 0 200920
IF (PRES.NE.0.0) NEO = 1 200930
IF (NEO.EQ.O) GO TO 300 200940
IF (JPLS.GT.I) XNL(l) = 1.0 200950
IF (JPLS.NE.2) XNH2) = 1.0 200960
-^IF (NX3.EQ.1) XNL(3) = -1.0 200970
300 10 = 13 200980
JO = JDSRN-IO 200990
IOR = 11 201000
P = PRES 201010
OELP = 1.0/CYC1 201020
DELP1 = OELP 201030
OMEGA = OMEGA*OMEGA 201040
NMAT = 1 201050
IF (CYCP.EO.0.0) CYCP - 1.0 201060
IF (NLR.LE.l) GO TO 121 201070
LODE = 16 201080
REMIND LCOE 201090
121 CONTINUE 2O1100
NROH - 0 201110
ICT = ICT+1 201120
ICYCLE = 0 201130
IF (ICT.EQ.l) ICYCLE = RCYC 201140
ICYC1 * ABS(CYCl) 201150
IMAX = ICYC1 201160
IF <NMAT.EQ.O) GO TO 1 201170
KK=-T 201180
NSAVE=0 201190





1004 FORMAT (A4,6X,A4,6X) 201250
NROW = 27 201260
DO 11 1=1,3 201270
11 IF(TYPE.EG..MATER(L) ) GOTO 12 201280
GO TO 8000 201290
12 CONTINUE 201300
IF (L.EQ.l) NROW = 7 201310
IF (L.EQ.2) NROW =17 201320
LLL=NSAVE+NROW 201330
READ (5,1005) ((XMAT(M,J),J=l,10),M=II,LLL ) 201340







P = P+l.O 201420
ICYCLE = ICYCLE+1 201430
NCR = 0 201440
IF (P.NE.CYCG*NGP> GO TO 10 201450
NCR = 1 201460
NGP = NGP+1 201470
10 CONTINUE 201480
C = ICYCLE 201490
IBEGIN = 0 201500
N = C/CYCP 201510
PP = N*CYCP 201520
IF ((C.EQ.l.O.OR.C.EQ.PP.OR.ICYCLE.EQ.ICYC1.0R.NH.EQ.O).AND. 201530
1 LINPUT.EQ.lt IBEGIN = 1 201540
JOR = KDSRN-IOR 201550
DO 99 NRC=1,NREG 201560
IF (NH.EQ.O.OR.IBEGIN.EQ.l) WRITEI6,1726) 201570
IF (Q.EQ.5) READ(5,1003> NST(NRC),MKL(NRC),NRING(NRC),STORY 201580
1003 FORMATt312,16A4) 201590
IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 613 201600
WRITE(61606)NRC,NST(NRC),NKL(NRC ) 201610
606 FORHAT(/////////////////////////58X,13HREGION NUMBER,I3//35X,10HTH 201620
1ERE ARE ,I2,14H SEGMENTS AND tI2,35H KINEMATIC LINKS WITHIN THIS R 201630
2EGION) 201640
GO TO 610 201650
613 IF (IBEGIN.EO.O) GO TO 610 201660
WRITE(6,612) NRC,NST(NRC),NKL(NRC) 201670
612 FORMAT!///58X,13HREGION NUMBER,I3//35X.10HTHERE ARE ,I2t14H SEGMEN 201680
ITS AND ,I2,35H KINEMATIC LINKS WITHIN THIS REGION) 201690
610 CONTINUE 201700
IF (Q.EQ.5) READ! 5, 1006) JRTIC (NRC ) ,JRSTOP(NRC)',STORY 201710
1006 FQRMAT(5X,2I5,16A4) 201720'
NSEG = NST(NRC) 201730
201 NSC=0 201740
101 NSC=NSC+1 201750
IF (NH.EQ.O.OR.IBEGIN.EQ.l) WRITE(6,1726) 201760
CALL RIEMAN 201770
IF (NIX.NE.O) GOTO 8888 201780
CALL SEGMAT 201790
IF (NIX.NE.O) GOTO 8888 201800









































2500 FORMATt/SX.'CYCLE'.ISt'tSIS,1 IS COMPLETE.')





IF <JPLS.GT.1I XNL(l) = 1.0
IF (JPLS.NE.2) XNLI2) = 1.0
IF (NX3.EQ.1) XNLO) = -1.0
IF (NIX.NE.O) GO TO 8888
IF < ICYCLE.EO.ICYCU GO TO 556
GO TO 1




IF (LDISTL.EQ.O) LDISTL - 1
OMEGA = OMEGA*OMEGA
GO TO 121




































































































This subroutine link assembles the data tables for .use.in the integration
procedure. The subprogram link, RIEMAN, utilizes the subroutines SETUP,
ROBOT, DIF1 or DIFF2, to integrate the differential equations of each
segment independently, under arbitrary load conditions. The results of
the integrations of each segment are stored in the YCORR array in RIEMAN,




















































































C ROUTINE ** RIEHAN ** ABACUS UPDATED 01/11/74 300000
SUBROUTINE RIEMAN 300010
INTEGER SAVJTC,SAVSTP.SEGTAB, Q ,THICK,TYPE 300020
INTEGER XN 300030




COMMON NST(30>,NKL(30),NXMAT(20>,SAVJTC(30>,SAVSTP(30) ,JRTIC(30) 300080
COMMON JRSTOP<30),NREG,NMPT,NRC,NSC,NIX,IERROR,KGEOM,IGEOM,ISTTAB 300090
COMMON KELVIN,IBEGIN,NPROB,NSEG,NERROR,Q,THICK,NOJS,NLINKS.NLCASE 300100
COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS, Nl.KBC.NRINGS ! 300110
COMMON LOOE,ICYCLE,LDISTL ' • 300120
COMMONi /NAM1/ FACEi 4) ,STRGO( 7), THERHU) ,MA,TER( 3) ,SESTAB( 12) 300130
COMMON /LYCORR/ YCORR<72) . : . • 300140
COMMON /MAGIK/ KKNT ; • ' 300150








8 ' XNUTP,XNUPT,XCll,XC22,XC15,XD33,Xb22,XD21.XDi2, 300240
9 XK11,XK12,XK21,XK22,XK33,XD11, - 300250
A XNPHI.M,I,BETTA,ZETTA,XC16 300260
COMMON /SPLINS/ ANG.PSI(100),RAD(100),CUR1(100),CUR2<100), 300270
1 DR1DP(100),ZI(14),RIC14),NRZIN 300280
COMMON /ARING/ WRING(28),AMAT(30,8),RSIG(12).REPS(12).RALPH(12), 300290
C RBAPH112) 300300
COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,{WORD,XMERD.XPRES.XMONT 300310
COMMON /PLSTIC/ 10,JO,IOR,JOR.KORI,NEO 300320
COMMON /WOOD/ SAVY(53),NPLEV.NLPO,NPLA(21),STR(6),SIGMA(3,21), 300330
C SEPS(3,21),SALPH(3,21),S8APH(3,21),STEPS(3,21), : 300340
0 EFF(21),STSRN(3r,NPLAST(3),STSIGt3)ivSTREPS(3), 300350
M STALPH(3),STBAPH(3),EFFST(3),NPLEVS<3) 300360







IF(Q.EQ.l) GO TO 191 300440
READ(5.1001) RGO.ANG.NLRS,STORY . 300450
1001 FORMAT(F2.0,Al,I2.16A4) ' ' 300460
C GEOMETRY IDENTIFICATION SEARCH '" 300470




. 505 KGEOM=I 300520
IGEOM =0 300530
IF (KGEOM.EQ.1.0R.KGEOM.EQ.2.0R.KGEOM.EQ.5.0R.KGEOM.EQ.6) IGEOM =1 300540
IF (KGEOM.EQ.3) IGEOM=2 300550
IF(KGEOM.EQ.4) IGEOM=3 300560





NAPEX = 0 . 300610
IF (APEX.EO.APEX1) NAPEX • • 1 300620
DELTA =0.0 300630
WRITE(l) DTAU.DIFF,STEP,DELTA,NAPEX 300640




GO TO 481 300690






IF(NP.LT.2.0R.NP.GT.30) GO TO 8787 300760
: MATERIAL PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION 300770
00 501 I=1,NMPT 300780










DO 510 1=1,12 300890
IF(INTERP-SE6TAB(I)1510,511,510 300900
510 CONTINUE 300910
GO TO 8088 300920
511 ISTTAB=I 300930
DO 508 1=1,4 300940





GO TO (430,430,420,420,420,420,425,425*425, 430*430,430),IST7AB 301000
420 KLUE2=2 301010
GO TO 430 301020
425 KLUE2=3 301030
430 KLUE1=THICK 301040
: TEMPERATURE LOAD IDENTIFICATION 301050
DO 401 1=1,4 301060




: LINEAR ANALYSIS IDENTIFICATION 301110
IANLYZ = 1 301120
IWD = 1-IWORD 301130
NROW = 3-IWO 301140
IF (THICK.GT.l) NROW = THICK»3-2*IWO 301150
IF (ISTTA8.EQ.1) NROW = 14-3*IWD 301160
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.3) NROW * 16-3*IWD 301170
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.4) NROW = 10-2*IWD 301180
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.5) NROW - 12-3*IWD 301190
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.6) NROW => 13-3*IWD 301200
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.7) NROW = 9-2*IWD 301210
14
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.8) NROW = 11-3*IWD 301220
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.9) NROM = 12-3*IMD 301230
IF (ISTTAB.E0.10) NROW = 15-3*IMD 301240
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.il) NROM = 17-4*IWO 301250
IF (ISTTAB.EQ.12) NROM = 18-4*IWD 301260
IF (KELVIN.EQ.2.OR.KELVIN.EQ.4) GO TO 580 301270
IF (ISTTAB.GE.10) GO TO 581 301280
IF (ISTTAB.GE.4) NROM = NRQM+1 301290
GO TO 580 301300
581 NROM = NROM+2 301310
580 CONTINUE 301320
TEFREE = 0.0 301330
00 540 1=1,3 301340
IF (HARDEN-HARD!I)) 540,541,540 301350
541 KOR = I 301360
GO TO 542 301370
540 CONTINUE 301380
NERROR = 8013 301390
GO TO 8888 301400
542 IF (ITYPE.EQ.l) GO TO 550 301410
IF (KOR.GT.l) GO TO 551 301420
NERROR = 8008 301430
GO TO 8888 301440
551 KORI = 1 301450
GO TO 553 301460
550 KORI = -1 301470




GO TO 192 301520
191 READ(l) KGEOH,IGEOM,RGO,ANG,NLRS,STORY 301530
READ(l) DTAU.DIFF,STEP,DELTA,NAPEX 301540
IF (RGO.EQ.14.0) GO TO 182 301550
READ (1 ) G1,G2,G3 301560
GO TO 183 301570




192 EPSIL =1.0E-05 301620
01FF =1.0E-04 301630
ERR = 1.0 E-07 301640
IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 920 301650
1 = RGO 301660
WRITE(6,651) NSC,I,STORY,DTAU.OIFF,STEP,DELTA 301670
651 FORMAT(//13X,15HSEGMENT NUMBER ,12,5X,13HSEGMENT CODE ,I2,5X, 301680
1 16A4//22X,4HDTAU,15X,4HOIFF 301690
2,15X,4HSTEP,10X,5HDELTA//16X,5(E14.7,5X),2X,F2.0) 301700
IF (RGO.EQ.14.0) GO TO 185 301710
MRITE(6,652) G1.G2.G3 301720
652 FORHAT(//54X,24HGEOMETRY INPUT VARIA8LES,//38X,3(E14.7,5X)) 301730
GO TO 645 301740
185 HRITE(6,186) (ZI<I),RI(I),1=1,NRZIN) 301750
186 FORMAT(//57X,24HGEOMETRY INPUT VARIABLES//42X.16HAXI AL COORDINATE, 301760
1 9X,6HRAOIUS/50X,1HZ,20X,1HR/(43X,1P1E15.8,5X,1P1E15.8)) 301770
645 MRITE(6,653) TYPE,HLAYR,SHEET,INTERP.RANKIN,HARDEN,NP 301780
653 FORMATl//12X,5(A4,6X),16HHAROENING LAM = ,A4,12X, 301790






IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 921
WRITE(6.654) ((XMAT(I,J),J = l,10),1 = 11, III)
654 FORMATt//51X,28HMATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE USED,//(10(1H ,E12.5)))
URITE(6.655)
655 FORMAT(//42X, 47HTABLE ORDER PHI OR S VS. CROSSECTION PROPERTIES,)
921 CONTINUE
D O 901- I=1,NROH : - • < - . , - . • - • - .




IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 901
194 WRITE(6,600) 1ST!I,JI,J=1,NP)
600 FORMAT(1H ,8(E14.7,2X)/(3X,8(E14.7,2X)))
G O T O 9 0 1 . . - • • • - • :
193 READ U ) (ST(I,J),J=1,NP)
901 CONTINUE .
DO 750 JJ=1,12












































IF(L.EQ.O) GO TO 71
KK = K + L - 1
00 72 M=K,KK
IF (LDtSTL.EQ.l) GO TO 197
READ (5,1005) (ST(M,J),J=1,NP)







































































IF (ICYCLE.NE.l.AND.NH.NE.O) GO TO 665
WRITE(6,656)




660 IF((L-LST(JT)).EQ.O) GO TO 665
IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 665
WRITE(6,661) NLC
661 FORMAT(//16X,8HPROBLEM ,12,5X,84HTABLE ORDER PHI OR S VS. DISTRIB
1UTED LOADS (F THETA, F PHI, F ZETA, N THETA, M PHIX,I
WRITE(6,1968) <LSTIJ),J=JT,JTT)
1968 FORMAT(27H LOAD IDENTIFICATION CLUES ,6Il/>









IF (Q.EQ.l) GO TO 2004







































































































59 CALL SETUP <NAGIN.MAGOUT,TIC,STEP,NEONS,DTAU.EPSIL,DELTA,ERR,TIME, 303080
1DTIME,YICS,YPRED,YCORR,YDOT,YNEW,YDEV,FHDEL,TBDEL» 303090
GOTO 61 303100
60 CALL MAGIC <MAGIN.MAGOUT,TIC.STEP,NEQNS.DTAU.EPSIL.DELTA,ERR,TIME,
1DTIME,YICS,YPREO,YCORR,YOOT,YNEW,YDEV,FHDEL,T8DEL>
61 IF(MAGOUT.LE.O) GOTO 25 303120
IF(TIME.GT.STOP) GOTO 62 303130
IF(TIME.LT.STOP) GOTO 63 303140
64 IEND*-1 303150
GOTO 67 303160
62 IF(TIME.LE.(STOP+DIFF)) GOTO 64 303170
GOTO 8001 303180
63 IF((STOP-DIFF).LE.TIME) GOTO 64 303190
IF((TIME+DTIME).GT.STOP) GOTO 65 303200
IF(PRINT.GT.TIME) GOTO 66 303210
PRINTsTIME+DTA 303220
67 CONTINUE 303230
IF(IEND.GT.O) GOTO 8002 303240
IF(IEND.LT.O) GOTO 150 303250
66 CONTINUE 303260
MAGIN - 0 303270
GOTO 60 303280
65 DTIME=STOP-TIHE 303290








JJ « NLCASE*6 303380
DO 15 J=1,JJ 303390
15 LT=LT+LSTU) 303400




DO 51 1=1,NP 303450
IF<ARG-ST(1,IM 52,55,51 303460
52 IF(I-l) 55,55,54 303470
51 CONTINUE 303480
I=NP 303490
GO TO 55 303500




55 DO 58 IK=2,NTOTAL 303550
58 ST(IK,LL)=ST(IK,I) 303560
80 CONTINUE 303570
C THE UPDATED INTERPOLATED VALUES OF THE MATERIAL PROPERTY COEFFIC 303580
C IENTS ARE FOUND IN THE XMAT TABLE AND STORED IN THE XLAYER ARRAY 303590
L = IMAT-l)*2+l 303600
II=NXMAT(L) 303610
III = NXMATIL+ll 303620
LL=NP+1 303630




91 ARG = (ST(L,LL)+ST(L+1,LL)+STU»2,LL)+ST(L*3,LL))/4.0 303670
GOTO 94 303680
93 CONTINUE 303690
ARG = STINROH+l.LL) 303700
94 DO 104 I = 2,10 303710
IF (ARG-XMATUI.IM 121,123,104 303720









DO 125 J=L,III 303820
XLAYER1MI-XHATIJ,!-!) + (XMATIJ,Il-XMATU.1-1) )*(ARG-XMAT<11,1-1 MY 303830
1 (XHATUI.I )-XMAT<H,I-l)) 303840
125 M=M+1 303850
GOTO 111 303860
92 L = II + 1 303870




115 GO TO(101,102,103),ITYPE 303920
101 ETHET = XLAYER(l) 303930
XNUTP = XLAYER42) 303940
ALPHTH = XLAYERO) 303950
EPHI = ETHET 303960
XNUPT= XNUTP 303970
ALPHPH = ALPHTH 303980
XGPT = ETHET/(2.0*(1.0+XNUPTM 303990
N = 4 304000
GO TO 105 304010
102 ETHET = XLAYER(l) 304020
EPHI = XLAYER(2) 304030
XNUTP = XLAYERO) 304040
ALPHTH - XLAYERI4) 304050
ALPHPH = XLAYERI5) 304060
XGPT = XLAYER(6) 304070
XNUPT = ETHET*XNUTP/EPHI 304080
N = 7 304090
GO TO 105 304100
103 ETHET = XLAYER(l) 304110
EPHI = XLAYERI2) 304120
XNUTP* XLAYERO) 304130
ALPHTH = XLAYERI4) 304140
ALPHPH = XLAYER«5) 304150
XGPT = XLAYER(6) 304160
ER = XLAYERU7) 304170
ES = XLAYER418) 304180
ALPHR = XLAYERU9) 304190
ALPHS - XLAYER(20> 304200
SIGOXR=XLAYER<23)
SIGOXS=XLAYER(26)
XNUPT = ETHET*XNUTP/EPHI 304210
N = 7 304220
105 CONTINUE 304230
SIGOX = XLAYER(N*2) 304240
CALL ROBOT (ST,KLUE2,NROW,LL,ER,ES,G2,G3,TIHE,ITIC,JTIC,NCYC, 304250
1 SIGOX,ALPHR,ALPHS,SIGOXR,SIGOXS)
19
IF (NIX.NE.OI 60 TO 9999
COMPUTATION OF K AND 0 FOR K AND 0 INPUT
LL=NP+1
IF(XKll.EQ.O.O) GOTO 8101
IF(ITYPE.EQ.3.AND.XK12.EQ.O.) GO TO 8102




IFUTYPE.EQ.3.AND.X012.EQ.O.) GO TO 8107




















































IF (LST(IR*1).EQ.OI GOTO 44
K=K+1 '
XFTHLD=ST(K,LL)
44 IF(LST(IR+2».EQ.O) GOTO 45
K=K+1
XFPHLD = ST(KtLL)+XMERD*lMORO





















































































































8101 TERROR = 8101
NERROR=17
GOTO 8888
;8102 I ERROR = 8102
NERROR=18
GOTO 8888
8103 IERROR = 8103
NERROR=19
GOTO 8888
8104 IERROR = 8104
NERROR=20
GOTO ease
8105 IERROR = 8105
NERROR=21
GOTO 8888



































































8107 I ERROR = 8107
NERROR=23
GOTO 8888
8108 IERROR = 8108
N£RROR=24
GOTO 8888
8109 IERROR = 8109
NERROR=25
GOTO 8888
8110 IERROR = 8110
NERROR=26
GOTO 8888





IF (NH.NE.O) GO TO 925
WRITE(6,670)








221 SN = SIN(PHI)
CS = COStPHI)
GO TO 224
222 SN = COSU.570796-G1)
CS = SINI1.570796-G1)



























































































SETUP is a double entry subroutine called from RIEMAN. It is a mixed precision,
numerical integration routine, with automatic selection of a variable integration
step size, which utilizes fifth order Runge-Kutta equations to obtain the solution
for first order differential equations.
SUBROUTINE MAGIC









C K = K t I J
-•(YES
-/FIRST CYCLEJ











r O U T P U T N



























































IF I MAGOUT) 305,101,101
IF(MAGIN) 21, 27, 14
K = 0
DO 202 I = 1, NEONS
YNEW(I) = YPRED(I)
K = K +1
KKNT = K
DO 2 I = 1, NEONS

































* 2.*TBDEL(I) «• YOOTCin/6.


























































00 207 I » 1,NEQNS . 400600
IF (ERR /I00.* DELTA* A8S(YCORR(I)) - ABSCYOEVIIM) 5,207,207 400610
207 CONTINUE 400620
DTIME = 2.*OTIME 400630
5 00 208 I « 1,NEONS 400640
208 YCORR(I) » YPREO(I) 400650
305 IF (OTAU) 19,30,19 400660
19 IF (TAU - T1ME)20,20,27 400670
20 TAU » TAU + OTAU 400680
30 MAGOUT » 2 400690
GO TO 264 " 400700
14 DTIME = OTIME/2.0 400710
25 IF (K-3148,26,26 400720
26 TIME = TIME - OTIME -DTIME 400730
GO TO 47 400740
48 TIME " TIME - DTIME 400750
47 SIGB * +2. 400760
DO 209 I = 1,NEONS 400770
209 YOOT(I) *> FWOEL(I) 40078O
212 K - 0 400790




This subroutine is used by RUMAW to calculate geometric and load co-
efficients for use in the differential equations. With reference to
geometry, all the necessary radii are calculated, as well as the stiff-
ness . coefficients of the various shell vail constructions. Thermal
load moments and direct forces are calculated from direct temperature in-
put. Inertia loads due to shell spin are also calculated.
All the above values are passed back via the label common area BQUAZN.
In the case of a special point input geometry the ROBOT routine calls
GEOMET.
Subroutines GEOMET, PLICO, PURE
Starting from a set of z,r points these subroutines calculate the necessary
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COMMON STORYU6) ,XMAT(270,10),STD( 10 ), SADUS ( 30) .RADUSI 30 )
COMMON TADUS(30) ,UAOUS(30) ,SAVTIC(900)
COMMON XN.TEFREE,TIC,PHI,STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,G1,XNL(3)fNH
COMMON NST(30 ) ,NKL(30 ) ,NXMAT(20 ) ,SAVJTC(30 ) ,SAVSTP(30 ) , JRT IC(30 )


















































IF ( KGEOM. EQ. LAND. BETA. NE. 1.0. AND. SN.NE.O
A) **2*(CS/SNSQ>*(R1*SN-RO>
















































































SN = SINCPHI )
CS = COS(PHI)







































CS = COS(PHI )
R2 = A*(2.0/(1.0+SN**XN1) )**XN2
Rl = <A/2.0)*(R2/A)**XN3
RO=R2*SN
R100T = -XN3*A*{SN**XNEXP*CS/4.0)*(2.0/(1.0+SN**XN1J )**XN5
GOTO 7775
GENERAL GEOMETRY
776 SN = SIN(PHI)
CS = COS(PHI )
TAN= SN/CS
SEC= 1.0/CS
IF (TIME. EQ. TIC) CALL GEOMET
ARC = PHI
00 204 J= 1,100
PHO = PSHJ)
IF (ANG.EQ.A) IF (ARG-PHOI 221,223.204
IF (PHO-ARG) 221,223,204






































































8502 NERROR = 41
GO TO 8888
8503 NERROR = 42
8888 NIX = 1
GO TO 6889
224 SUB1 = ARG-PSHJ-1)
SUB2 = PSK J)-PSI(J-l)
RO = RAD(J-l)-KRADU)-RAOU-l) )*SUB1/SUB2
Rl = CURHJ-l) + (CURl<J)-CURlU-m*SUBi/SUB2
R2 = CUR2»J-1) + (CUR2«J>-CUR2U-U>*SUB1/SUB2








Rl = 0.5 * R2
RO = R2 * SN
R1DOT = - <(A**2)*0.5)*IR1*CS)/RO**2
7775 TAN=SN/CS
IF(TIME.EQ.TIC) RTICK=RO
IF (NCYC.GT.l) GO TO 491
IF (TIME.NE.TIC) GO TO 491





480 RADUSIITIC) = RO
IF (NSC.NE.l) GO TO 491
SADUS(JTIC) = RO
IFINH.EQ.O.AND.NEO.EQ.OI GO TO 491
A M A T ( J T I C t S ) = S A V Y ( 2 2 )

































































































































600 GO TO t703,702,701t701)fTHICK
701 H0= ST(4,LL)


































































































34 HO » ST(IO.LL)
33 T = ST(9,LL)
RHOC a ST(NCONT-2,LL)




















37 HO = ST(9,LL)
36 T » ST(8,LL»
RHOC = ST(NCONT-2,LLI






















00 NOT INTERPOLATE,00 NOT COMPUTE NTEMP.NTEMP
RANKIN=THCNST MEANS 00 NOT AVERAGE, BUT INTERPOLATE.COMPUTE
NTEMP, MTEHP







































































































TEMP3= U.O-XNUPT * XNUTP)
GO TO (42,47,49,41),THICK








42 TEMPI * ETHET*HI
































































































Z B H I N = <ZBR-HI/2 .0>**2
ZBHOUT = <ZBR-HO/2.0)**2
XK11 = ETHET*(HI+HO»/TEMP3


















































































































































95 XC22 = 2.0*CTH*COSB**3*EO
XC15 = 2.0*CTH*COSB*SINB2*ED
XC16 = XC15







1*2*GRI)/ COSB) + (2.0*COSB*SINB2*EDI)
X012 = -XD11*XNUTP-(2.0*COSB
l*SINB2*EOI)-(SN4T02*COSB*GRI )






















XC11= (EASTH*CTH* SCB2 )
XC15=EASTH*CTH*( SNB* ONEC28/CSB )
XC16=EASTH*CTH*SN2B































































































TEMP61= Til* TIK-2* TEFREE
TEMP62* TOO* TOK-2* TEFREE
TEMP71* 2.0* Til +TIK-3*TEFREE
TEMP72» 2.0* TOO +TOK-3*TEFREE
EPHK1 » EPHI*TEMP2/TEMP3
GO TO (811,812,813,814),THICK





811 XNTTH= ETHK1 * TEMP4 *
XNTPH- EPHK1 * TEMP4 *
XMTTH= ETHK1 * TEMPS *
XMTPH= EPHK1 * TEMPS *
GO TO 816
















IF (ISTTAB.EQ.2) GO TO 714
GO TO (817,818,819),KLUE2









































































GO TO 714 • - , • • , . - , - -
819 TEH = ES*APH/SPH*ALPHS*TS
XNTPH « XNTPH*TEM*CSB/SN8 %' ' "
XNTTH = XNTTH+TEM*(1.0+SNBJ/CSB . "'J'
XMTPH = XMTPH+CPH*TEM*CSB/SNB '"' •"
XHTTH = XMTTH+CPH*TEM*tl.O»SNB)/CSB
GO TO 714
815 TEMP10 = ((-XK11*XD11)**.5)/(48.0**.5)
-••' TEM11 =((-XK22*XD22)**.5)/(48.0**.5)
XNTTH = XKil/4iO*TEMPl*(TEMP61*TEMP62) ' : -a'




IF (NH.NE.O.OR.INCYC.NE.O.AND.KKNT.NE.4)) 60 TO 8889






1235 SBAPH(J.K) = 0.0
EFF(K) = SIGOX








. NPLEVS(J) = 0
1238 EFFSTUJ = SIGOXS
IF (KIUE2.EQ.1) EFFST(2) = SIGOXR
DO 1237 J»lt6
1237 STRUI = 0.0
NPLEV = 0
IF (KELVIN.EQ.l.OR.KELVIN.EQ.3) GO TO 110
00 111 K=1,KBC
00 111 J=l,3
111 STEPS(J.K) = 0.0
GO TO 112











































































GO TO 112 . 706140
113 00 200 K«1,2 706150
DO 200 LR»1,NLPO - 706160
LRT « LR*(K-1»*NLPO 706170
60 TO <300,400),* 706180
300 T » TIK*ZETA2ILRI*<TII-TIIO 706190
GO TO SOO 706200
400 T • TOK+ZETA2(LR)*(TOO-TOKt 706210
500 STEPS!ItLRT) - ALPHPH*T 706220
STEPS(2tLRT> « ALPMTH«T 706230
200 STEPSO.LRT) » 0.0 ; 706240
112 CONTINUE - 706250
„ , DO 1236 K-1,53 706260








THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GEOMETRY FOR A SHELL SEGMENT.
THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE ...
RKI) DISTANCE FROM AXIS OF REV. TO POINTS
ON SHELL MERIDIAN.
ZI(I) DISTANCE ALONG AXIS OF REV. TO THE
INTERSECTION OF THE CORRESPONDING RIII) AND
THE AXIS OF REV.








IF (ANG.EQ.B) AMULT * -1.0
PASS SPLINE CURVE THROUGH INPUT POINTS ON SHELL MERIDIAN, AND
COMPUTE DR/DZ AT THESE POINTS.
CALL PLICO (ZI,RI,NRZIN,CI)




COMPUTE MERIDIONAL ARC LENGTH TO INTERPOLATED POINTS BY
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION (SIMPSONS RULE). SINCE SIMPSONS RULE
REQUIRES AN EVEN NUMBER OF PARTITIONS, INTERPOLATE A POINT
MIDWAY BETWEEN EACH PAIR OF POINTS USING SUBROUTINE SPLINE.
SOUTH) =0.
DO 70 I=1.NUELZ
DZ2=(ZI( I + ll-ZK ID/2.0
DZ6=DZ2/3.0
CALL PLINE (ZI.RI,NRZIN,CI,ZI(I)+DZ2,FAKEl,DROZM,FAKE2>
SOUTd + 1) = SOUK I) + DZ6*(FUN(DRDZ(I>) + 4.0*FUN<DRDZM) +
1 FUN(DRDZ(I + l»)
70 CONTINUE
USE SPLICO TO REPRESENT RKI) AS A FUNCTION OF SOUT(I). THEN USE
SPLINE TO INTERPOLATE RAOD AND CORRESPONDING DERIVATIVES. FROM













































































































IF (J.EQ.l) GO TO 180
181
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 181
I = 2















































D(K) = X(K+U - X(K)
PIKI » OCKI/6.0
10 E(K) = (Y(K»1I-V(K))/D(K)
DO 20 K=2,MM








































































SUBROUTINE PLINE <X,Y,M,C,X INT,YINT,DYDX.D2YDX2) 2400010
C SUBROUTINE FOR SPLINE FIT INTERPOLATION IN THE TABLE OF VALUES 2400020
C (XI,Yl) TO (XM.YM), WHERE M MAY BE AS LARGE AS 100, WHERE THE 2400030
C CONSTANTS C(X,KI,C(2,K),C(3,K) AND C(4,K) ARE ALREADY COMPUTED 2400040
C AND STORED. 2400050
C SUBROUTINE ALSO COMPUTES DY/DX AND D2Y/DX2 AT XINT. 2400060
DIMENSION X(14),Y(14),C(4,13) 2400070
IF (XINT-X(l)) 80,10,20 2400080
10 YINT = Yd) 2400090
K=l 2400100
GO TO 70 2400110
20 K *= 1 2400120
• '30 IF (XINT-X(K+1)) 60,40,50 ' 2400130
40 YINT = YCK+1) 2400140
GO TO 70 2400150
50 K '= K + 1 2400160
IF (M-K) 80,80,30 2400170
60 YINT = JX(K+U - XINT)*(C(l,K)*(X(K+l)-XINT)**2+C(3tKM 2400180





80 WRITE (6,90) 2400240




SUBROUTINE DIF1 AND DIEF2
These subroutines are called in KEEMAU as necessary. DIF1 contains
the differential equations for the THIC and ST clues, while DIPF2 contains
the differential equations for the RWA and ISG clues. Geometry clues,
trigonometric values, and predicted values of the differential equation
variables are passed via label common area, EQUAZN, to subroutines DIF1
or DIEF2. The coefficients for nonlinear and load terms, XI, X2, X3 and
K, are identified depending upon the input clues and pass number.
The specific derivative equations and auxiliary equations are contained
in these subroutines. The values of each derivative equation, YDOT, and
each auxiliary equation, YA , are returned to RIEMAN via label common
EQUAZN.
A special equation counter, I, is used in these subroutines, "which counts
in increments of eight. The first eight values of I, 1 through 57 (in
increments of eight), correspond to the eight sets of initial conditions
required to compute the segment stiffness matrices in subroutine SEGMAT.
The subsequent value of I, 65 (again an increment of eight) corresponds
to the computation of a set of eight equations for the loading condition.
46
FORTRAN CODE ENGINEERING SYMBOLS (RET. 1 )
XN
YDOT (I)
YDOT (I + 1)
YDOT (1+2)
YDOT (I + 3)
YDOT (I + 10
YDOT (1+5)
YDOT (I + 6)
YDOT (1+7)
YPRED (I)
YPRED (I + 1)
YPRED (I + 2)
YPRED (I + 3)
YPRED (I + 10
YPRED (1+5)
YPRED (I + 6)


















































appropriate nonlinear or plastic









IFKGEOM= 1,2, 5, 6, OR 7
IGEOM = 1
IF KGEOM = 4; IGEOM = 3
IF
STTAB^v YES


































COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORD,XMERD,XPRES,XMONT 500290
COMMON /CDISP/ P,PMAX,DELP,DELP1,YEPS,ZEPS 500300
EQUIVALENCE (XNL<1),X1>,(XNLI2),X2),«XNL<3),X31,(K.DELP) 500310
IF (ISTTAB.NE.2) GO TO 7786 500320
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE 'THICK' SET 500330
GO TO (151,152,1531,IGEOM 500340
C EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION ( PHI COORDINATE ) 500350
151 CONTINUE 500360
YAOPH = XN*YPRED(I*6)*X1RO-YPRED(I+4)*SN1RO 500370
YANTH = XNUPT*YPRED(I + U + (XKil-XNUPT**2*XK22)*UXN*YPRED(I*4) + 500380
1 YPRED<I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN»*X1RO+X1*YAOPH*SAVY<9))+K* 500390
2 <XNUPT*XNTPH-XNTTH)+X2*(XNUPT*SAVYm)-SAVY<10) ) 500400
3 +X3*SAVY(48> 500410




YAMPT ^ (-1.0/«RO/XD33) + (SNSQ*X1RO/XK33)))*(-2.0*XN* 500460
1 YPRED(I+7)+YPREDII+4)*(CSlRl-CNlRO)+XN*YPREO(I+5)* 500470
2 <SN1RO+X1R1)+2.0*XN*YPREDU+6)*CS1RO+YPREDU )*SN/ 500480
3 XK33+X2*(SAVY(12)*SN/XK33-SAVY(15)*RO/XD33)+SN*X1* 500490
4 (YAOPH*SAVY(5)+SAVY(9) *YPRED( I+7)» ) 500500
5 +X3*SAVY<50> 500510
YANPT = YPREDIIKYAMPT*SN1RQ 500520
YAJPH = YPRED(I+2)+Xl*(SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY(9)-YPRED(I+l) 500530
I *SAVY(5»-YPREO(I+7)*SAVY(6)J 500540


























































































1 +YPREDII ) /XK33+X2*SAVYI12) /XK33+X1*JYAOPH*SAVY(5)




































































A - YPRED<I+5)/S-YPRED(I+6)*TN/S+SAVY«9)*YAOPH+YOOTCI+5l 501230
1 +SAVY(5)*YPRED(1+7) 501240
B » SAVY(1) /S-SAVY(3)*TN/S+0.5*CSAVYC9)*SAVY<9»+SAVY»5I* 501250




















YOOT(1+7) = (1.0/< XD22-XNUTP**2*XD11J)*(-YPREO(1 + 3)+XNUTP*YAMTH- 501460
1 K*CXMTPH-XNU7P*XMTTH)-X2*(SAVY(14)-XNUTP*SAVY(13»> 501470
2 +X3*SAVYt53) 501480
GO TO 9005 501490
EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDER 501500
153 CONTINUE 501510
YAOPH = XlRO*(XN*YPREOU+6)-YPRED<I+4M 501520





1 U+4»-XNSO*YPRED(H-6) ) )+K* CXNUPT*XMTPH-XMTTH) 501580
2 +X2*(XNUPT*SAVY(141-SAVY(13) » 501590
3 +X3*SAVYCt9) 501600
YAMPT=(-1.0/t(RO/X033>+(XlRO/XK33>)»*<-2.0*XN*YPREO(I+7J+XN*XlRO* 501610
1 YPRED<I+5)+YPREO(I ) /XK33+X2*(SAVY112) /XK33-SAVY(15)* 501620
2 RO/XD33)+Xl* tYAOPH*SAVYt5)»SAVY(9)*YPRED<I+7M) 501630
3 +X3*SAVY<50) 501640
YANPT = YPRED(1)+YAMPT*X1RO 501650
YAJPH = YPREO(I+2)+Xl* (SAVY<8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY{ 9)-YPRED(1 + 1» 501660
I *SAVY(5)-YPRED<I+7)*SAVY(6)) 501670
YDOTCI+4) = XN*YPREO(I+5)*XlRO+YPREDtI) /XK33+X2*SAVY(12)/XK33+ 501680
1 YAMPT*X1R.O/XK33+X1*(YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YPRED( I+7 ) *SAVY(9 )» 501690
2 +X3*SAVY(51) 501700
YDOTU+5) » (1.0/IXK22-XNUTP**2*XK11)J*(YPREO(I+1)-XNUTP*YANTH+ 501710
1 K*(XNTPH-XNUTP*XNTTH)+X2*(SAVY(ll)-XNUTP*SAVY(10)))- 501720
2 YPRED(I+7)*X1*SAVY(5) 501730
3 * +X3*SAVY(52I 501740
A = -YPREO<I+6) /RO+>SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YOOT(I+5)+SAVY<5)* 501750
1 YPRED(l+7) 501760
B« - S A V Y ( 3 ) / R O + 0 . 5 * J S A V Y ( 9 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) + S A V Y C 5 ) * S A V Y ( 5 ) ) + 501770
1 S A V Y ( 2 ) 501780






























7786 60 TO <4771,4772t 4773) , IGEOM
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE 'ST101 SET
C EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION ( PHI COORDINATE )
4771 CONTINUE
YAOPH = XN*YPREO< 1+6 )*X1RO-YPRED< I*4)*SN1RO
YANTH = XK12*<1.0/«XK22+XC22**2/XD22))*<YPREDU+l)+K*XNTPH+
1 X~2*SAVY( l l ) + (XC22/XD22)*<YPRED(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*
1 SAVY( 14) ) )-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVY« 10)+(X1RO*XK1 1-
1 XK12*XK21*X1RO*( l.O/
2 (XK22+XC22**2/X022) ) )*(XN*YPREOt I+4)+YPRED< 1*51 *CS-YPRED( 1+
3 6)*SN+X1*RO*YAOPH*SAVY(9) )- ( XC11+XK 12*XC 22*XD21/XU22*
3 ( l .O/(XK22*XC22**2/X022)))*
* (XiRO**2*{XN*YPREDU+4)*SN-XN**2*YPREDU*6) )* YPREDi I*7)*CS*
5 X1RO)
6 +X3*SAVY(48)
YAMTH = -XD12*(XC22/(XC22**2*XK22*X022U*(YPREO( I+11+K*XNTPH+
1 X2*SAVYU1) I-K*XMTTH-X2*SAVY(13)*X012*<XK22/(XC22**2+
2 XK22*XD22) ) * ( Y P R E O ( I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY( 1A)) + (XC11*









3 XK33+X2* (SAVYt 12)*SN/XK33-SAVY( 15)*RO/XD33)+SN*X1*
4 < Y A O P H * S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) * Y P R E O ( I + 7 ) ) )
5 +X3*SAVY(50)
YANPT = YPREDJ I )»YAMPT*SN1RO
.YAJPH = YPREO(I+2)+Xl*(SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY<9)-YPRED{I*l>
1 *SAVY(5)-YPRED(I+7>*SAVY(6))
YDOT (!+<») = Rl*(YPREDtI*4)*CSlRO+XN*YPREO(I + 5)*XlRO»YPREDm/XK33*
1 X2*SAVY(12)/XK33+YAMPT*SN1RO/XK33)+R1*XI*(YAOPH*









































































1 + 5)/Rl-YPREO(1+6)/Rl+SAVY(5)*YPREO <1+7) 502450
B = SAVYU>*CS1RO-SAVY(3)*SN1RO+.5*1SAVYJ9)*SAVY19) 502460
1 + S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y ( 5 ) ) + ( S A V Y ( 2 ) - S A V Y ( 3 ) ) / R 1 502470





5 S A V Y ( 8 ) - Y A N P T * S A V Y » 5 ) ) ) - X 3 * S A V Y « 3 3 ) 502530









4 XFTHLD+SAVY<25)*YPREDn+7) + SAVY(5)*K*XFPHLD) 502630
5 -X3*SAVY(35I 502640
YDOT(I+3) = R1*(YAMTH*CS1RO-YPREDU + 3)*CS1RO-2.0*XN*YAMPT*X1RO+ 502650
1 YAJPH+K*XMTHLOl 502660
2 +X3*SAVY(36) 502670
YDOTCI+6) = R1*(YPRED«1+7)-YPRED«I+5)*X1R1) 502680
YOOTU+7) = R1*«-XC22/IXC22**2+XK22*X022))*«YPREO(I+1)+K*XNTPH+ 502690
1 X2*SAVY(l l ) - (XK21/RO)*(XN*YPRED(I+4)+YPREDCI+5)*CS- 502700
1 YPREO(I+6)*SN)-X1*XK12*YAOPH*SAVY(9))+(XK22/«XC22**2+ 502710
2 XK22*XD22))* (YPRED(1+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14)) - (XK22* 502720
3 X021/(XC22**2+XK22*X022))*(X1ROSQ*(XN*YPRED(I+4)*SN-XNSQ 502730
ft *YPRED(I+6) )+YPREDU+7)*CS*XlRO) ) 502740
5 +X3*SAVY«53) 502750
GO TO 9005 502760
: EQUATIONS FOR CONE 502770
4772 CONTINUE 502780
YAOPH = XN*YPREDt1+6)*X1CS/S-YPREO(I+4)*TAN/S 502790
YANTH = XK12*l l .O/<XK22+XC22**2/XD22))*<YPREDU+l)+K*XNTPH* 502800
1 X2*SAVY<U) + UC22/XD22)*(YPR£DU+3)+K*XMTPH+X2* 502810








YAMTH = -X012*(XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*X022))*(YPREDtI+1)+K*XNTPH+ 502900
1 X2*SAVY( l l ) ) -K*XMTTH-X2*SAVY(13)+XD12*CXK22/(XC22**2+ 502910
1 XK22*XD22n*(YPREDU + 3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14» + (XCll/ 502920
2 IS*CS)+XD12*XK21/ tS*CS))*(XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*X022))*IXN* 502930
3 YPRED(I+4)+YPRED(I + 5)*CS-YPREDU+6)*SN+Xl*S*CS*YAOPH* 502940
3 S A V Y ( 9 ) ) + ( X D l l - X 0 1 2 * X K 2 2 * 502950
4 XD2l / (XC22**2+XK22*XD22))*( (1 .0 / IS*CS)**2)*("XN*YPREO(I*4 l* 502960
5 SN-XNSQ*YPRED(I+6))+YPREO(I+7l/S) 502970
6 +X3*SAVY(49) 502980




4 S A V Y « 5 ) + S A V Y ( 9 ) * Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) ) ) 503030
5 +X3*SAVY(50) 503040
YANPT = YPREO(I)+YAMPT*TAN/S 503050
YAJPH = YPRED(I+2)+Xl*(SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY«9)-YPREO(I+D* 503060
54
SAVY(5 ) -YPRED( I+7 ) *SAVY(6 ) )
1 +YPREDC I ) /XK33+X2*SAVY(12) /XK33+X1*CYAOPH*SAVY«5)
2 +YPRED( I +7 ) *SAVY<9) )
3 +X3*SAVY(51>
YDOTU + 5) = -X1*YPRED(I+7)*SAVY<5)+(1 .0 /«XK22+XC22**2 /XD22))*
1 (YPREO( I+ l )+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY(l l i+(XC22/XD22>*
2 (YPREO«I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14)) - (XK21/ t S *CS)> * (XN*
2 YPREO(I+4)+YPRED( I+5)*CS-YPREDI 1+6) *SN)- Xl*XK12*YAOPH*
. 3 SAVY(9) -<XC22*XD21/XD22)* ( ( 1.0/( S**2*CS**
3 2) ) * (XN*YPRED{I+4)*SN-XNSO*YPRED(I+6>)+YPRED<I+7) /S)>
4 + X 3 * S A V Y < 5 2 )
A = YPREDU+5)/S-YPRED< I+6)*TN/S+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOTU+5)
1 +SAVY<5)*YPRED(I+7)
B = S A V Y < l ) / S - S A V Y ( 3 ) * T N / S + 0 . 5 * ( S A V Y ( 9 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) *
1 S A V Y < 5 ) ) + S A V Y < 2 )
YDOT(I) =-2.0*YPREO( I )/S+XN*YANTH*XlCS/S-XN*YAMTH*SN*XlCS**2/S**2
1 +YAMPT*TAN/S**2-K*(XFTHI_D+XMPHLD*TAN/S)-X1*( SAVYI24)*
2 A+K*XFTHLD*8+SAVY(25)*YDOT( I*A)+SAVY(4)*K*XFPHLO+
3 SAVY(26) *YAOPH+SAVY(9) *K*XFZELD+TAN/S*«YANTH*SAVY<9)+
* YAOPH*SAVY(7) -YPRED( I+7 ) *SAVY(8) -YANPT*SAVY(5) ) ) -X3*
5 S A V Y C 3 3 )













YDOTU + 7) = - (XC22/ (XC22**2+XK22*XD22) ) * (YPREO«I + 1)+K*XNTPH+X2*
1 SAVY«11)-XK21*(XN*YPREO( I+4)+YPRED( I+5)*CS-YPRED( 1+6 )*
1 SN)/(S*CS)-X1*XK12*YAOPH*SAVY(9) )+( XK22/(XC22**2+XK22*
2 X022) ) * (YPRED(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14) ) - (XK22*XD21
3 /<XC22**2+XK22*XD22))*«1.0/(S*CS)**2)*«XN*YPREDU+4)*SN
4 -XN**2*YPRED< 1+6) )+YPRED( I+7I/S)
5 +X3*SAVY«53)
GO TO 9005





1 (XC22/XD22)*«YPREDU+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14) ) )-K*XNTTH-
1 X2*SAVYUOI+(X1RO*(XK11-XK12*XK21*C 1.0/( XK22+XC22**2/
2 X022) )) )*(XN*YPREO(I+4)-YPRED(I+6)+Xl*RO*YAOPH*
2 SAVY19) )-<XCll+<
3 XK12*XC22*XD21/XD22)*(1.0/«XK22+XC22**2/X022) ) )*( X1RO**2*(
4 XN*YPRED( I+4)-XNSQ*YPREO( 1+6) ))
5 +X3*SAVY(48)
YAMTH = -XD12*(XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22))*(YPRED( 1+1 ) +K*XNTPH+
1 X2*SAVY(11) )-K*XMTTH-X2*SAVYI13)+XD12*(XK22/(XC22**2+
2 XK22*XD22))*(YPRED( I+31+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY( 14) >+(XCli*



































































YAMPT=J-1.0/URO/XD33) + IX1RO/XK33)) )*(-2.0*XN*YPREDI I+7)+XN*XlRO*
1 YPREDU + 5)+YPRED( I ) /XK33+X2*(SAVY(12) /XK33-SAVYC15)*
2 RO/X033) + X l * (YAOPH*SAVY<5) + SAVY<9)*YPREDU+7m
3 +X3*SAVY<50)
YANPT = YPRED<I)+YAMPT*X1RO
YAJPH = YPRED(I+2)+Xl*<SAVY<8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY<9)-YPRED<I+ l )
1 *SAVY<5) -YPREDU+7)*SAVY(6 I )
YDOTU+4) = XN*YPREO(1 + 5 )*X1RO+YPREO<I)/XK33+X2*SAVY<12)/XK33+
1 YAMPT*X1RO/XK33+X1*{YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YPRED<I+7)*SAVY(9) )
2 +X3*SAVY151)
YDOT(I+5) = -Xl*YPRED<I+7)*SAVY(5)+( l .O/(XK22+XC22**2/X022)>*
1 (YPREO(l+l)+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY(l l )+IXC22/XD22)*
2 (YPREO(I+3»+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY«14)) - (XK21*XlRO)*(XN*
3 YPREDU+4)-YPREDU+6M-Xl*XK12*YAOPH*SAVY«9)-<XC22*
4 XD21/XD22)*«X1ROSQ*(XN*<YPRED(I+A)-XN*YPRED(1+6)) ) ) )
5 +X3*SAVY<52)
A = -YPRED(I+6) /RO+SAVY(9)*YAQPH+YOaT( I+5)+SAVY{5)*
1 YPREDH+7)
B = -SAVY(3 l /RO+0 .5 * (SAVY(9 ) *SAVY(9 )+SAVY(5 ) *SAVY(5 ) )+
1 SAVYI2 )
YDOHI) * XN*YANTH*XlRO-XN*YAMTH*XlROSQ-K*tXFTHLD+XMPHLD*XlRO)
1 -X l * (SAVY(2A)*A+K*XFTHLD*B+SAVY(25)*YDOT(I+4»+SAVYCV)*
2 K*XFPHLD+SAVY(26)*YAOPH+SAVY(9)*K*XFZELD+(YANTH*
3 SAVY(9 )+YAOPH*SAVY(7) -YPREOt I+7 ) *SAVY(8»-YANPT*









YOOT( I+3) = -2.0*XN*YAMPT*X1RO+YAJPH+K*XHTHLO
1 +X3*SAVY(36)
YDOTJI+6)=YPRED( l+7)




































































IFKGEOM= 1,2, 5, 6, OR 7
IGEOM= 1
IF KGEOM = 3, IGEOM = 2
IF KGEOM = 4, IGEOM = 3
57
FOR,IS DIFF2.0IFF2





DOUBLE PRECISION YPREO 600050





COMMON KELVIN,I BEGIN,NPROB,NSEG,NERROR,Q,THICK,NOJS,NLINKS,NLCASE 600110
COMMON NT,SKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XNl,KBC,,NRINGS 600120
COMMON LODE,ICYCLE.LDISTL 600130











COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORD,XMERD,XPRES,XMONT 600250




COMMON /COISP/ P,PMAX,OELP,OELP1,YEPS,ZEPS 600300
EQUIVALENCE (XNL(1),X1),(XNLI2>,X2>,(XNL(3),X3>,(K.DELP) 600310
7447 GO TO (7341,7342,7343),IGEOM 600320
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE *RMAF* SET 600330
C EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION ( PHI COORDINATE ) 600340
7341 CONTINUE 600350
YAOPH = XN*YPRED(I+6)*X1RO-YPRED(I+4)*SN1RO 600360
YANTH » (YPRED(I+1)+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY(11))*(XC15*XC22+XD22*XK12) 600370
1 /(XK22*XD22+XC22**2)-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVY(10I+(XK12*XC22- 600380













5 XC22*XD12-XC15*X022»/(XC22*XC22+XK22*XD22)) + (X1RO* 600520
6 (XN*YPRED(I*4)+YPRED(I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN)*X1*YAOPH* 600530
7 S A V Y ( 9 ) )*«XCU+(X012*XC22*XK12-XC15*(XC15*XC22»XD12* 600540
8 XK22+X022*XK12))/(XC22*XC22+XK22*X022)) 600550
9 >X3*SAVY(49) 600560
YAMPT = {1.0/(XC16*SN*XlRO-XK33-SN*XlRO*(X033*SN/( RO)-XC16))) 600570
1 *((XK33*XD33-XC16**2)*XlRO*t-2.0*XN*YPRED(I>7>+YPRED(I+4)* 600580
53
2 <CS*X1R1-CN1RO)+XN*YPREO< I+5)*C X1R1*SN1RO)*2 .0*XN*YPRED 600590
3 U+6)*CS*X1RO)*X1*SN*<YAOPH*SAVYC5»*YPRED(I*7)*SAVY<9) 600600
4 )+<YPREOm + X2*SAVY(12n*(X033*SN*XlRO-XCl6)+X2* 600610
5 SAVYU5»*(XK33-XC16*SN/ROM 600620
6 *X3*SAVY<50) 600630
YANPT = YPRED( I )*YAMPT*SN1RO 600640
YAJPH = YPREOU*2)*Xl*<SAVYm*YAOPH*YANPT*SAVY(9)-YPREDtI*l) 600650
1 *SAVYt5)-YPREDU*7)*SAVYt6M 600660




3 «SAVYt l2 ) -XCl6*SAVY(15>/XD33)» 600710
4 *X3*SAVY(5 l ) 600720
YDOTU+5) = YPREDn*6)-Rl*Xl*YPRED(I*7»*SAVY(5)*Rl*(XD22*(YPRED<I + 600730




4 YPRED(I+6)) + XlRO*YPREDU+7)*CS)*lXC22*XD12-XC15*X022H 600780
5 /(XK22*X022*XC22**2) 600790
6 +X3*SAVY(52) 600800
A = YPREDU + 5)*CS1RO-YPREDU+6)*SN1RO+SAVY<9)*YAOPH+ 600810
1 YDOT( I*5»/R1-YPREO(I>6)/R1*SAVY«5J*YPRED(I+7J 600820
B = SAVY(1)*CS1RO-SAVY(3)*SN1RO+.5*<SAVY(9>*SAVY(9> 600830
1 + S A V Y ( 5 » * S A V Y ( 5 ) ) + ( S A V Y < 2 ) - S A V Y J 3 ) ) / R 1 600840
YOOTt I ) = Rl*t-2.0*YPRED( I)*CS1RO+XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*SN* 600850
















YDOT(1*3) = R1*JYAMTH*CS1RO-YPRED(I*3)*CS1RO-2.0*XN*YAMPT*XIRO* 601020
1 YAJPH+K*XMTHLO) 601030
2 *X3*SAVY(36) 601040
YDOT«I*6) = R1*(YPREO(I*7)-YPREO( I+5)*X1R1) 601050
YDOT(I*7) » R1*IXK22*IYPRED(I*3)*K*XMTPH*X2*SAVY(14) )-XC22*t YPRED1 601060
1 1*1)*K*XNTPH*X2*SAVY(11) )*<X1RO*(XN*YPRED( 1*4)* 601070
1 YPRED(I*5)*CS-YPRED( I*6)*SN)*X1*YAOPH*SAVY(9))*(XK12* 601080
2 XC22-XK22*XC15) 601090
2-<XlROSQ*(XN*YPREO« I*4)*SN-XNSQ*YPREDI 1*6) )*X1RO*YPRED«I*7 )*CS)* 601100
3<XC15*XC22*XK22*X012))/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22) 601110
3 +X3*SAVYC53» 601120
GO TO 9005 601130
: EQUATIONS FOR CONE 601140
7342 CONTINUE 601150
YAOPH = XN*YPREDU+6)*X1CS/S-YPRED(I*4)*TAN/S 601160
YANTH = (YPRED(I*1)+K*XNTPH*X2*SAVY(11) )*(XC15*XC22*X022*XK12) 601170
1 /(XK22*X022*XC22**2)-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVY(10)+(XK12*XC22- 601180
1 X(C22*XC15)*tYPRED(I*3)*K*XMTPH*X2*SAVY(l4) )/(XC22* 601190
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2 XC22+XK22*X022) + UXN*YPREOCI+4) + YPRED<I+5»*CS-
3 YPRED(I+6)*SN)/(S*CS)+Xl*YAOPH*SAVYC9))*tXKll+tXC15*
3 <XC15*XK22-2.0*XK12*XC22)-XK12*XK12*




YAMTH = tYPREOU + 3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY<14n*IXC15*XC22+XK22*XD12)
1 " /CXK22*XD22+XC22**2) + (YPREDU + 1>+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVYU1)>*
1 IXD22*XC15-X012*XC22)/(XD22*XK22+XC22**2)-K*XMTTH-X2*




5 YPREOU+4)+YPREO( 1*5 )*CS-YPREDJ I+6)*SN)*Xl*VAOPH*
6 SAVY<9))*«XC11+(XD12*XC22*XK12-XC15*(XC15*XC22+X012*
7 XK22+XD22*XK12)) / (XC22*XC22+XK22*X022»)
8 +X3*SAVY(49>
YAMPT = <(XC16*TAN/S-XK33-(TAN/S)*(XD33*TAN/S-XC 16) )**<-! ))*((XK33*
1 XD33-XC16**2)*(1.0/(S*CS))*(-2.0*XN*YPREO(I*7)-YPREO(I+4)*
2 SN/S*XN*YPRED«1*5)*TAN/S+2.0*XN*YPREDII*6)/S)+X1*SN»
3 (YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YPRED( 1+7 > * S A V Y < 9 ) ) + < YPREDU) +X2*




YAJPH = YPREDU+2) + X l * (SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY(9) -YPRED(I + D*
1 SAVY(5 ) -YPRED( I+7 ) *SAVY(6 ) )
YOOT«I*4) = YPRED(I+4) /S+Xl*<YAOPH*SAVY<5)+YPREO(I*7)*SAVYt91)+XN*
1 YPRED( I+5)/(S*CS»+(1.0/(XK33-XC16**2/
2 XD33J)*(YPREO( I )+YAMPT*( TAN/S-XC16/X033) +X2* (SAVY(12)-
3 XC16*SAVY( 151/XD33) )
4 +X3*SAVY(51) j
YDOT(I+5) = -X1*YPRED(I+7)*SAVY(5)+(XD22*(YPRED(I+1»+K*XNTPH+X2*








1 +SAVY«5)*YPREOU + 7)
B = SAVYH) /S -SAVY(3 ) *TN /S+0 .5 * (SAVY(9»*SAVY«9>+SAVY(5 ) *


















































































1 «YPRED(I + 1)+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVYU1M + <XK12*XC22-XK22*XC15)
2 *{(1.0/{S*CS)*(XN*YPRED(I+4)+YPREOU+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*
2 SN))+Xl*YAOPH*SAWY(9))- (XC15*XC22+XK22*XD12>*









2 XK22*XC15)*(YPRED(1+3I+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14)) / (XC22*
2 XC22+XK22*XD22)+(X1RO*<XN*YPRED<I+4)-YPRED(I+6))+Xl*
3 YAOPH*SAVY(9n*lXKll + lXC15*(XC15*XK22-2.0*XK12*XC22)-
3 XK12*XK12*
4 XD22)/(XK22*XD22+XC22*XC22))+{X1ROSQ*(XN*YPRED(1+4)-XNSO








4 XD22) ) / (XC22*XC22+XK22*XD22) ) + tX1RO*(XN*YPRED(1+4)-
5 YPRED(I+6))+Xl*YAOPH*SAVYJ9))*«XCl l+«X012*XC22*XK12-
5 XC15*(XC15*XC22+XD12*XK22+
















YDOTU + 5) = -X l *YPREDt I+7 ) *SAVY(5 ) + (XD22*(YPREO(I + l)+K*XNTPH+X2*
1 SAVYI l l ) )+XC22*CYPREDtI+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14' l )-(XlRO*
1 (XN*YPREO(I+4) -YPRED(I+6) )+Xl*YAOPH*SAVY(9) ) * (XK12*
2 XD22+XC15*XC22)-X1ROSQ*(XN*YPRED
2<I+4)-XNSQ*YPRED<I + 6))* (XC22*XD12-XC15*XD22M/<XK22*XD22+XC22**2)
3 +X3*SAVY«52)
A * -YPREDU+6)/RO+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOT(I + 5 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) *
1 YPRED(I+7)
B = - S A V Y I 3 ) / R O + 0 . 5 * ( S A V Y ( 9 ) * S A V Y « 9 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y « 5 ) ) +
1 S A V Y 1 2 )
YDOT( I ) = XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*X1ROSQ-K*(XFTHLD+XMPHLD*X1RO)










































































YOOTU+3) = -2.0*XN*YAHPT*X1RO+YAJPH+K*XMTHLD 602520
1 *X3*SAVYJ36) 602530
YDOT(I*6)=YPREO(I+7) 602540
YDOTd+7) = (XK22*(YPRED( 1+3 )*K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14))-XC22* 602550
1 (YPREDII t l ) *K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY( l l ) ) + (XlRO*( XN*YPRED(I+4)- 602560









The results of the subroutine link, REEMAU, are passed through the label
common area, EfCORR, to this subroutine. SEGMAT places the elements of
the YCORR array into several double-subscripted arrays, forms some
coordinate transformation arrays, and calls subroutine SKEW2 for double
precision matrix inversion.
As a result of appropriate matrix operations this subroutine produces a
segment stiffness matrix, the XKS array, and a segment load matrix, the
XtS array, for each segment. SEGMAT also orients each segment into the
global corrdinate system of the structure as a result of the matrix
operations.
Subroutine SREVM2
SREVN2 is a subroutine called by SEGMAT to invert a real, double-precision,































I IFT 0 10 JFT J
0 1^ 1 0
Y V 1 Y









T 1IDT 0 ] 0





























EQUIVALENCE CC(l),Ed),X311 ),XMAX( 1 ),XLS(1 M 800190
EQUIVALENCE (X2< 1), D<1) ,AU ) ,XKS 11» , (XI U) ,B(l) , XKT U ) , SYM(l)) 800200
DATA ALABEL/8HFORCE T1,8HFORCE Z1.8HFORCE R1,8HMOMENT 1, 800210
1 8HFORCE T2.8HFORCE Z2.8HFORCE R2.8HMOMENT 2/ 800220




601 SNI = SIN(TIC) 800270
SNJ = SIN(STOP) 800280
CSI = COS(TIC) 800290
CSJ = COS(STOP) 800300
GOTO 1 800310
602 SNI = COS41.570796-AI) 800320
CSI = SINU.570796-A1I 800330
IF (Al.NE.0.0) GO TO 604 800340
SNI 3 o.O 800350
CSI = 1.0 800360
604 SNJ = SNI 800370
CSJ = CSI 800380
GOTO 1 800390
603 SNI =1.0 800400
SNJ =1.0 800410
CSI = 0.0 800420
CSJ = 0.0 800430
1 JJ = 8+NPROB 800440
00 111 J=1,JJ 800450
00 111 1=1,JJ 800460
111 C(I,J)=0.0 800470
K=28 800480
DO 112 J»l,4 800490
K=K+8 800500
L=K 800510
00 112 1=1,4 800520
L=L+1 800530
112 CC(I,J)-YCORR(L) 800540
CALL SREVN2 (CC,4,DEAD,4,NIX) 800550
IF (NIX.NE.O) GOTO 8120 800560
Jl=0 800570








114 C( IJ,IJ) = 1.0
00 115 IJ=9,JJ
115 CUJ,IJ> = 1.0
DO 116 J=1,JJ





D ( I , I ) = 1 . 0
0(1+1, I+1)=-SNJ
D ( I + 2 » I + 2 ) = - S N J




218 0 ( I J , I J )=1 .0
K=-4














DO 120 1=1, JJ
Xl(I,J)=0.0
DO 120 M=1,JJ
120 X1(I,J) = XHI,J)+CU,M)*D(M,J)
DO 121 J=1,JJ
















































































00 125 1=1, A
J = J + l












































































































133 XHAXU,I) = X2PIRl 801820
DO 134 J = 5,8 801830
134 XMAX< J,J)=X2PIRJ 801840
00 135 J=1,JJ 801850
00 135 1=1,8 801860
XKS(I,J)=0.0 801870
00 135 M=l,8 801880
135 XKS(I,J)=XKS( I,J)+XHAX( I,M)*XKT(M,J) 801890
WRITEC9) KXKTI I,J),J = 1,8), I = 1,4),IGEOM,G1 801900
HRITE(9) ((XKT(I,J),J=9,JJ),I=1,4) 801910
IF (NH.NE.O.ANO.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 25 801920
WRITE(6,781) 801930
781 FORMAT(//55X,22HSTIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS//14X.8HDELTA T1.7X, 801940
1 8HDELTA Zl ,7X, 8HOELTA R 1, 7X, 7HTHETA 1,8X,8HOELTA T2 ,7X, 8HDELTA Z2 801950
2 ,7X,8HOELTA R2, 7X, 7HTHETA 2) 801960
111=0 801970
DO 20 M=l,8 801980
HRITE(6.23) ALABEL(M) , (XKSIH, J ) ,J=1.8) 801990
23 FORMAT(/lX,A8,lX,8(El4.7,lXn .802000
20 CONTINUE 802010











DO 137 J=l,8 802130
DO 137 1=1,8 802140
137 SYM(I,J)=0.0 802150
INOEOO 802160
DO 138 1=1,8 802170
DO 138 J=l,8 802180
IFU.NE.IIGO TO 138 802190
IF(XKS(I,J).GE. 0.0)60 TO 138 802200
INDEC=1 802210
138 SYM(I,J)=XKS(I,J) 802220
IFIINDEC.EQ.OIGO TO 151 802230
MRITE(6,152) , 802240
152 FORMAT (////• *****#**************************** WARNING - NEGATI 802250
1VES APPEAR ON MAIN DIAGONAL. REVISE SIZING ****************•// j 802260
151 JJ>2 802270
N = 8 802280
J = 1 802290
DO 42 11=1,7 802300
M = JJ 802310
DO 43 I=M,N 802320
ALPH = ABS(SYM(I,JI) - ABS(SYM(J,I)) 802330
IF(ALPH) 47,71,48 802340
47 IF(SYM(I,J).EQ.O.O) GOTO 71 802350
SYMU.J) = SYM(J.I) / SYMCI.J) • 802360
GOTO 43 802370
48 IF(SYM(J,I).EQ.O.O) GOTO 71 802380
SYM(I,J) = SYMU.J) / SYHIJ.I) 802390
GOTO 43 802400
71 SYM(I.J) = 1.0 802410
43 SYM(J.I) = 0.0 802420
:'69
JJ = JJ +1
J = J+l
42 CONTINUE
IF INH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) 60 TO 145
WRITE(6,785)
785 FORMAT(//55X.22HSEGHENT SYMMETRY CHECK,)
00 144 1=1,8
144 HfUTE(6,9968) ( SYM( I , J ) , J=l ,8 )






IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 9999
WRITE (6,782)








IF (NH.EQ.O.OR.IBEGIN.EQ.l) HRITE(6,795) RTICK.RESTOP


































DOUBLE PRECISION A(MIO, U,P IVOT,TEMPI
INTEGER LOCH)
100 N = M
00 190 K = 1,N
PIVOT = O.DO
00 120 I = K,N
IF (PIVOT - OABS(A(»-K))l 110,110,120




130 NIX = -1
GO TO 210
140 LOCIK) = L
00 150 J = 1,N
TEMPI =
A(K,J)




160 A ( K , J )
00 190
A(K,J )
= A (L ,J )
= TEMPI





IF (I - K» 170,190,170
170 TEMPI = -AU.K)
A(I,K) = 0.00
DO 180 J = 1,N
180 A(I,J) = A(I.J) + TEMP1*A(K,J)
190 CONTINUE
DO 200 K = 1,N
NK = N - K
L = LOCCNK+l)
DO 200 I - 1,N
TEMPI = A(I,NK+1)














































The segment stiffness matrices, XKS, and the segment load matrices, XLS,
are passed from SEGtfAT to REGMAT via Tapes #2 and #3, and are placed in
the XKRTOT array and the XLRTOT array, respectively. If kinematic links
occur between segments in the region, the XKRTOT array and the XLRTOT
array are modified to represent the situation. In the case of discrete
rings the routine RINGER is called and provides the necessary matrices.
A horizontal and vertical partitioning of the XKRTOT array occurs while
the XLRTOT array is subjected to a horizontal partitioning only.
Appropriate matrix operations are performed upon the partitions of each
array, thus reducing the size of the region stiffness and load matrices
and resulting in increased program capacity. The results of these mani-
pulations are the region stiffness matrix, XKR, and the region load
matrix, XLR.
Subroutines Called from REGMAT
Subroutine SYMSOC; Is the controlling routine for the solution of sparse,
band-like, positive-definite, symmetric coefficient matrices.
Subroutine BANDIT: Is a routine called from SYMSOC which compacts a matrix
into the special vector form required.
Subroutine LLTRAN: Is a routine called by SYMSOC for Cholesky factorization
of sparse, band-like coefficient matrices.
Subroutine HOTPOT: (Alternate entry points PREFCE and FOREWD.) Is a small
subroutine used repeatedly for efficiency in computing inner products.
Subroutine TRISLV: (Alternate entry point TRISOL. ) Is a routine called
by SYMSOC to carry out the solutions of sparse, bank-like, triangular
coefficient matrices.
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XLRTOT MATRIX ^- ^
FORM















COMMON /OPT2/ PRINT 1000130
COMMON /ARING/ NRING(28),AMAT(30,8),RSIG(12),REPS<12).RALPH(12), 1000140
C RBAPHI12) 1000150
COMMON VPLST1C/ IQtJO.IOR,JOR.KORI,NEO 1000160
DIMENSION OPEN(4,4) 1000170















EQUIVALENCE (STOREt 1) ,XL2( 1I.XK2H 1) ) 1000330
DATA ALABEL/8HFORCE T1.8HFORCE Z1.8HFORCE R1.8HMOMENT 1, 1000340
1 8HFORCE T2.8HFORCE Z2,8HFORCE R2,8HMOMENT 2/ 1000350
REWIND 2 1000360
REWIND 3 1000370
D * 0.0 1000380
PRINT = 0.0 1000390
NOJ = NST(NRC) + NKLCNRC) +1 1000400
NOJ4 = NOJ*4 1000410
NSKL = NKL(NRC) 1000420
NH4=4 1000430
NJTNH4=NH4*NOJ 1000440
NJINK4 = <NOJ-NSKL)*4 1000450
MB«NJINK4-8 1000460
NKIV = NJINK4 - 8 1000470
IF (NST(NRC).EQ.l) GOTO 1 1000480
REWIND JO 1000490




681 FORMAT(////51X31HINPUT DATA FOR StGMENT COUPLING///25X14HREGION NU 1000540
1MBER ,I2,5X25HNUMBER OF SEGMENT JOINTS ,13,5X,26HNUMBER OF KINEMAT 1000550
2IC LINKS ,I3//) 1000560
WRITE(6,682) -,, 1000570
682 FORMAT(41X,7HSEGMENT,11X,8HJOINT(I),11X,8HJOINT(J)//) 1000580





















IF (Jl.GT.J2) GOTO 950
DO 910 I = 1,8
JJ = t
II = II + 1
DO 910 J = 1,8
JJ = JJ + 1
910 XKRTOT(II,JJ)=XKRTOT(II,JJ)+XTEHP(I,J)
GOTO 701
950 JJ » 4*(J2-1)+1
II = II * 1
DO 960 JK =1,4
GOTO (951,952.953,954)




961 OPEN(I.J) = XTEHP(I,J>
GOTO 955




962 OPEN(I.J) = XTEMPd.J+4)
GOTO 955




963 OPEN(I.J) = XTEMP(I+4,J>
GOTO 955




964 OPEN(I,J) = XTEMP(I+4,J+4>




957 JX = JX •» 1



































































IF (NRING(NRO.EQ.O) GO TO 210 1001210
IF (Q.EQ.5) MRITE(6,300) 1001220
300 FORMAT(///I 1001230
MFLG- '1 1001240
DO 211 J=1,NRN6 1001250
CALL RINGER (Q,XN.RNGTOT,RNGLOD,J,RADUS,TAOUS.SAVJTC,SAVSTP,JTNO, 1001260
1 KBC.XNL,MFLG,NSEG,ICYCLE,IBEGIN,LDISTL) 1001270
JT = 4*<JTNOm-U 1001260
DO 220 1=1,V . 1001290
DO 220 IK=1,4 1001300
220 XKRTOTUT+I,JT+IK) => XKRTOTUT+I,JT*IK)+RNGTOT< I.IK) 1001310
211 CONTINUE 1001320





IF(NSKL.NE.O) GO TO 931 1001380
DO 5504 1=1,NOJ4 , 1001390
WRITEI2) <XKRTOT(I,J),J=1,NOJ4) 1001400
5504 CONTINUE 1001410
GO TO 101 1001420
931 CONTINUE 1001430
WRITE(JO) HXKRTOK I,J),J=1,NOJ4>,I°1,NOJ4) 1001440
REWIND JO 1001450
DO 501 J=1,NJTNH4 1001460
DO 501 I=1,NJTNH4 1001470
501 SKL(I,J)=0.0 1001480
IF (NH.EQ.O) WRITE!6,685) 1001490
685 FORMAT(//60X13HSEGMENT L INKS//43X8HJOINT(JI5X8HJOINT(115X2OHANGLE 1001500
10F ORIENTATION//) 1001510
DO 103 NRIG = l.NSKL 1001520
IF (O.EO.l) GO TO 566 1001530
READ(5,503) JDEP<NRIG>,JIND(NRIG).ANGLE(NRIG> 1001540




IFIJIND(NRIG).GE.JDEP(NRIG)) GO TO 8797 1001590
GO TO 103 1001600
566 REAO(l) JDEPINRIG),JINO(NRIG),ANGLE(NRIG) 1001610
103 CONTINUE 1001620
IF (Q.EQ.5) READ(5,2000) 1001630
2000 FORMAT(IX) 1001640
J = -3 1001650
N = 1 1001660
00 100 IJ = ItNOJ 1001670
1 = 4*IJ-3 1001680
IFdJ.EQ.JDEPtNM GOTO 11 1001690
J * J + 4 1001700
GOTO 12 1001710
11 JO'». JDEP(N) 1001720
JI = JINO(N) 1001730
IF(N.LT.NRIG) N=N*1 1001740
IF (SIN(ANGLE(N)I.NE.O.O) GO TO 1829 1001750
SKL(I,J) * 1.0 1001760
SKL(I+1»J*3) =0.0 1001770
SKL(I*2,J+3) -0.0 1001780
GO TO 13 1001790
1829 CONTINUE 1001800
COTAN = COS(ANGLE(N))/SIN(ANGLE(N» 1001810
78,




12 SKU I, J) - 1.0





II » NOJ4 -4
JJ -* NJINK4 - 4
WRITE! 10) USKLI I,J>fJ*5,JJ>,1*5,11)
DO 702 J*1,NJINK4




















00 971 NS * ItNNT
JTIC = SAVJTC(NS)
JSTOP> SAVSTP(NS)
READ (3) ((XKEEPUtJ>tJ = ltNPRQB),1-1,8)
00 971 N «1,2
GOTO (981,982),N
981 II <= UTIC-1»*4 * 1
ni= ii * 3
GOTO 983
982 II = IJSTOP-1)*4 *1
111= II + 3
983 DO 971 J-l.NPROB
1 =0
IF (N.EQ.2) 1=4
DO 971 IL * II,III
1 = 1*1
971 XLRTOT(IL.J)- XLRTOTIIL,J)* XKEEP(I.J)








































































IF (NSKL.NE.O) GOTO 147









" •••:- GOTO 102














917 HRITE(3> (STORE! I, J I, J=1,NPROB )
REWIND 3
1001 CONTINUE
: IF (NSKL.EQ.O) GO TO 102
READ<2) USKLU,J),J=1,NJINK4>,I = 1»NOJ4)
REWIND 2





751 REGTOT (JJ=REGTOT (JJ + ROW(KI*SKL(tC,J|
750 WRITE(2» (REGTOT( J) ,J=»1,NJINK4 )
THE 780 LOOP REARRANGES AND PARTITIONS THE REGION
- 102 NJINK = NJINK4/4
REWIND 2






























































































791 00 796 1=1, V
DO 796 J = l,4













































































































00 10 K=1,N 1003700
DO 10 I=K,N 1003710
XK22(I,K)=(XK22U,K)* XK22(K,I>)/2. 1003720
10 CONTINUE 1003730
DO 50 K=l,4 1003740
LEAO(K) = 1 1003750
50 LEAD(K+4) = NJINK4-11 1003760
CALL SYHSOC (XK22,XK22.N,0,XK21,8,LEAD,112,0.0,NIXt 1003770
IF (NIX.LT.O) GOTO 8841 1003780
WRITE (10) «XK2X(I,J),J=1,8),I=1,H8 ) 1003790
WRITE UOMC SAVJTCU), SAVSTPfI)),I*1,NNT) 1003800
DO 81 J=l,8 1003810
DO 81 1=1,8 1003820
XK1221(I,J)=0.0 1003830
DO 81 K=1,NKIV 1003840
81 XK1221(I,J> = XK1221<I,J)+XK12(I,K>*XK2HK,J> 1003850
DO 82 J=lf8 1003860
DO 82 1=1,8 1003870
82 XKR(I,J)=XK11(I,J)-XK1221(I,J) 1003880
DO 650 J=lt7 1003890
K = J+l 1003900
DO 650 I=K,8 1003910
XKR(ItJ) • (XKR( I,J)+XKRU,I) >/2.0 ~ 1003920
650 XKHU.I) = XKRtltJ) 1003930
WRITE (4) (IXKRd.JI,J=1,8),I»1,8) 1003940
IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 691 1003950
WRITE(6,5011) 1003960
5011 FORMAT(////55X23HREGION STIFFNESS MATRIX//1*X8HDELTA T17X8HDELTA Z 1003970
11,7X,8HDELTA R1,7X,7HTHETA 1,8X,8HDELTA T2,7X.8HDELTA 22.7X.8HDELT 1003980
2A R2,7X,7HTHETA 2) 1003990
111=0 1004000





DO 137 J=l»8 1004060
DO 137 1=1,8 1004070
137 SYM(I,JI»0.0 1004080
INDEC=0 1004090
DO 138 1=1,8 1004100
DO 138 J = r,8 1004110
IFU.NE.IIGO TO 138 1004120
IF(XKRU,J).GE.0.0)60 TO 138 . 1004130
INDEC=1 1004140
138 SYM«I,J)=XKR»1,4) 1004150
IFIINDEC.EQ.OIGO TO 151 1004160
WRITE(6,152) 1004170
152 FORMATt////1 ********************************** WARNING - NECATI 1004180
1VES APPEAR ON MAIN DIAGONAL. REVISE SIZING ****************•//) 1004190
151 JJ=2 1004200
N = 8 1004210
J = 1 1004220
DO 42 11=1,7 1004230
M = JJ 1004240
DO 43 I=M,N 1004250
a?.
ALPH = ABS<SYH(I,J) 1 - ABS(SYM(J,I»
IF(ALPH) 47,71,48
47 IF(SYMU,J).EQ.O.O) GOTO 71
SYM(I.J) = SYM(J,I) / SYMU.J)
GOTO 43
48 IF (SYMt J.IKEQ.0.0) GOTO 71
SYM(I,J) = SYM(I,J) / SYM(J,I)
GOTO 43
71 SYMII.J) = 1.0
43 SYHIJ.I) = 0.0
JJ = JJ +1
J = J+l
42 CONTINUE
IF (NH.N6.0.AND.IBEGIN.Nfc.il GO TO 692
WRlTE(6tl57)





IF (NPROB.EQ.O) GO TO 150
DO 819 1 = 1,4
819 READC3) (XL1<I,J),J=1,NPROB)








IF (NIX.LT.O) GOTO 8842










WRITE(8) ((.XLR(I,J),J=1,NPROB),I = 1,8)
IF (NH.NE.O.ANO.IBEGIN.NE.il GO TO 150
WRITEI6.5012)
5012 FORMAT!V/57X,18HREGION LOAD MATRIX/)
00 5512 1=1,8












































































00 651 I-K.8 1004870
XKR(I,J> > (XKRf I*J)*XKR(J,IH/2.0 1004880
651 XKR(Jtl) « XKR(ItJ) 1004890
WRITEI4) <IXKR(I,J),J-l,8),I«l,8) 1004900






FOR,IS SYMSOC,SYMSOC , ... , - .
 !;
SUBROUTINE SYMSOC (XMAT,A,M,BAND,Y,N,LEAO,MID,DET.NIX)
c ' : : . . . . - , [ ' . . • • ' • •
C SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A*X » Y, WITH POSDEF SYM BANDLIKE'A,,-AND
C IN-CORE Y. Y MAY BE A STANDARD DOUBLE ARRAY (ROW DIM MID) OR A COMP-
ACT SINGLE ARRAY (WITH MID=0). IN EITHER CASE, LEAD(K) IS THE FIRST
NON-ZERO ELEMfNT OF THE KTH Y-VECTOR. IF MID GT 0, THE SOLUTIONS ARE
















IF (MID .EO. 0) WRITE (6,10) NIX,M,DET
10 FORMAT C8ERROR CODE ='IA,5X,»M =•14,5X,'DETERMINANT =«IPE16.6)
100 IF (NIX .LT. 0) RETURN
NIX = 0
Ml = M + 1
IF (MID .EQ. 0) GO TO 110
INC1 = MID + 1 - M
IM = M - MID
GO TO 120





DO 170 K = 1,NP
LEAP * LEAO(K)
DO 130 J = l.LEAP
X(J) = 0.
130 CONTINUE
IL = IM + INCl
IF (MID.GT.O) IL = IL+LEAP-1
IM = MAXO(MID,MI-LEAP) + IM
J = LEAP
DO 140 IJ = IL.IM
X(J) = YdJI
J = J + 1
140 CONTINUE
CALL TRISOL (X,LEAP)
IF (HID .EQ. 0) GO TO 160
J = M
IJ = IM
150 Y(IJ) = X(J)
IJ = IJ - 1
J = J - 1
IF (J).170,170,150

































































SUBROUTINE BANDIT <XMAT,A,N,HID,NUMBER) 1200010
DIMENSION XMAT<M10»l)*NUMBERm,Am 1200020
K - 0 120.0030
DO 10 J=1,N 1200040
00 30 1=1,J 1200050
IF (XMAT(I,J).EQ.O.O) GO TO 30 1200060
00 20 L=I,J 1200070
K = K+l 1200080
20 A(K) = XMAT(L.J) 1200090
NUMBER!J) = J-I + 1 1200100
GO TO 10 1200110
30 CONTINUE 1200120







CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A REAL IN-CORE POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX A.
C ROUTINE ASSUMES A IS STORED IN A TRIANGULAR ARRAY BY ROMS. EACH ROW
STARTS WITH ITS 1ST NON-ZERO ELEMENT AND CONTINUES IMITH STORAGE OF
INTERIOR ZEROS) TO ITS DIAGONAL ELEMENT. FULL LOWER TRIANGLES AND
DIAGONAL MATRICES GIVE NO SPECIAL TROUBLE AND THE ROUTINE IS AIMED
PARTICULARLY AT BAND MATRICES. THE PATTERN OF STORAGE IS SHOWN BY
THE 6X6 MATRIX BELOW.




0 X 0 X
0 0 0 X X
0 X 0 X 0 X




* 6 7 8
* * * 9 A
* B C D E F
TO KEEP TRACK OF ZEROS, THE ROUTINE NEEDS TO BE TOLD THE NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS STORED IN EACH ROW. THIS INFORMATION CAN BE GIVEN EXPLICIT-
LY IN THE ARRAY NUMBER (SETTING BAND = 0) OR IMPLICITLY BY SETTING
BAND TO THE NUMBER OF (COMPLETE) DIAGONALS. WITH THE 2ND CHOICE, THE
ARRAY NUMBER IS NOT USED. IF A IS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE, SOME LEAD-
ING PRINCIPAL MINOR WILL HAVE A DETERMINANT LE 0, AND NIX WILL BE
SET TO -I WHERE I IS THE FIRST SUCH MINOR. OTHERWISE L REPLACES A
NIX * 1 INDICATES SUCCESSFUL FACTORIZATION H.I TH DETERMINANT OVERFLOW
NIX = 0 INDICATES SUCCESSFUL FACTORIZATION AND THE DETERMINANT VALUE
IS MEANINGFUL UNLESS IT HAS BEEN WIPED OUT BY UNDERFLOW.






00 260 I * 1,M
IF (BAND) 110,100,110
100 KOUNT = NUMBER!11
GO TO 120
110 KOUNT = MINOII.BAND)
120 LEAD » I - KOUNT * 1
IF (LEAD - LEAD1) 130,190,140
130 LAST * LEAD1
LEAD1 = LEAD +1
LEALEA = -LEALEA
GO TO 150
140 LAST = LEAD
LEAD1 - LEAD1 + 1
150 CONTINUE
DO 1BO J = LEAD1,LAST
IF (BAND) 170,160,170
160 LEALEA * NUMBER(J) + LEALEA
GO TO 180
170 LEALEA - MINO(BANOtJ) * LEALEA
180 CONTINUE





K = LEAD 1300590


























































SUM - -AC IK I
SUH1 = 0.
K = K + 1
(.EAST = MAXO(UK-INC-LEAO)
IF (BAND) 220,210,220
210 JAZZ = NUMBER(K)
GO TO 230
220 JAZZ * MINO(BAND.K)
230 INC = JAZZ - 1
CALL HOTOOT (SUN,LEAST,INC)
IF (K - I) 240,240*250
240 AUK) * -SUM / A(KK)
KK = KK * JAZZ
GO TO 200
250 SUM = -SUM
IF (SUM .LE. 0) GO TO 280









































FORTRAN VERSION NEEDS JUMP POSITIVE FOR SAFETY.







50 IJ = INOEX+LOW-1
IF (KEY) 200,100,99
100 00 110 J»LOW,LAST
S = S+VARYJIJ)*FIX<J)
110 IJ = IJ + 1
120 INDEX = INDEX+JUMP
LAST = LAST+INC
GO TO 99
200 T = S
DO 210 J=LOW,LAST
FIX(J) = FIX(J)+VARY(IJ)*T





































C SOLUTION OF LZ » Y, FOLLOWED BY SOLUTION OF LTX * I. L IS A LOWER 1400020
C . TRIANGULAR MATRIX STORED BY (PARTIAL) ROMS IN THE ARRAY A. L IS AS- 1400030
C SUMEO BANDLIKE, BUT BAND = 0 MEANS THAT THE NUMBER ARRAY GIVES THE 1400040
C NUMBER OF ELEMENTS STORED IN EACH ROW. FOR STORAGE ORDER SEE LLTRAN. 1400050
DIMENSION Ad),Yll),NUM8ERd),S(2) 1400060
EQUIVALENCE (SUM,SUN,S(1) >,(SUM1,SI 2) I 1400080
INTEGER BAND 1400090
Ml « M + I 1400100
MM1 = M - 1 1400110
RETURN 1400120
ENTRY TRISOL (Y,LEAP)
LOW = LOP ' 1400140
LEAD * LEAP 1400150
LEAD1 = LEAD + 1 1400160
1 1 = 0 1400170
DO 130 I = 1,LEAO 1400180
IF (BAND) 120,110,120 1400190
110 JAZZ = NUMBER(I) 1400200
GO TO 130 1400210
120 JAZZ * HINDI I,BAND) 1400220
130 II = II + JAZZ 1400230
IGO = II - LEAD + 1 1400240
LP - LEAD-1
CALL PREFCE UP,1,Y,A<IGO),SUN,LEAST,INC,INDEX,KEY)
DO 170 I » LEAD1.M1 1400260
LEAST = MAXO(LEAD,I-JAZZ) 1400270
IF(BAND) 150,140,150 1400280
140 JAZZ = NUMBER!I) 1400290
GO TO 160 1400300
150 JAZZ = MINO(BANO.I) 1400310
160 INC = JAZZ - 1 1400320
SUM = -YII-1) 1400330
SUM1 = 0. 1400340
CALL HOTDOT (SUN,LEAST,INC) 1400350
Y(I-l) = -SUM/Adi I 1400360
II = II * JAZZ 1400370
170 CONTINUE 1400380
II = II - JAZZ 1400390
IGO = II - MM1 1400400
CALL FOREWD (MM1,-1,Y,A(IGO),SUN,LEAST,INC,INDEX,KEY)
I = M 1400420
180 SUM * -Yd) / Adi) 1400430
Yd) = -SUM 1400440
IF(BAND) 200,190,200 1400450
190 JAZZ - NUMBER!I I 1400460
GO TO 210 1400470
200 JAZZ = HINDI I,BAND) 1400480
210 INC = 1 - JAZZ 1400490
LEAST = MAXOUOM,I + INC) 140050.0
CALL HOTOOT (SUN,LEAST,INC) 1400510
II = II - JAZZ 1400520
1 = 1 - 1 1400530





This subroutine reads the discrete ring geometric data, and temperatures,
and forms the ring stiffness and thermal load matrices. These matrices
are passed back to either of subroutines REGMAT or STRMAT (see next) as
necessary, for incorporation into the .region or structure matrices,
respectively. The ring plasticity effects are calculated and the stresses
and strains updated for each load increment.
The calculations in RINGER account for the eccentricity of the ring
centroid from the base shell wall, and the offset of the ring centroid
from the shear center.
Subroutines Galled from R3JGER
Subroutine RITEPS; Is a routine called by RINGER to calculate the thermal
strains throughout the ring.
Subroutine RISULT; Is a routine called by RINGER to calculate ring stress
resultants and moments.
Subroutine RGSRSE; Is a routine called by RINGER to calculate ring elastic
stresses.
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IF (AHORO(K).EQ.WORO) GO TO 12
11 CONTINUE








26 KOR = K
KORIR = 0
IF (KOR.GT.i) KORIR = -1

















































































240 ENTH(K) - 0.0 2900600
CALL RITEPS (RTEPSfTI.TO,ALPR.NTYP.RGEOH) 2900610
IND = 0 2900620






300 FORMAT(/55X,«RING AT JOINT NO. ',I2//» EA =•,1PE12.5,6X,•EIY =•» 2900690
1 1PE12.5.5X,«EIXY *'.IPE12.5,4X,'EIX *•,IPE12.5,5X,»ALPR =', 2900700
2 1PE12.5.4X,'E =«,lPE12.5/« RC = • ,1PE12.5,6X,«XC = MPE12.5,6X, 2900710
3 «YC =»,1PE12.5.6X,'XBAR =•,!PE12.5t4X,•YBAR = • , 1PE12.5.4X,«RO =•, 2900720
4 1PE12.5/' TI =«,lPE12.5f6X,«TO =•,1PE12.5,6X,«RHO *'tlPE12.5) 2900730
GO TO 211 2900740
212 REAO(l) JTNO(J),EA,EIY,EIXY,EIX,E,NTYP,NIPR,PHI,RC,XCfYCt 2900750
1 XBAR,YBAR,ROJ,RHO,RGEOM,ALPR 2900760
211 CONTINUE 2900770
A = EA/E 2900780
ROM = RHC*OMEGA*DELP 2900790
RS «= RC+XC 2900800
RCS = RC*RS 2900810
RC2 = RC*RC 2900820
YC2 = YC*YC 2900830
TWOPI = 2.0*3.1415927 2900840
RNGTOT(l.l) = 1.0/RCS*(EA+EIY/RC2) 2900850
RNGTOH2,1» = 0.0 2900860
RNGTOTOtl) = 0.0 2900870
RNGTOT14tl) = 1.0/RCS*(-EA*YC-EIY*YC/RC2-EIXY/RC) 2900880
RNGTOT(1,2) =0.0 2900890 ;
RNGTOT(2t2J =0.0 2900900 i
RNGTOTO.2) = 0.0 2900910 /
RNGTOTI4.2) = 0.0 2900920
RNGTOT(lt3) =0.0 2900930
RNGTOT<2,3) = 0.0 2900940
RNGTOT«3f3) =0.0 2900950
RNGTOT(4,3) = 0.0 2900960
RNGTOT(1>4) = RNGTOT(4tl) 2900970
RNGTOT(2t4) = 0.0 2900980
RNGTOT(3t4) =0.0 2900990
RNGTOT«4t4) = 1.0/RCS*«YC2*EA+EIY*YC*EIX+2.0*EIXY*YC/RC) 2901000
IF (NEO'NE.O) GO TO 50 2901010
IF (Q.NE.l) GO TO 400 2901020
50 REAO(JOR) NPLEV,RNGSRN,RGSRS,NPLA,RSIG,REPS,RALPH,RBAPH,RTEPS, 2901030
1 SIGOX,R*OSS,RMOSN,REFF,KORIR,AMN,BN,OENTH3,OOELR,SAVR, 2901040
2 IPRINT 2901050
K = JTNO(J) - 2901060
IF (MFLG.EQ.2) GO TO 102 . 2901070
ENTH(l) = (AMAT(K,1)*ROJ-YBAR*(AMAT(K,3)-OENTH3))/RS 2901080
ENTHC 2)= t AHAT(K,3 J-OENTH3)/RS
ENTH(3) « AMAT(K,3) 2901100
UELR = AMATIK.4) 2901110
GO TO 101 2901120
102 ENTH(l) = (AHAT(K,5)*ROJ-YBAR*(AMAT(K,7)-OENTH3)1/RS 2901130
ENTH(2)=(AMAT<K,7)-OENTH3)/RS
ENTH(3) = AMAT(K,7) 2901150
OELR = ANATIK.8) 2901160
101 CONTINUE 2901170
IF UCYCLE.NE.l) GO TO 180 2901180




CALL R1TEPS (RTEPS,TI,TO,ALPR.NTYP.RGEOM) 2901220
IND =0 2901230
CALL RISULT ITEPSIN.RTEPS.ENTH(31,NTYP,IND.RGEOM.PHI) 2901240
185 IF (DELP/ABS(OELP).EQ.OELP1/ABS(OELP1)) GO TO 160 2901250
00 181 1=1,12 2901260
NPLA(I) i Q 2901270
181 RBAPH(I) = RSIG(I) 2901280
180 CONTINUE 2901290
DOELR = DELR-ODELR 2901300
OOMEG = ENTH(3)-OENTH3 2901310
01 = DELR-YBAR*ENTH(3) 2901320
001 = OOELR-YBAR*DOMEG 2901330
OF1 = RNGTOT(l,l)*D01+RNGTOT(4,l)*DOMEG*SAVRm 2901340
DF2 = RNGTOT(1,4)*D01+RNGTOT(4,4)*DOMEG+SAVR(2) 2901350
SAVR<5) = SAVR(5)+DF1 2901360
SAVR(6) = SAVR<6)+OF2 2901370
C = RNGTOT(1,1)*D1+RNGTOT(4,1)*ENTH(3)-SAVR(5)+SAV«U3» 2901380
D = RNGTOT(1,4)*01+RNGTOT(4,4)*ENTH(3)-SAVR(6)+SAVR(4) 2901390
00 483 L=l,2 2901400
483 RNGSRN(L) = RNGSRN1L)+ENTH(L) 2901410
DO 484 II=1,NIPR 2901420
484 TEPS(II) = DELP * RTEPS(II) 2901430
CALL RGSRSE (OSIG,ENTH,TEPStE,NTYP,RGEOH,PHII 2901440
IFINPLEV .EQ.O) GO TO 540 2901450
DO 500 II-l.NIPR 2901460
IF(NPLAUI) .LE.O) GO TO 496 2901470
IF((RSIGUI)-RALPH( II))*DSIG(IM .LT. ZEPSI GO TO 495 2901480
IF (RMOSN.NE.0.0) GO TO 485 2901490
DEPS(II) = DSIG(II)/E 2901500
REPS HI) = REPS (II) «• OEPSIII) 2901510
DSIG(H) = 0.0 2901520
GO TO 500 2901530
485 IF (RMQSS.EQ.0.0) GO TO 490 2901540
TOMP = 0.42857143*RMOSN*UBS<RSIG<II»-RBAPH(m)/RMaSS)**<RMOSN- 2901550
1 1.0) 2901560
DSIG(II)=DSIG(II)/(l.*TOMP) 2901570
RDSIG ^ OSIG(II) 2901580
OEPS(II) = TOMP/E*OSIG(II) 2901590
RSIG(It) = RSIG(II) + DSIG(II) 2901600
REPS(II) = REPS(II) + OEPS(II) 2901610
IF (KORIR.EQ.O) RDSIG = 0.0 2901620
RALPHUI) = RALPH( III+RDSIG 2901630
IF (KORIR.EQ.O) REFF(II) = RSIG(II) 2901640
GO TO SOO 2901650
490 DSIG(II) - RMQSN*DSIG(II) 2901660
RDSIG % DSIG(II) 2901670
RSIG(It) ^ RSIG(II) * DSIG(II) 2901680
DEPS(II) 3 DSIGIII)/£*(11.0-RMOSN1/RMOSN) 2901690
REPS(II) 3 REPS(II) + DEPS(II) 2901700
IF IKORIR.EQ.O) RDSIG = 0.0 2901710
RALPH! U) = RALPH! ID+RDSIG 2901720
IF (KORIR.EQ.O) REFF(II) = RSIG(II) 2901730
GO TO 500 2901740
495 NPLA(H) « -II 2901750
496 RSIGim = RSIG(II) + DSIGI II) 2901760
DEPS(U) = 0.0 2901770
YCOND * YEPS 2901780
IF (KORIR.EQ.O) YCONO = YCOND*REFF(III/SIGOX 2901790
IF (ABS((RSIG(II)-RALPH(II))/SIGOX).GE.YCOND) NPLA(II) = II 2901800
500 CONTINUE 2901810
96
507 INO = 0
CALL RISULT (REPStN,OEPS,ENTH<3>,NTYP,IND.RGEOH.PHII
60 TO 550
540 DO 545 11=1,NIPR
RSIG(It) = RSIGMI) + DSIG(II)






550 IND = 1
CALL RISULT (RGSRS,RSIG,ENTH<3),NTYP,INDfRGEOM,PHI)
IF -4P.EQ.2.> GO TO 620
IF UPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 322
620 PP = P-1.0
IF (MFLG.EQ.2) GO TO 320
WRITEI6.301) JTNO(J),PP
301 FORMAT(/34X,'RING AT REGION JOINT NO. «,12,24X,'CYCLE * SF5.0)
GO TO 321
320 WRITE(6,302) JTNOUI.PP
302 FORMAT(/32X, 'RING AT STRUCTURE JOINT NO. ',12,24X,'CYCLE - ',F5.0)
321 WRITE(6,303) RNGSRN.RGSRS
303 FORMAT<3X, 'EPS THETA«»,1PE12.5.4X,'K THETA-'.1PE12.5,6X,'N THETA=»
1 ,1PE12.5,6X,'MR =',1PE12.5.10X,»MZ =',1PE12.5»
IF (NPLEV.EQ.O) GO TO 322
WRITE(6,304) <RSIGU),I = 1.NIPR)
304 FORMATC//' SIGMA =•,7X,IP9E13.5/15X,1P3E13.5)
WRITE(6,305) (REPSJ I),I = 1,NIPR)







































































































































00 815 L = lt4
XL(L) * 0.0
DO 815 N=l,4
X L ( L ) = XL(L)>TDEL(N,L)*RNGLOD«N,J)
00 816 L=l,2



















































































































































































































500 RTEPSU) = ALPR*TI
RTEPS(2J = RTEPSll)
RTEPSI3) = RTEPS(l )
XI = (2.0*RGEOM<1)*RGEOH(1)+PI*RGEOM(2)*(RGEOM<D+RGEOH12)/PI)I*
1 RGEOM(3)/<14.0*RGEOM(1>+PI*RGEOM{2))*RGEOM(31+2.0*RGEOM(2)*


















































































RTEPSU2) = <Q*(X-X1)+M)*ALPR 3001030
GO TO 990 ' 3001040
C 3001050
C T-SECTION OR RIGHT ANGULAR SECTION 3001060
C 3001070




RTEPS<2) = RTEPS(l) 3001090






































RGSRS(l) = RGSRS(l) + MWO.L) *
RGSRSI2) « RGSRSI2) - HW(3,L) *
1 YT * TEMPI2))
IF (INO.NE.O) RGSRSO) = RGSRSO) -
1 (XT * TEMPI 2) + YT * TEMPI 1))
II = II+l









RGSRSU» = RGSRSU) * FACT
RGSRSI2) = RGSRS12) * FACT











ST = RGECM12 1/2.JO/RGEOM< 1)
CT = SQRT(l.O-ST*ST)
X2 = 2.0*RGEOM( 1 )*RGEOMO)+RGEOM(2 )*RGEOM(4)
XI = X1*CT/2.0
X2 = RGEOM(1)*CT*(RGEOM(1)*RGEOMO)+RGEOM(2)*RGEOM(4 ))/X2
00 230 L=l,2
SI = AAO.L)











































































R G S R S < 2 ) = RGSRS(2) -UWO,L)*RGEOMil )*RGEOM(3)*SIGUI+6) /2 .0*
L C - X T * T E M P U ) + Y T * T E H P ( 2 ) )
IF ( I N D . E Q . O ) GO TO 220
YT * -RGEOH(2)/2.0*SI
RGSRSO) = R G S R S ( 3 ) - W M O . L ) * R G E O M ( 2 ) * R G E O M ( 4 ) * S I G ( I I + 3 ) / 2 . 0 *
L ( X 1 * T E M P < 2 ) + Y T * T E N P < 1 ) )
XT = (X1-X2)/2 .0- (X2+X1)/2 .0*SI
YT = RGEOM(2) /2 .0*(1 .0-SI )
RGSRSO) = RGSRSO)-HH(3 ,L)*RGEOM<l )*RGEOMO)*SIG( I I )/2.0*
L ( X T * T E M P ( 2 ) + Y T * T E M P I D )
YT = -YT
RGSRSO) = RGSRSO)-WHO,U*RGEOH(1)*RGEOHO)*SIG(I I +61/2.0*
L • < X T * T E M P < 2 ) + Y T * T £ M P ( 1 ) )
II = I I+l














DO 330 L = 1,2
SI = AAO.L)
310 RGSRSdl = RGSRS(l) > WWI3.L) * (SIG(II) * RGEOH(l) * RGEOM(A)
1 + SIG(II+3) * RGEOH(2) * RGEOHI5)
2 + SIG(II+6> * RGEOH(3) * RGEOH16) 1/2.0
YT=RGEOM(1)/2.*U.*SI)-Y1
RGSRSI2) ^  RGSRS(2)-WW(3,L) * SIG(II) / 2.0*RGEOM(1» *
1 RGEOM(4)*(-X1*TEMP<1)*YT*TEMP(2) )
YT=RGEOM(2)/2.*SI-X1
RGSRS12) = RGSRSC2) + WWI3.L) * SIGUI + 3) / 2.0 * RGEOM(2) *
1 RGEOM(5)*(-YT*TEMP(1)-Y1*TEMP(2) )
YT=-RGEOM(3)/2.*(1.-SI»-Y1
RGSRS(2) - RGSRSI2) - MWI3.L) « SIG(II+6) / 2.0 * RGEOMI3) *
1 RGEOM(6)*«-X3*TEMP(1)+YT*TEMP(2))
IF (IND .EQ.O) GO TO 320
YT=RGEOM(1)/2.*<1.+SI)-Y1
RGSRSO) = RGSRSO) - WWO.L) * SIG(II) / 2.0 * RGEOM(l) *
1 RGEOM(4)*(X1*TEMP(2)+YT*TEMP( 1))
YT=RGEOM(2)/2.*SI-X1
RGSRSO) =' RGSRSO) - WMO.L) * SIG<II+3) / 2.0 * RGEOMI2) *
1 RGEOM(5)*<YT*TEMP<2)-Y1*TEMP(1))
YT=-RGEOMO)/2.*( 1.-SII-Y1
RGSRSO) = RGSRSO) - WMO.L) * SIGdI+6) / 2.0 * RGEOMO) *
1 RGEOM(6)*(X3*TEMP(2)+YT*TEHP(D)
320 II = II + 1
























































410 RGSRS(l) = RGSRS(l) * WW(3,L) * (SIG(II) « RGEON(l) * RGEOMU)
1 + SIGUI + 3) * RGEOM(2) * RGEOM(5)
2 + SIGUI+6) * RGEOHO) * RGEOMI6)) / 2.0
YT = RGEOMt1) * SI / 2.0
RGSRSI2) = RGSRSI2) - WWI3.L) * SIG(II) / 2.0 * RGEOM(l) *
1 RGEOM»4)*(-X3*TEMP<1)+YT*TEMP(2) ),
YT=RGEOM(2)*SI/2.-Xl
R G S R S ( 2 ) - R G S R S I 2 ) * W W I 3 . L ) * S I G ( I I + 3 ) / 2.0 * R G E O M 2 ) *
1 R G E O M ( S ) * YT * r E M P ( l )
YT = R G E O M I 3 ) * SI / 2.0
RGSRSI2) = RGSRSI2) - WW(3,L) * SIG(II+6) / 2.0 * RGEOMI3) *
IRGEOM(6)*(-X2*TEMP(1)+YT*TEMP(2J)
IF (IND .EQ. 0) GO TO 420
YT = RGEOM(l) * SI / 2.0
RGSRSUI = R G S R S ( 3 » - W H f 3 , L > * SIG< IIJ / 2.0 * RGEOMdl *
I R G E O M ( 4 ) * ( X 3 * T E M P ( 2 ) + Y T * T E M P ( I I )
Y T = R G E O M ( 2 ) * S I / 2 . - X l '
RGSRS(3) = RGSRS(3) - WWI3.L) * SIGIII+3) / 2.0 * RGEOH12) *
1 RGEOMI5J * YT * TEMPI 2)
YT = RGEOM(3) * SI / 2.0
RGSRS(3) - RGSRSI3) - MMI3.L) * SIG(II+6) / 2.0 * RGEOHO) *
1 RGEOM(6)*(X2*TEMP(2)+YT*TEMP(D)
420 II = 11+1




















































































































































600 X l=RGEOM( l ) *RGEOM(2t /2 . * (RGEOM(5) -RGEQM(3) ) / (RGEOM( l ) * (RGEOM(3)
1 +RGEOM(5M+2.*RGEOM<2)*RGEOM(4M
X2=RGEOM(2) /2 . -X l
X3=-RGEOM(2) /2 . -Xl
DO 630 L=l,2
SI = AAI3.L) 3102000
610 RGSRS<l)=RGSRSm+WW(3,L)*(RGEOM(l)*RGEOM(3)*SIG(II)
1 +RGEOM(11*RGEOM(5)*SIG(11+61+RGEOM(2)*RGEOH(41 *(SIG(11 + 3)
2 +SIGUI+9)) )/2.0 ^
YT = RGECM(i) * SI / 2.0 3102040
RGSRS(2)=RGSRS(2) -WH(3tL)* (SIG( I I ) * ( -X3*TEMP(1)+YT*TEMP(2) ) *RGEOM
1 (3)+SIG(I I+6)*( -X2*TEMP(l )+YT*TEMP(2))*RGEOMI5))*RGEOM(l) /2.
YT=RGEOM(2)*SI/2.-Xl
RGSRS(2) = RGSRS(2) - W W ( 3 , L ) * (SIGUI+3) * (RGEOM(l) * TEMP(2> / 3102090
1 2.0 - YT * TEMP(D) + SIG(II+9) * (-RGEOM(l) * TEHPI2) 3102100
2 / 2.0 - YT * TEMPtim * RGEOM(2) * RGEOMI4) / 2.0 3102110
IF (IND.EQ.O) GO TO 620 3102120
YT = RGEOM(l) * SI / 2.0 3102130
RGSRS(3)=RGSRS(3) -WW(3 ,L ) * (S IG( I I ) * (X3*TEMP(2)+YT*TEMP(1)1*
1 RGEOM(3)+S1G(I I+6)*(X2*TEMP(2)+YT*TEMP(1)>*RGEGM(5>)*RGEOMI1)/2.
YT=RGEOM<2)*SI/2.-Xl
RGSRS(3) = RGSRSO) - W W ( 3 , L ) * (SIGUI + 3) * (YT * TEMPI2) + 3102180
1 RGEOH(1)/2.*TEMP(1I)+SIG(I I+9)*(YT*TEMP(2)-
2 RGEOM(1)/2.*TEMP(D) )*RGEOM(2)*RGEOM(4)/2.





















































720 II = II+l





























820 II = 11+1
























































910 RGSRS( l ) = R G S R S m + W W ( 3 , L > / 2 . 0 * l S I G t I I )*RGEOM<1I*RGEOH(3) +
1 S I G t I I + 3 ) * R G E O M t 2 > + R G E O H I 4 ) )
XT = X 1 - R G E O M < 2 >
YT = Y1+RGEOM(1)/2.0*(SI-1.0)
RGSRS(2> = RGSRS(2J -WW(3 ,LI*SIG( I I )*RGEQM(H*RGEOM(3) /2 .0*
1 « - X T * T E M P ( l » + Y T * T E M P ( 2 ) )
XT = X1+RGEOM(2) /2 .0*(SI-1 .0>
YT = Yl
RGSRSI2) = R G S R S ( 2 ) - W W ( 3 , L ) * S I G ( I I * 3 ) * R G E O M < 2 ) * R G E O M ( 4 ) / 2 . 0 *
1 < - X T * T E M P t l ) + Y T * T E M P ( 2 H
IF ( I N D . E Q . O ) GO TO 920
XT = X1-RGEOH<2)
YT = Y l + R G E O M ( l > / 2 . 0 * ( S I - l . O )















0.0> GO TO 930







































SUBROUTINE R6SRSE ( SIG, ENTH, REPS, E.NTYP.RGEOM, PHI )















100 DO 150 L=l,2
XT - RGEOM(l) / 2.0 * AA(3,LI
110 DO 140 LL=1,2
YT = RGEOM<2) /
120 SIGIIIJ = E *
I ENTHI2I
II = U + 1










(ENTH(l) - (-XT * TEMPU)
- REPSUIM
150























































































Yl = (RGEOXm**2*RGEOM(4)-RGEOMm**2*RGEOM(6)) /2 . /DENO
X2—RGEOMl2) /2 . -Xl
X3«RGEOM<2)/2. -Xl
00 320 L = l , 2
SI = A A I 3 . L )
310 YT«RGEOMm/2.*<1.0+SI)-Yl
SIG<m = E*IENTHm-«-X2*TENP(l) +
1 YT * T E M P C 2 M * E N T H J 2 ) - R E P S U I M
YT*RGEOM(2)*SI /2 . -Xl
SIGm+3) = E * ( E N T H m - ( - Y T * T E M P I l ) - Y l * T E M P « 2 ) ) * E N T H I 2 ) - R E P S U I + 3 ) )
YT*-RGEOM(3)/2.*U.O-SI)-Yl
S I G ( I I + 6 » = E * ( E N T H ( l » - ( - X 3 * T E M P ( U
+ YT * TEMPI 21) * ENTH(2) - REPSUI+6M

















410 YT = RGEOMU) * SI / 2.0
SIG«IH=E*(ENTH(l)-(-X3*TEMP(l)
1 * YT * TEMP12)) * ENTHI2) - REPSIII))
YT*RGEOH(2»*SI/2.-Xl
SIG(II+3) = E * (ENTH(l) + YT * TEMP(l) * ENTH(2) - REPS(II+3»
YT = RGEOM13) » SI / 2.0
SIGIII+6»=E*(ENTH(l)-(-X2*TEMP(1)
1 YT * TEMP(2M * ENTHI2) - REPS(II+6))











































































« II + l














00 620 L=l t2
SI = AA(3 ,L )
610 YT = RGEOMH * SI / 2.0
SIG«II)=E*«ENTH(l)-C-X3*TEMR(l)




SIGCII+3) = E * (ENTH(l) - <RGEOMU) * TEMP<2> / 2.0
1 ~YT*TEMP<lM*ENTH<2>-REPSm+3))
SIGUI+9) * E * (ENTH(l) - (-RGEOM(l) * TEHPC2) / 2.0
1 -YT*TEMP( 1H*ENTH(2)-REPS(II*9) )
II = I I+ l















DE NO*RGEOM 1 1 ) *RGEOM ( 4 ) +RGEOM( 2 )*RGEOM( 5 ) +RGEOM 1 3 J*RG EOH ( 6 >






SIGJII) » E*(ENTH( l>-(-XT*TEMP( 1)+YT*TEHP(2) 10ENTH12 )-REPS(II) )
XT=RGEOM<2)/2.-Xl
YT=RGEOM<3)/2.*ISI-1.)+Y1


























































DO 820 L = l,2 .*.
SI » AA(3,L>
810 XT * X1-RGEOHI2)
YT * RGEOM(1)/2.0*SI
SIGtm = E*(ENTH(ll-(-XT*TEHP(l)+YT*TEMP(2) )*ENTH(2 l-REPS(II))
XT * RGEOM<2 1/2. 0*(SI-l. 0)+X1
SIGtII*3) = E*(ENTHU)+XT*TEMP<l)*ENTH(2)-REPS<II+3M
II a 11*1

















SIGIII*3»=E*<ENTH(l)-«-XT*TEHP(l)+YT*TEMP(2) )*ENTH(2 )-REPS(lI*3l )
II * II+l









































The region stiffness matrices, XKR, ani|. the region load matrices, XLR,
are passed from REGMAT to STRMAT via Tape #4 and Tape #8, and are placed
in the XKSTOT array and the XISTOT array, respectively. A matrix, BCD,
is formed to represent the boundary conditions, and, if kinematic links
occur between regions, the RKL matrix is developed to represent this
situation. The subroutine RINGER is again called for discrete ring
matrices. • . '
As a result of appropriate matrix operations, a reduced structure stiffness
matrix is formed. The solution of the-problem is obtained by again calling
the routine SYMSOC.' This produces the-region end deflection array, DRE.
112























































































































































450 JJ-4*CJ2-1»+1 : 1600620
II«II>1 : • ! 1600630
00 460 JK-1,4 1600640
GO TO 1451,452,433,4541,JK 1600650
451 IX-II ; 1600660
1 NO-11 1600670
00 461 1-1.4 1600680
DO 461 J-1,4 1600690
461 OPEN(I,J)-XKRII,J) 1600700
60 TO 455 1600710
452 IX-II 1600720
INO-JJ 1600730
00 462 1-1,4 : 1600740
00 462 J»1,A 1600750
462 OPENO,J)«XKRM,J»4I 1600760
GO TO 455 1600770
453 IX-JJ 1600780
INO-II 1600790
DO 463 I«l,4 1600600
DO 463 J-1,4 1600810
463 OPENII,J)-XKRU*4,J) 1600820




DO 464 J-1,4 1600870
464 pPEN(I,J)-XKR(I*4,J«4> 1600880
455 DO 456 1-1,4 1600890
JX-IND 1600900






IF INORING.EQ.O) GO TO 1170 1600970
MFLG - 2 1600980
DO 1211 J-1,NORING 1600990
CALL RINGER <0,XN.RNGTOT.RNGLOD,J.SADUS,UADUS,JRTIC.JRSTOP,JTNO, 1601000
1 K8C,XNL,MFLG,NREG,ICYCLE,IBEGIN,LDISTL> 1601010
JT - 4*«JTNO<J)-1» 1601020
DO 1220 1-1,4 1601030
DO 1220 IK-1,4 1601040
1220 XST(JT+I,JT*IK) • XSTIJT«ItJT*1KI«RNGTOTII,IK) 1601050
1211 CONTINUE 1601060




2000 FORMATS IX) 1601110
1170 CONTINUE 1601120
00 107 I-1.NJTNH4 . 1601130
107 WRITE 12) (XST(I,J),J-1,NJTNH4I 1601140
REMIND 2 1601150
REWIND 4 1601160
IF INH.NE.O) GO TO 3200 : 1601170
C GENERATION OF BC BOUNDARY CONDITION SCRAMBLING MATRIX 1601180
WRITEI6.347) NOJ.NLINK 1601190
347 FORMATJ////51X30HINPUT DATA FOR REGION COUPLING///31X24HNUMBER OF 1601200






 ( , , .
.KSTOP=JRSTOP(I) . ' . , . - •
WRITE(6,349) ItKTICtKSTOP
349 FORMAT(46X, I2 ,2(16X, I3)> . .
348 XONTINUE




DO 757 I = 1.NJTNH4
757 RKL(Itl) =1.0
DO 789 1=1,4 . ."











WRITEU.1828) JD.JI.COTAN . , .
1828 FORMAT(46X,I2,11X,I2,11X,E14.7) . , . , . . . . . - . -
IF (SIN(CQTAN).NE.O.O) GO TO 1829
OPEN(1,1) = 1.0
OPENI2.4) = 0.0




OPEN(l.l) = SADUS(JO) / SAOUS(JI ) • '.
OPEN(2,4) = - (SADUS(JD)-SADUS(J I ) )
OPEN(3,4) = - OPENI2.4)* COTAN
1830 CONTINUE , ,
,IXX= JD*4-3 •"• "' ,"",' "•;••' . ' ' ' - '"'.', / ' '
DO 504 1=1,4 ' ' ' '
JXX= J1*4-3
DO 505 J = l,4 ' " ' .
RKL(IXX,JXX)=OPEN(I,J) . , . , . , - , ,








', DO 108 J = 1,NJTNH4 .. . • ^ .
DO 108 I = 1,NJTNH4 "" '' ' "'
108 8CDU,J)=0.0
ICR =1 . v • . •
WRITE(6,2372) - . , , . . ' . ' . . •
2372 FORMAT(//////57X19HBOUNOARY c6NblTIONS//36'X5HJOINT5X7HOELT& T,5X,7
1HOELTA Z,5X,7HOELTA R,5X,7I^,THETA ,7X,.11HANGLE
DO 109 J=1,NOJ '" ..'"*'.""




































































13 = OLP(3) 1601850
14 = DLP(4» 1601860
WRITE(6,2373) JN,II,12,13,14,ANGLE 1601870
2373 FORHAT(/31X,I3,9X,I2,10X,I2,10X,I2,IOX,I2, 7X.E14.7) 1601880
II = <4*JN)-3 1601890
DO 121 1=1,4 1601900
IFIDLP(I)-l.O) 113,114,115 1601910















IF(NLINK.EQ.O) GO TO 3124 1602070
00 783 N=1,NJTNH4 1602080
.READI 3) fTEMP(M),H=l,NJTNH4) 1602090
DO 782 J=1,NZ 1602100
BCTU)*0.0 1602110
DO 782 I=1,NJTNH4 1602120
782 BCT(J)=BCT(Jl+TEMPII)*BCD(I,J) 1602130
783 WRITE (4) (8CT(L),L=1, NZ) 1602140
REWIND 3 1602150
REWIND 4 1602160
00 126 M=1,NJTNH4 1602170
126 READI4) (8CD(H,N I ,N = 1,NZ) 1602180
: AT THIS POINT THE BCD ARRAY IS THE PRODUCT OF RKL AMD BCD ARRAYS 1602190
3124 CONTINUE 1602200
00 124 J=1,NZ 1602210
124 WRITEI14) (BCDU,J),I = 1,NJTNH4» 1602220
no 125 I-1,NJTNH4 1602230
125 WRITE(14) (BCD(I,J),J=1,NZ) 1602240
REWIND 14 1602250
REWIND 4 1602260
GO TO 3201 1602270
3200 00 3300 J=1,NZ 1602280
3300 READ(14) (BCD<I,J),I=1,NJTNH4) 1602290
REWIND 14 1602300
3201 CONTINUE 1602310
DO 180 L=1,NJTNH4 16O2320
READ (2) (XSTRCJ),J=1,NJTNH4) 1602330
DO 184 K*1,NZ 1602340
TEMPKM) = 0.0 1602350
00 181 N=1,NJTNH4 1602360





DO 183 II-1,NJTNH4 1602420
183 READ (4) (XSTBCI 11,JJ),JJ = 1,NZ) 1602430
REWIND 4 1602440














IF (IBEGIN.EQ.O.OR.LINPUT.EQ.O) GO TO 1750
WRITE(6,1726)
WRITE(6,2365>




1725 JJ = JJJ + 1







1721 MMM = MMM * 1
NUMBER = NUMBER + 3
WRITEI6.1729) (ICOLTTL,ICOL(M)),M=l,MM)
1729 FORMAT(/10H ROW ,8<2A4,IX,13,3X)/)
DO 1722 1=1,NZ
NUMBER = NUMBER + 1
WRITE(6,1723)I,(A(I,J),J=JJ,JJJ)
1728 FORMAT(3X,I3,4X,8(E14.7,1X))










991 XSL(I,J) = 0.0




DO 777 N2 = 1,2
GOTO (11.12I.N2
11 II = «J1-H*NH4+1
111= II*NH4-1
GOTO 3
12 II = (J2-l)*4+l
111= II+NH4-1





































































777 XSUILtJ) = XSL(IL,J)+XLRII,J)



















301 XFL(I,J) = 0.0







IFCLINLOD.EQ.O) GO TO 303
IF (ICYCLE.EQ.l.OR.NH.EQ.O) WRITE16.341)
3*1 FORMAT(1H1///57X,19HEXTERNAL LINE LOADS///36X,14HPROBLEM
120HPOINT OF APPLICATION,7X,12HAPPLIED LOAD//)

















811 XLSII.J) = XFL(I,J)*DELP-XLSU,JJ
DO 520 J=1,NPROB
DO 530 1=1,NZ




540 LEAO(J) = I
520 CONTINUE
CALL SYMSOC <A,A,NZ,0,XLS,NPROB,LEAD,124,0.0,NIX)
































































READU4) (BC(K),K = 1,NZ) 1603690
00 813 H=1,NPROB 1603700
DRE(JtM)=0.0 1603710
00 813 N=1,NZ 1603720
813 DRE(J,M) = DRE<J,M)+BCIN)*XLS<N,M) 1603730
812 CONTINUE 1603740
IF (NH.NE.O.AND.UINPUT.NE.l.OR.IBEGIN.NE.l)) GO TO 1776 1603750
HRITEI6,1726) 1603760
HRITE(6,2368> 1603770
2368 FORMAT!31X.70HTHE EXPANDED REGION JOINT DISPLACEMENT MATRIX (REGIO 1603780
IN END DEFLECTIONS)) 1603790
WRITE(6,1770) 1603800
1770 FORMAT(//14Xt5HJOINTt14Xf7HPROBLEMt13X.7HDELTA T.13X.7HDELTA Z.13X 1603810
1.7HDELTA R,11X,11HOMEGA-THETA) 1603820
NUMBER = 4 1603830
KK=-3 1603840
DO 1735 J=1,NOJ 1603850
NUMBER = NUMBER * NPROB * 1 1603860







1739 FORMAT(1H ) 1603940






UO 71 NR=1,NREG 1604010
DO 71 K=l,2 1604020
II =(JRTIC(NR) - 1) *4 i-l 1604030
IFIK.EQ.2) 11= JRSTOP(NR1*4-3 1604040
111= II + 3 1604050
DO 71 I = lit III 1604060












As a result of the matrix operations performed in REGMAT, the SKL22, the
XK2221, and the XK22L2 arrays for each region are passed to INITAL. The
XK1132 and XL1 arrays for each segment, resulting from the matrix procedures
in SEGMAT, are also passed to INITAL. The region end deflection matrices,
DRE, which were formed in STRMAT are transmitted to INITAL.
Following appropriate matrix operations upon these arrays, the force initial
conditions, the FIGS array, and the deflections initial conditions, the
DIGS array, are produced. These arrays combine to form the YICS matrix,
which contains the true initial conditions for the structure to be
analyzed.
The pertinent counters in the subroutine are:
NS = segment counter
NR = region counter
122











































X K I I I 2
TDSE =















COMMON XN.TEFREE, TIC, PHI, STOP, RESTOP,RTICK,G1,XNL<3» ,NH
COMMON NST(30),NKL(30),NXMAT(20),SAVJTC(30),SAVSTP(30) ,JRTIC(30)
COMMON JRSTQP(30),NREG,NMPT,NRC,NSC,NIX,IERROR,KGEOM,IGEOM,ISTTAB
COMMON KELVIN, IBEGIN,NPROB, NSEG,NERROR,Q, THICK, NOJS, NLINKS.NLCASE
COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XN1,K8C,NRINGS
COMMON LODE.ICYCLE.LDISTL








DIMENSION XL1(4,1),ROT(4,4),FICS(4,1),SKL22(112,112) , ANSI 112,1)
EQUIVALENCE (ROT( 1) ,ROTO( II) ,<TIC,TICK)
(DSE(l).ORE(l)),(XK222im,XK22L2m>

























IF (NSEG.EO.l) GOTO 703
IF<NKL(NR).EQ.O) GO TO 415
READ(IO) <(SKL22«I,J),J=1,JSKL22),I=1,ISKL22)
RE AD (10) ( (XK222K I, J),J=1,NH8 ),!=!, M8)
RE AD (10) (SAVJTCI I),SAVSTP( I),I = 1,NSEG)
















DO 102 1=1, M8
TEMP(I,J)= -(TEMP(I,J)+XK22L2(I,J)»
IF (NKL(NR).EQ.O) GO TO 435





























































00 445 J=ltNPROB 1700600
ANS(I,J)=0.0 1700610
00 445 K = 1.JSKL22 1700620
445 ANS(I,J)=ANStI,J)+SKL22(I,K)*TEMP(K,Jf 1700630
435 00 391 N=1,NSEG 1700640
IF«N.EQ.1.0R.N.EQ.NSEG>.AND.SAVJTC<N).GT.SAVSTP<NI) GO TO 370 1700650
00 398 K=l,2 1700660
IF (N.NE.l.OR.K.NE.l) GOTO 393 1700670
00 394 1= 1,4 1700680
394 WRITE (2) (ORECI,J),J«i,NPROB) 1700690
GO TO 398 1700700
393 IFIN.EQ.NSEG.AND.K.EQ.2) GOTO 395 1700710
IF (K.EQ.l) II = SAVJTC(N)*4-7 1700720
IF (K.EQ.2) II = SAVSTP<N)*4-7 1700730
III = II + 3 1700740
DO 397.1=11,111 1700750
IF (NKL(NR).EQ.O) GOTO 392 1700760
WRITE (2) (ANSII,J),J=1,NPROB) 1700770
GOTO 397 1700780
392 WRITE (2) (TEMPI I,J),J=l.NPROB) 1700790
397 CONTINUE 1700800
GO TO 398 1700810
395 00 396 1=5,8 1700820
396 WRITE (2) <DRE<I,J),J«1,NPROB) 1700830
398 CONTINUE 1700840
GO TO 391 1700850
370 IF(N.EO.NSEG) GO TO 380 1700860
IF(NKL(NR).EQ.Oi" GO TO 375 1700870
DO 371 1=1,4 1700880
371 WRITE(2) <ANSII,J),J=1,NPROB) 1700890
GO TO 376 1700900
375 DO 372 1=1.4 1700910
372 WRITE(2> (TEMPII,J),J=1,NPROB) 1700920
376 DO 373 1=1,4 1700930
373 WRITEI2) (ORE(I,J),J=l,NPROB) 1700940
GO TO 391 1700950
380 CONTINUE 1700960
DO 381 1=5,8 1700970
381 WRITEI2) (DREU,J),J-1,NPROB) 1700980
IF(NKLINR).EQ.O) GO TO 385 1700990
II = ISKL22-3 1701000
III = ISKL22 1701010
DO 382 I=II,III 1701020
382 WRITEI2) I ANSI I,J),J=l,NPROB) 1701030
GO TO 391 1701040
385 II = M8-3 1701050
III = M8 1701060
DO 383 1=11,111 1701070
383 WRITE<2) (TEHP<I,J>,J=l,NPROB) 1701080
391 CONTINUE 1701090
REWIND 2 1701100
999 DO 201 NS=1,NSEG 1701110




DO 7 1=1,NR1 1701160
7 ISEG=ISEG+NST(I) 1701170
8 ISEG=ISEG+NS 1701180
TIC= SAVTIC( ISEG) 1701190
GO TO (21,22,23),IGEOM 1701200
126
21 SN = S I N ( T I C )
CS = C O S C T 1 C )
GO TO 25
22 SN = COSU.570796-G1)
CS = SINU.570796-G1)




23 SN * 1.0
CS = 0.0
25 C O N T I N U E
IF INSEG.EO.l) GO TO 80
DO 78 I = It8
78 R E A D (2) ( O S E ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N P R O B )
80 C O N T I N U E





















































































































The subroutine link LEBEGE receives the YICS array for each segment from
INITAL via Tape #k. The subroutine FIXEM is called to integrate the
differential equations of each segment, under true load conditions. FIXEM
is identical to subroutine SETUP, vhile WAND corresponds to subroutine
MAGIC and only consideration of the OVERLAY structure dictates the change
in names. The subroutines TOBAR, TEMOEG, PLYCO, and PLYHE are similarly
equivalent to ROBOT, GEOMET, PLICO, and PLIKE discussed previously.
The results of the final integration sequence are the forces and deflections
at the beginning, intermediate, and end points of each segment. These
are always the incremental values. The updating for current load step
is accomplished in subroutine SHPLAS.
Subroutine GRAPH; This subroutine controls the system graphical routines.
GRAPH prints the titles and passes the graphical display points to the




































DOUBLE PRECISION YNEUtYPREO 18000*0
COMMON STORYU6),XHAT(27C,10J,STD(10>,SAOUS(30»,RAOUS<30) 1800050
COMMON TADUS(30),UADUS(30ltSAVTIC(900> 1800060






COMMON /ARING/ NRINGI28),AMAT(30,8).RSIGI12I,REPS(12I.RALPH!121, 1800130
C RBAPHU2) 18001*0
COMMON /SNILPS/ ANG.PSK 100)«RAO( 100I«CURK1001 ,CUR2 UOOI , 1800150
1 OR1DP(100)»ZI(14),RI(14),NRZIN 1800160
COMMON /KAGIQ/ KKNT.TII,TIK,TOK»tOO 1800170














D ,RMOSSYtRMOSNY tRMOSXY«RMONXY 1800320
0 ,RMOSNS,RMOSSS,SIGOXS,RMOSNR,RMOSSR,SIGOXR 1800330
COMMON /PLSTIC/ 10,JO,IOR,JOR.KDRI,NEO 18003*0
COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORD.XMEROtXPREStXMONT 1800350




COMMON /CHAIN/ ZETAK2I ) ,ZETA2( 21),NODE, ALF(*I ,CEI*> .NLRS.HI ,HO»T 1800*00
COMMON /COISP/ P 1800*10
COMMON /RWO/ ER,ES,CPH,CTH,APH,ATH,SPH,STH,ALPHS,ALPHR,TS,TR,SNB, 1800*20
C CSB 1800*30





EQUIVALENCE- (YNEW( 1),XKF( 1)) 1800*90
REMIND 1 1800500
600 FORMAT!1H ,8(E14.7,2X)/I3X,8<E14.7.2XM) 1800510
KSC = 0 1800520
JAM =1 1800530
JNSC «o 1800540
DO 451 I=1,NREG 1800550
451 KSC - KSC » NST(I) 1800560
LSC = 0 1800570
902 LSC = LSC + 1 1800560
JCYC =0 1800590
131
XNTTH = 0.0 1800600
XNTPH = 0.0 1800610
XHTTH - 0.0 1800620
XMTPH = 0.0 1800630
NSOLSC 1800640
JNSC=JNSC+1 1800650
IF (JNSC.LE.NSTIJAM)) GO TO 1727 1800660
NRNG = NRING(JAM) 1800670
IF (NRNG.EQ.O) GO TO 1900 1800680
00 1901 1=1tNRNG 1800690
1901 REAO(l) OUMLNK 1800700
1900 CONTINUE 1800710
NNSKL = NKL(JAM) 1800720
If (NNSKL.EQ.O) GO TO 1724 1800730
DO 1725 1=1,NNSKL 1800740
1725 REAO(l) DUHLNK 1800750






IF (RGO.EQ.14.0) GO TO 182 1800820
REAO(l) G1,G2,G3 1800830
GO TO 183 1800840
182 READU) NRZIN,lZUJ),Rl(J).J=l,NRZIN) 1800850
183 CONTINUE 1800860




ERR = 1.0 E-07 1800910
IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 1776 1800920
HRITE(6,1726) 1800930
1726 FORMATUH1) 1800940
IF(JNSC.EQ.l) WRITE(6,606) JAM,NST(JAM),NKL(JAM) 1800950
606 FORMAT(//58X,13HREGION NUMBER, I3//35X,10HTHERE ARE ,I2tl4H SEGMENT 1800960
IS AND ,I2,35H KINEMATIC LINKS WITHIN THIS REGION) 1800970
1 = RGO 1800980
WRITEI6.651) JNSC.I.NLRS 1800990
651 FORMAT!//13X.15HSEGMENT NUMBER ,12,5X,13HSEGMENT CODE ,12,5X, 1801000
1 14HNO. OF LAYERS ,12) 1801010
1776 CONTINUE 1801020
NCONT - NROW 1801030
IF (NH.EQ.O.OR.IBEGIN.EQ.l) MRITE(6,655) 1801040
655 FORMAT(/ /42X,47HTABLE ORDER PHI OR S VS. CROSSECTION PROPERTIES) 1801050
DO 901 1=1,NROW 1801060
R E A D ( l ) ( S T ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N P ) 1801070
IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 901 1801080
WRITE(6,600) (ST(I,J),J=1,NP) 1801090
901 CONTINUE 1801100
DO 750 JJ=1,12 1801110
750 LST(JJ) - 0 1801120
NLCS = NLCASE 1801130
NLPO * NLRS+1— 1801140
KBC = NLPQ 1801150
IF (THICK.NE.l) KBC * 2.0*NLPO 1801160
TAP1 * NLRS/2 1801170
00 290 1=1,NLPO 1801180
TAP2 =1-1 1801190
ZETAl(l) » 1.0-TAP2/TAPI 1801200
132 |















22 IF(JJ.EQ.JJJ> GOTO 24
JJ=JJ+l
GOTO 23
24 IF (L.EQ.O) 60 TO 668




IF (LST(JT).EQ.O) GO TO 660
KZ = K * LSTU) -1
K * KZ + 1
660 CONTINUE
IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 665
WRITE(6»661)
661 FORMAT(//31X,84HTABLE ORDER PHI OR S VS. DISTRIBUTED LOADS (F
1TA, F PHIt F ZETA, H THETA, M PHI),)
WRITE(6,1968) (LSTCJ),J=JT,JTT)
196B FORMAT(27H LOAD IDENTIFICATION CLUES ,611/J
DO 662 N=K,KK
662 WRITE(6,600> (ST(N,J ),J = 1,NP)
666 IF (NH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 665
WRITE(6,7000)








8 21HN PHI THETA
9 3X.21HV
A 21HM THETA
B 21HM PHI THETA
C 3X.21HW
0 21HSIGNA THETA IN
E 21HTAU PHI THETA IN
F 3X.21HOMEGA THETA
G 21HSIGMA THETA OUT





















.21HGAMMA PHI THETA IN
,21HOMEGA PHI
.21HSIGMA PHI OUT
































































590 CONTINUE < 1801830
REAO(l) IS, SAVJTCUSI.SAVSTPUSI, STORY 18018*0
NSAVE = NROH 1801850
JJ=NPROB*6 1801860
LT=0 1801870




TIC = STU.l) 1801920
STOP = ST<1,NP) 1801930
READ14I <YlCS(n,I = l,NEQNS) 1801940
NCYC=0 1801950
KKNT = C 1801960
NSAVE=NROH 1801970
IEND=0 1801980




RE AD (10) SAVY,NPLEV,NPLA,SIGMA,SALPH,SBAPH,STEPS,STR,EFF,STSRN, 1802030
1 NPLAST.STSIG, STREPS, STALPH,STBAPH,NPLEVS,EFFST,SEPS 1802040
59 CALL FIXEM <MAGIN,MAGOUT, TIC, STEP, NEONS, OTAU.EPSIL.OELTA, ERR, TIHE, 1802050
1 DTIME,YICS,YPRED,YCORR,YDOT,YNEW,YDEV,FHOEL,TBDEL) 1802060
GOTO 61 1802070
60 CALL WANDIMAGIN.MAGOUT, TIC, STEP, NEONS, DTAU.EPSIL, DELTA, ERR, TIME, 1802080
1 OTINE,YICS,YPRED,YCORR,YDOT,YNEW,YDEV,FHOEL,TBDEH 1802090
61 IF(MAGOUT.LE.O) GOTO 25 1802100
IF(TIHE.GT.STOP) GOTO 62 1802110
IF(TIME.LT.STOP) GOTO 63 1802120
64 IEND=-1 1802130
GOTO 67 1802140
62 IF(TIME.LE.(STOP+DIFF) ) GOTO 64 1802150
GOTO 8001 1802160
63 IF(lSTOP-DIFF).Le.TIME) GOTO 64 , 1802170
IF((TIME+DTIM6).GT.STOP) GOTO 65 1802180
IF<PRINT.GT.TIME) GOTO 66 1802190
PRINT=TIME+DTA 1802200
67 CONTINUE 1802210
NPR = 1 1802220
IF (TIME.EQ.TK) NPR = 0 1802230
6450 IF(IENO.GT.O) GO TO 8002 1802240
IF (IENO.LT.O I GOTO 150 1802250
HAGIN = 0 1802260
GO TO 60 1802270
66 MAGIN=0 1802280






IF (NCYC.NE.1.ANO.KKNT.NE.4) GO TO 175 1802350
IF UTIME+STEP).GT.(STOP-OIFF)» NPR = I 1802360
CALL SHPLAS (NCYCtNAPEX, NPR, STEP) 1802370
NPR = 0 1802380



















55 00 58 IK=2,NTOTAL
58 STUK,LL) = ST(IK,I)
80 CONTINUE
C THE UPDATED INTERPOLATED VALUES OF THE MATERIAL PROPERTY COEFFIC












94 DO 104 I = 2,10
IF (ARG-XMATUI,IM 121,123,104











1 (XMATI II,n-XMAT( II.I-l) )
125 M=M-H
GOTO 111





115 GO TOdOl, 102,103), ITYPE























































































































IF (KORI.GT.O) GO TO 227
109 CONTINUE
IF (RHOSN.EQ.0.0) GO TO 225
YLOST = SIGOX*SIGOX




225 RHOSN = RHOSN-1.0
227 TEM1 = SIGOX*SIGOX














































































IF CNIX.NE.O) GO TO 9999
LL-NP+1
IF(XKll.EQ.O.O) GOTO 8101
IFUTYPE.EQ.3.AND.XK12.EQ.O.) GO TO 8102




IFUTYPE.EQ.3.AND.X012.EO.O.) GO TO 8107



















































































































8101 I ERROR = 8101
NERRQR = 17
GOTO 8888
8102 TERROR = 8102
NERRQR -18
GOTO 8888
8103 IERRQR * 8103
NERRQR * 19
GOTO 8888
810* IERRQR = 8104
NERRQR = 20
GOTO 8888
8105 IERRQR = 8105
NERRQR = 21
GOTO 8888
8106 IERRQR = 8106
NERRQR = 22
GOTO 8888
8107 IERRQR = 8107
NERRQR =23
GOTO 8888
8108 IERRQR = 8108
NERRQR = 24
GOTO 8888
8109 IERRQR = 8109
NERRQR = 25
GOTO 6888




150 IF (NGR.EO.l) CALL GRAPH (KGEOM)
















































C RUNGE KUTTA MAGIC (REVISED) SINGLE PRECISION FORTRAN










200 DTIME = 0.0078125
GO TO 225
IV
201 OTIME = SI





















M I  MAGOUT, TIC, STEP, NEONS, OTAU,






















IF(MAGIN) 21, 27, 14
K - 0
DO 202 I = 1,NEONS
YNEWU) * YPRED(I)
K « K +1
KKNT = K














DO 8 I = 1,NEONS












+ 2.*TBDEL(I) > YOOTI I.) 1/6.



























































205 SI6B *= 0.0
GO TO 5





5 DO 208 I = l.NEQNS
208 YCORRtI) = YPRED1I)
305 IF (DTAU) 19,30tl9
19 IF (TAU - TIME)20,20,27
20 TAU » TAU + DTAU
30 HAGOUT a 2
GO TO 264
14 DTIME = DTIME/2.0
25 IF (K-3)48t26t26
26 TIME = TIME - OTIHE - DTIME
GO TO 47
48 TIME = TIME - DTIME
47 SIGB = +2.







































DOUBLE PRECISION YPRED 2200060
COMMON STORY(16) ,XMAT(270,10) ,STDt lO) ,SADUS(30) ,RADUS(30) 2200070
COMMON TADUS(30) ,UACUS(30) ,SAVTIC(900) . 2200080
COMMON XN.TEFREE,TIC,PHI,STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,Gl,XNLC3),NH 2200090





















COMMON /SNILPS/ ANG.PSI(100),RAO(100),CURl(100),CUR2(100), 2200300
1 OR10P(100),ZI(14),RI(14),NRZIN 2200310
COMMON /RWO/ ER,ES,CPH,CTH,APH,ATH,SPH,STH,ALPHS,ALPHR,TS,TR,SNB, 2200320
C CSB 2200330
COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORO.XMERO.XPRES.XMONT 2200340
COMMON /WOOD/ SAVYI53),NPLEV,NLPO,NPLA(21),STR(6),SIGMA(3,21) , 2200350
C SEPS(3,21),SALPH(3,21),SBAPH(3,21),STEPS(3,21), 2200360




DATA A/'A •/ 2200410
GOTO (771,772,773,774,775,776,7077),KGEOM 2200420
C GEOMETRY FOR ELIPSE(G3=OFFSET DISTANCE ) 2200430
771 A=G1 2200440
BE=G2 2200450
BETA = BE 2200460
BESQ=BE**2 2200470
ASO=A**2 2200480
SN = SIN(PHI) 2200490
CS = COS (PHI) 2200500.
SNSQ = SN**2 2200510
CSSQ = CS**2 2200520
R2 = A*SGRT(1.0/(SNSQ+BESQ*CSSQ>) 2200530







1A) **2*(CS/SNSQ)*(fU*SN-RO) * 2200600
IFISN.EQ. O.OIGO TO 779 2200610
R2 = R2-G3/SN 2200620
R2SQ = R2**2 2200630
RO = RO-G3 2200640
GO TO 7775 2200650
779 IFIG3 .EQ. O.OGO TO 7775 2200660
R1DOT = 3.0*G3 2200670
RO = -G3 2200680
GO TO 7775 2200690
GEOMETRY FOR OGIVE 2200700
772 R1=G1 2200710
C=G2 2200720
SN = SINtPHI) 2200730
CS * COS(PHI) 2200740
IF (SN.EC.0.0) GOTO 777 2200750
R2=R1-C/SN 2200760
GOTO 778 2200770
777 R2 = 1.0 2200780
778 RO = R1*SN-C 2200790
R100T=0.0 2200800
GOTO 7775 2200810
GEOMETRY FOR CONE 2200820








GEOMETRY FOR CYLINDER 2200910













SN = SIN(PHI) 2201050







776 SN = SIN(PHI) 2201130
CS = COS(PHI) 2201140
TAN = SN / CS 2201150
SEC = 1.0 / CS 2201160
IF (TIME.EQ.TIC) CALL TEMOEG 2201170
ARG - PHI 2201180
DO 204 J=l,100 2201190
142
PHO = PSI(J)
IF (ANG.EO.A) IF (ARG-PHO) 221,223,204
IF 1PHO-ARG) 221,223,204
221 IF (J-l) 8502,8502,224
204 CONTINUE
GO TO 8503
223 RO = R A D ( J )
Rl * C U R K J )
R2 - C U R 2 U )
R100T * D R I D P ( J )
GO TO 7775
8502 NERROR = 41
GO TO 8888
8503 NERROR - 42
8888 NIX = 1
GO TO 8889
224 SUB1 = ARG-PSHJ-1)
SUB2 * PSKJ) -PSI ( J - l )
RO - RAD(J-U + <RAD(J) -RAD(J-1»*SUB1/SUB2
Rl = CUR1(J-1)+(CUR1CJ)-CUR1(J-1) )*SUB1/SUB2
R2 - C U R 2 < J - 1 ) + ( C U R 2 » J ) - C U R 2 ( J-l) )*SUB1/SUB2







R2 « A / SQRT(SN)
Rl = 0.5 * R2
RO » R2 * SN
R100T = - «A**2)*0.5)*(R1*CS)/RO**2
7775 TAN»SN/CS
OEGRES = 0.0









































































































. CPH = 0.0
YBARI = 0.0
YBARC = 0.0
. YBARO = 0.0
GO TO (711,600,711,32,33,34,35,36,37,28,29,30),ISTTAB
THICK
600 GO TO (703,702,701,7011,THICK
701 H0= ST(4,LL>













GJPH= ST(2,LL) , :•
GJTH= ST(3,LL) - . •
APH = ST(4,LL)
ATH = ST(5,LL)












34 HO = ST(10,Lt)
33 T = ST(9,LL»
RHOC = ST(NCONT-2,LL)






















































































IF (KELVIN. EQ. 2. OR. KELVIN. EQ. 4)




































RANKIN=THSTNO MEANS INTERPOLATE, COMPUTE NTEMP,MTEMP
RANKIN=NOTHRM MEANS 00 NOT INTERPOLATE, DO NOT COMPUTE NTEMP.NTEHP
RANKIN=THCNST MEANS 00 NOT AVERAGE, BUT INTERPOLATE, COMPUTE .
NTEMP, MTEMP































































































TEMP3= U.O-XNUPT * XNUTP)
GO TO (42,47,49,41),THICK








42 TEMPI = ETHET*HI























































































































IF (THICK.Eg.2) HO - HI

























































































































95 XC22 * 2.0*CTH*COSB**3*ED
XC15 = 2.0*CTH*COSB*SINB2*ED
XC16 =• XC15







1*2*GRI>/ CQSB) * <2.0*COSB*SINB2*EDI>
X012 = -XD11*XNUTP-»2.0*COSB
1*SINB2*EOI)-(SN4T02*COSB*GRI )






















XC11= (EASTH*CTH* SCB2 )
XC15~EASTH*CTH*( SNB* ONEC2B/CSB )
XC16=EASTH*CTH*SN2B




















































































715 Til » STINROM+l.LL)
TIK = Til
TDK = Til
TOO = Til • • ' . . - • , . - .' '. -




ETHK1 = ETHET*TEMP1/TEHP3 .
TEHP5 = HI**2/24.0
TEMP61= TII + TIK-2* TEFREE
TEMP62= TOO* TOK-2* TEFREE
TEMP71= 2.0* Til +TIK-3*TEFREE
. TEMP72= 2.0* TOO +TOK-3*TEFREE
EPHK1 = EPHI*TEMP2/TEMP3
GO TO (811,812,813,8141,THICK





811 XNTTH= ETHK1 * TEMP4 *
XNTPH= EPHK1 * TEMP4 *
: XMTTH= ETHK1 * TEMPS *
XMTPH= EPHK1 * TEMPS *
GO TO 816 .
812 TI = T/2.0
TEMP8" HI/2.0




G O T O 8 1 6 . - . • • .
813 TI = (HO**2-HI**2+2.0*HO*TI/(2.0*(HI*HO))








IF (ISTTAB.EO.2) GO TO 714
GO TO (817,818.819),KLUE2




GO TO 714 . . • . . '
818 TEM = ES*APH/SPH*ALPHS*TS
XNTPH = XNTPH+TEM


































































819 TEH = ES*APH/SPH*ALPHS*TS 2205470
XNTPH => XNTPH+TEM*CS8/SNB 2205480
XNTTH = XNTTH+T£M*(1.0+SNBI/CSB 2205490
XMTPH = XMTPH+CPH*TEM*CSB/SNB 2205500
XMTTH•* XMTTH+CPH*TEM*(1.0*SNB)/CSB 2205510
GO TO 714 2205520
815 TEMP10 = (I-XK1KXD11)**.51/148.0**.51 2205530
TEM11 =((-XK22*XD22)**.5>/(48.0**.5) 2205540
XNTTH = XKll/4.0*TEMPl*tTEMP61+TEMP62) 2205550
XNTPH = XK22/4.0*TENP2*(TEMP61*TEMP62) 2205560
XMTTH »= TEMP10*TEMPl*JTEMP7l-TEMP72) 2205570







C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GEOMETRY FOR A SHELL SEGMENT.
C THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE ...
C Rill) DISTANCE FROM AXIS OF REV. TO POINTS
C ON SHELL MERIDIAN.
C ZKII DISTANCE ALONG AXIS OF REV. TO THE
C INTERSECTION OF THE CORRESPONDING RI(I) AND
C THE AXIS OF REV.





























PASS SPLINE CURVE THROUGH INPUT
COMPUTE OR/OZ AT THESE POINTS.
POINTS ON SHELL MERIDIAN, AND
CALL PLYCO (ZI.RI, NRZIN, CI)
NDELZ = NRZIN - 1
DO 60 1=1, NRZIN
CALL PLYNE ( ZI,RI , NRZIN, CI,ZI ( I ) ,FAKE1,DRDZ( I ) ,FAKE2 )
60 CONTINUE
COMPUTE MERIDIONAL ARC LENGTH TO INTERPOLATED POINTS BY
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION (SIMPSONS RULE). SINCE SIMPSONS RULE
REQUIRES AN EVEN NUMBER OF PARTITIONS, INTERPOLATE A POINT
MIDWAY BETWEEN EACH PAIR OF POINTS USING SUBROUTINE PLINE.
SOUTU) =o.
DO 70 1=1, NDELZ
70
DZ6=DZ2/3.0
CALL PLYNE ( ZI.RI, NRZIN, CI.ZI ( I )+DZ2,FAKEl.DRDZH,FAKE2)
SOUTd + 1) = SOUT(I) + DZ6*(FUN(DRDZ(I) ) * 4.0*FUN(DRDZM) +
1 FUN<DRDZ(I + 1»)
CONTINUE
USE SPLICO TO REPRESENT RI(I) AS A FUNCTION OF SOUTH). THEN USE
SPLINE TO INTERPOLATE RADD AND CORRESPONDING DERIVATIVES. FROM




CALL PLYCO (SOUT, RI, NRZIN, CI)
DO 110 1=1 t 100
S»I) = FLOAT (I-l)*OLDHl











































































IF (J.EO.l) GO TO ISO
1 = 1
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 181
I = 2
181 IF (ANG.EQ.B) GO TO 190
DRlDP(J-l) = (CURl(J)-CURl<J-IJ)/(PSIU)-PSKJ-m
GO TO 180









































D(K) x X<K+1) - X(K)
P<K) = 0(K)/6.0
10 E(K) = CY(K+1>-Y(K))/D(K)
DO 20 K=2,MM








































































SUBROUTINE PLYNE <X,Y,M,CtXINT,YINT,OYDX,D2YDX2) 2700010
C SUBROUTINE FOR SPLINE FIT INTERPOLATION IN THE TABLE OF VALUES 2700020
C (XI,YD TO (XM.YM), WHERE M MAY BE AS LARGE AS 100, HERE THE 2700030
C CONSTANTS CC 1,K ),C(2,K) ,C( 3,K) AND CK,K) ARE ALREAD COMPUTED 2700040
C AND STORED. 2700050
C SUBROUTINE ALSO COMPUTES DY/OX AND D2Y/DX2 AT XINT. 2700060
DIMENSION X(14),Y(14),C(4,13) 2700070
IF (XINT-X(D) 80,10,20 2700080
10 YINT = Yd) 2700090
K=l 2700100
60 TO 70 2700110
20 K = 1 2700120
30 IF (XINT-XIK+D) 60,40,50 2700130
40 YINT = Y(K+1) 2700140
GO TO 70 2700150
50 K = K + 1 2700160
IF (M-K) 80,80,30 2700170
60 YINT - (X(K+1) - XINT)*(C(1,K)*(X(K+1)-XINT>**2+C(3,K)) 2700180





80 WRITE (6,90) 2700240












DATA TITLE/'REGION',' N0.= »,2*6H ,'SEGMEN'.'T NO.*',
























8 'TAU PH','I THET','A OUT
DATA XTITLE/'DISTAN'.'CE ALO'.'NG SEG','MENT <•/
DATA A/'PHI)'/,B/'S) •/
EXTERNAL TABL1V









IF IX(J).LT.XMN) XMN = X(J)










IF (Y(L,INDEX).LT.YMN) YMN » YU, INDEX!
IF (Y(L,INDEX).GT.YMX) YMX = YU, INDEX)
30 CONTINUE
CALL SCRND (YMX,YMN,YMAX.YMIN )





















IF UERR.NE.O) WRITE(6,800) IERR





SUBROUTINES ODE1 AMD ODE2
Subroutine LEBEGE calls either ODE1 or ODE2, as necessary, and various
geometric and trigonometric clues, as veil as the predicted values of the
variables for the differential equaiions, are passed to this subprogram
via label common area LASTEQ.
The equations in ODE1 and ODE2 are identical to those in subroutines DIF1
and DIFF2 respectively. Subroutines ODE1 and ODE2 perform the final
integration for each segment in the structure utilizing the initial conditions
previously obtained, and return these values to LEBEGE via label common
area LASTEQ.
The ODE1, ODE2 flov charts are identical to the DIP1, DIFF2 flow charts
respectively.
157














COMMON XN,TEFREE,TIC,PHI, STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,G1,XNL(3> ,NH
COMMON NST(30) ,NKL(30) ,NXMAT(20) ,SAVJTC(30) ,SAVSTPI30) ,JRTIC(30)
COMMON JRSTOP(30),NREG,NHPT,NRC,NSC,NIX,IERROR,KGEOM tIGEOM,ISTTAB
COMMON KELVIN, IBEGIN,NPROB,NSEG,NERROR,Q,THICK,NOJS,NL INKS tNLCASE
COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XN1,KBC,NRINGS
COMMON LODE,ICYCLE,LDISTL
















COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA, IHORD,XMERO,XPRES,XMONT
COMMON /HOOD/ S A V Y t 53 ) ,NPLEV,NLPO,NPLA ( 21) , S T R ( 6 > .SIGMAI3.21 ) ,
C SEPSI3,21) ,SALPH(3,21) ,SBAPH(3,21) fSTEPS<3,21) ,
0 EFF<2 i )»STSRN(3 ) ,NPLAST(3 ) ,STS IG I3 ) ,STREPS(3 ) ,
M S T A L P H ( 3 ) , S T B A P H ( 3 ) , E F F S T < 3 ) , N P L E V S < 3 »
COMMON /CDISP/ P,PMAX,DELP,DELP1,YEPS,ZEPS
EQUIVALENCE (XNL( 1 ) ,X1) , (XNL( 2 ) ,X2) , ( XNLI3) , X3> , (K,OELP)
IF USTTAB.NE.2I GO TO 7786
: THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE 'THICK* SET
GO TO (151,152,153»,IGEOM


















XN*YPRED( 1 + 6 )*X1RO-YPRED( I>4 )*SN1RO
XNUPT*YPRED( 1+1 )+( XK11-XNUPT**2*XK22>* U XN*YPRED CI+4)*








YPREDl I+7)+YPREDt I +4)*|CS1R1-CN1RO)+XN*YPRED H+5)*
JSN1RO+X1R1)+2.0*XN*YPREDU+6)*CS1RO+YPRED(I )*SN/
XK33+X2*(SAVY(12)*SN/XK33-SAVY(15J*RO/XD33)+SN*X1*
« Y A O P H * S A V Y « 5 » + S A V Y ( 9 ) * Y P R E D ( I + 7m
+X3*SAVY<50)
YPREDin+YAMPT*SNlRO
YPRED( I+2 )+X l * (SAVY(8 ) *YAOPH*YANPT*SAVY( 9)-YPREO(I + l)









































































B = SAVY( l ) *CSlRO-SAVY(3)*SNlRO+.5»(SAVYt9)*SAVY<9)
1 + S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y < 5 M + «SAVY<2»-SAVYOM/Rl
YDOT(I) = R1*(-2.0*YPRE01I)*CS1RO+XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*SN*




5 S A V Y ( 8 ) - Y A N P T * S A V Y « 5 ) ) ) - X 3 * S A V Y ( 3 3 )
YDOTU + 1) » R1*(CS1RO*(YANTH-YPRED( 1+1) )-XN*XlRO*IYPRED( I)+










YDOT<I+3) = Rl*« YAMTH*CS1RO-YPRED(I*3)*CS1RO-2.0*XN*YAMPT*X1RO*
1 YAJPH+K*XMTHLD)
2 +X3*SAVY(36)
YOOT(I+6) = R1*(YPREO( I+7J-YPRED(I+5)*X1R1)
YDOTU+7) = Rl*( l.O/(XD22-XNUTP**2*XDll» J* <-YPRED< I+3J+XNUTP*
1 YAHTH-K* ( XMTPH-XNUTP*XMTTH) -X2* ( SAVY ( 14» -XNUTP*









XNUPT*YPREO( I+l )+( XK 11-XNUPT**2*XK22)*« X1CS/S>*(XN*
1 YPRED( I-fA)+YPRED( I*5)*CS-YPRED ( I*6)*SN)*X1*YAOPH*
2 S A V Y C 9 ) )+K*(XNUPT*XNTPH-XNTTH)+X2*(XNUPT*SAVY(ll»-











A , SAVY(5)+SAVY(9»*YPREOU+7) ) )
5 +X3*SAVY<50)
YANPT = YPREDI I )+YAMPT*TAN/S
YAJPH = YPREDI I+2)+Xl*( S A V Y C 8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY( 9)-YPRED(I+l )*
1 S A V Y ( 5 ) - Y P R E D ( I + 7 » * S A V Y ( 6 ) )
YDOT( I+A)=(1 .0 /S)* (YPREO( I+4)+XN*YPREO( I+5)*X1CS+YAMPT*TN/XK33J































































2 +YPRED( I+7)*SAVY(9)> 2001220
3 +X3*SAVY(51I 2001230
YDOTU+5) = (1.0/(XK22-XNUTP**2*XK11))MYPREOII+1)-XNUTP*YANTH+ 20012*0
1 K*(XNTPH-XNUTP*XNTTH)+X2*(SAVY( H)-XNUTP*SAVY< 10) >> 2001250
2 -YPRED(I+7)*X1*SAVY<5) 2001260
3 +X3*SAVY152) 2001270
A = YPRED(I+5)/S-YPREDU+6)*TN/S+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOTU*5) 2001280
1 +SAVY(5)*YPRED( 1*7) 2001290
B = SAVYU)/S-SAVY<3)*TN/S+0.5*(SAVY(9)*SAVYm + SAVY(5) * 2001300
I S A V Y < 5 ) ) + S A V Y ( 2 ) 2001310




4 YAOPH*SAVY(7)-YPRED< I*7)*SAVYC8 )-YANPT*SAVY( 5) ) )-X3* 2001360
5 S A V Y J 3 3 ) 2001370
YDOT(1*1)= -YPREO(I+1)/S+YANTH/S-XN*YPRED(I)/(S*CS»-XN*YAMPT*SN/ 2001380
1 tS*S*CS*CS)-K*XFPHLD-Xl*<SAVY(25)*A+K*XFPHLD*B- 2001390
2 SAVY(26)*YPRED( I+7) -SAVY(5)*K*XFZELO) 2001400
3 -X3*SAVY(34) 2001410




4 -X3*SAVY(35 ) 2001460




YOOTt I+7)=(1.0/(XD22-XNUTP**2*XD11) )*I-YPREO( I+3I+XNUTP*YAHTH- 2001510
1 K*{XMTPH-XNUTP*XMTTH)-X2*(SAVY(14)-XNUTP*SAVY(13)) > 2001520
2 +X3*SAVY<53) 2001530
GO TO 9005 . 2001540
EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDER 2001550
153 CONTINUE 2001560
YAOPH = X1RO*(XN*YPRED( I+6)-YPRED( 1+4) ) 2001570
YANTH = XNUPT*YPRED<U1) + (XK11-XNUPT**2*XK22)*((XIRO*(XN* 2001580
1 YPRED(I+4)-YPREO( 1+6) I )+Xl*YAOPH*SAVY(9) )+K*«XNUPT* 2001590
2 XNTPH-XNTTH)+X2*(XNUPT*SAVY(11)-SAVY(10) ) 2001600
3 +X3*SAVY(48> 2001610
YAMTH=XNUPT*YPREDU+3)-(XlRO*(XDll-XNUPT**2*XD22) )*( X1RO*(XN*YPRED 2001620
1 (I+4)-XNSQ*YPRED( 1+6) ) >*K*(XNUPT*XMTPH-XMTTH) 2001630
2 +X2*(XNUPT*SAVY< 14)-SAVY(13) ) 2001640
3 +X3*SAVY(49) 2001650
YAMPT=(-1.0/«RO/XD33) + (X1RO/XK33) ) )*< -2.0*XN*YPREDI I + 7)+XN*XlRO* 2001660
1 YPRED( I-»5I+YPRED{ I ) /XK33+X2* (SAVY( 12)/XK33-SAVY( 15>* 2001670
2 RO/XD33) + X l * (YAOPH*SAVY(5 )+SAVY(9 ) *YPREDU+7) ) ) 2001680
3 +X3*SAVY(50) 2001690
YANPT = YPREDI I )+YAMPT*XlRO 2001700
YAJPH = YPRED(I+2)+Xl* (SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY«9)-Y.PRED«I* l ) 2001710
1 *SAVY(5) -YPRED< I+7 ) *SAVY(6 ) ) 2001720
YDOTd+4) = XN*YPRED( I>5)*X1RO+YPREDC I ) /XK33+X2*SAVY (12) /XK33+ 2001730
1 YAMPT*X1RO/XK33+X1*(YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YPREO( I+7) *SAVY(9») 2001740
2 +X3*SAVY(51) 2001750
YDOT( I+5) = U.O/<XK22-XNUTP**2*XK11))*(YPREDII+1)-XNUTP*YANTH+ 2001760
1 K*(XNTPH-XNUTP*XNTTH)+X2*«SAVY(11)-XNUTP*SAVY(10))»- 2001770
2 YPREOU+7)*X l *SAVY<5) 2001780
3 +X3*SAVY«52) 2001790
A = -YPRED( I+6) /RO+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOT( I+5)+SAVY<5)* 2001800
1 YPREDU + 7) 2001810
B= - S A V Y ( 3 ) / R O + 0 . 5 * ( S A V Y ( 9 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y ( 5 ) )+ 2001820
161
1 S A V Y I 2 ) 2001830
Y O O T ( I ) = XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*XIROSQ-K*(XFTHLD+XMPHLD*X1RO) 2001840
1 -Xl*«SAVY<24)*A+K*XFTHLD*B+SAVY(25)*YOOT(I+4)+SAVY<4)« 2001850
2 K*XFPHLD+SAVY<26)*YAOPH+SAVY(9)*K*XFZELD+(YANTH* 2001860
3 S A V Y < 9 ) + Y A O P H * S A V Y J 7 ) - Y P R E O n + 7 ) * S A V Y ( 8 ) - Y A N P T * 2001870
4 S A V Y < 5 ) ) / R O ) - X 3 * S A V Y ( 3 3 ) 2001880




YDOTU+2) = -YANTH*X1RO+XNSQ*YAMTH*X1ROSO+K*(XN*XHPHLD*X1RO- 2001930
1 XFZELO)-X1*(SAVYC26)*A+K*XFZELD*B-SAVY(24)*YAOPH- 2001940
2 S A V Y ( 9 ) * K * X F T H L D + S A V Y ( 2 5 ) * Y P R E O ( I + 7 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) * K * X F P H L D ) 2001950
3 -X3*SAVY<35) 2001960
Y D O T C I + 3 ) = -2.0*XN*YAMPT*X1RO+YAJPH+K*XMTHLD 2001970
1 +X3*SAVY(36) 2001980
Y D O T < I + 6 ) = Y P R E O ( I + 7 ) 2001990'
Y D O T < I + 7 ) - = U.O/(X022-XNUTP**2*X011))*<-YPREO(l+3)+XNUTP*YAHTH+ 2002000
1 K*«XNUTP*XMTTH-XMTPH)-X2*«SAVY<14)-XNUTP*SAVY<13m 2002010
2 +X3*SAVY(59> 2002020
GO TO 9005 2002030
7786 GO TO J4771,4772t4773) , IGEOM 2002040
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE 'ST10' SET 2002050
C EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION I PHI COORDINATE ) 2002060
4771 CONTINUE 2002070
YAOPH = XN*YPRED( 1+6 )*X1RO-YPREDU«-4)*SN1RO 2002O80
YANTH = XK12*(1.0/(XK22+XC22**2/X022))*(YPREO(I*1»*K*XNTPH+ 2002090
1 X2*SAVY(ll) + (XC22/Xb22)*«YPREDU+3»+K*XMTPH+X2* 2002100
1 SAVYtl4M)-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVY<10K<XlRO*XKll - 2002110
1 XK12*XK21*X1RO*I1.0/ 2002120
2 tXK22+XC2Z**2/XD22) ) > * « X N * Y P R E D ( 1+4) *YPRED(I*5) *CS-YPREOt 1+ 2002130
3 6)*SN+X1*RO*YAOPH*SAVY<9))-(XC11+XK12*XC22*X021/X022* 2002140
3 (1 .0 / (XK22+XC22**2/XD22)»* 2002150
4 (X1RO**2*(XN*YPREO( I+4)*SN-XN**2*YPRED( I+6> »*-YPRED« I+7)*CS* 2002160
5 X I R O ) 2002170
6 +X3*SAVY{48) 2002180
YAMTH = -X012*(XC22/<XC22**2+XK22*XD22> ) * « Y P R E D < I» l )*K*XNTPH+ 2002190
1 X2*SAVY(l in -K*XMTTH-X2*SAVYU3>+XD12*<XK22/ IXC22**2+ 2002200
2 X K 2 2 * X 0 2 2 l ) * ( Y P R E O C I + 3 )+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14n*(XCl l* 2002210
2 X1RO+XD12*XK21*X 1RO*( XC22/I XC22**2*XK22*X022 I ) )* (XN*YPREOJ 2002220
3 I+4 )+YPRED( I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN+X1*RO*YAOPH*SAVY<9) »+ 2002230
3 (XDU-XOl2*XK22*XD21/( 2002240
4 XC22**2+XK22*X022) »*<X1ROSQ*»XN*YPREO(I+4)*SN-XNSQ*YPRED 2002250
5 < I + 6 ) ) + Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) * C S * X l R O ) 2002260
6 +X3*SAVY(49) 2002270
YAMPT = ( - 1 . 0 / ( ( R O / X D 3 3 » + ( S N S Q * X 1 R O / X K 3 3 ) > )*<-2.0*XN* 2002280
1 Y P R E O t I + 7 1 + Y P R E D C 1+4)* (CS1R1-CNIRO)+XN*YPREO( 1+5)* 2002290
2 (SN1RO+X1R1)+2 .0*XN*YPREO(I+6)*CS1RO+YPRED(I )*SN/ 2002300
3 XK33+X2*«SAVY(12)*SN/XK33-SAVY<15)*RO/XD33)+SN*X1* 2002310
4 ( Y A O P H * S A V Y « 5 ) + S A V Y ( 9 ) * Y P R E O ( I + 7 ) ) ) 2002320
5 +X3*SAVYt50l 2002330
YANPT = Y P R E D t I )+YAMPT*SNlRO 2002340
YAJPH = Y P R E D ( I + 2 ) + X l * ( S A V Y t 8 ) * Y A O P H + Y A N P T * S A V Y t 9 ) - Y P R E D U + l > 2002350
1 *SAVY(5)-YPREO( I + 7 ) * S A V Y ( 6 ) ) 2002360
Y D O T l l + 4 ) = R 1 * C Y P R E O ( I + 4 ) * C S 1 R O + X N * Y P R E O ( I + 5 ) * X 1 R O + Y P R E D ( I ) / X K 3 3 + 2002370
1 X2*SAVYI12) /XK33+YAMPT*SN1RO/XK33)+R1*X1*« YAOPH* 2002380
2 S A V Y ( 5 ) + Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) ) 2002390
3 +X3*SAVY(51) 2002400
Y D O T t I + 5 ) = R1*(YPREO( I+6)*X1RI-X1*YPREO(I+7)*SAVY(5 )+(1.0/(XK22+ 2002410




















5 S A V Y < 8 ) - Y A N P T * S A V Y ( 5 ) ) ) - X 3 * S A V Y < 3 3 )



















2 XK22*X022) )* (YPRED( 1+3) *K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY« 14»)-<XK22*




C EQUATIONS FOR CONE
4772 CONTINUE
YAOPH = XN*YPREO< 1+6 )*X1CS/S-YPRED ( I*4)*TAN/S
YANTH = XK12*(1.0/«XK22+XC22**2/X022))*(YPRED(I+l)+K*XNTPH+
1 X2*SAVY( l l l+(XC22/XD22)*(YPRED(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*
I SAVY(14m-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVY(10) + (1.0/(CS*S»
1 *(XK11-XK12*XK21*1
2 1.0/ (XK22+XC22**2/XD22)))* (XN*YPRED« I+4)+YPRED< I+5)*CS-
3 YPREDU+6)*SN+X1*S*CS*YAOPH*SAVY<9))-(XG11 + <XX12*X021*
3 XC22 /XD22I* (1 .0 / (XK22+XC22*
4 *2/XD22) H*( «1.0/(S**2*CS**2) )* ( XN*YPREO( 1+4) *SN-XNSQ*YPRED
5 ( 1+6) )+YPREO( I+7)/S)
6 +X3*SAVY(48)
YAHTH = -XD12*(XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22MMYPREO( I+1)+K*XNTPH+
1 X2*SAVY(11) )-K*XMTTH-X2*SAVY(l3)+XD12*(XK22/(XC22**2+
1 XK22*XD22))*JYPREDU+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY( 14)> + IXC11/
2 (S*CS)+XD12*XK21/(S*CS))* (XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22))*<XN*





































































1 YPRED( I+4)*SN/S+XN*YPREO(I+5)*TN/S+2.0*XN*YPREDU+6)/S+YPRED 2003050
2 M)*SN/XK33+X2*<SAVY(12)*SN/XK33-SAVY(15)*S*CS/XD33) 2003060
3 +SN*X1*<YAOPH* 2003070
4 S A V Y ( 5 ) + S A V Y < 9 ) * Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) M 2003080
5 +X3*SAVY<50) 2003090
YANPT = YPREDl I )+YAMPT*TAN/S 2003100
YAJPH = YPRED( 1+2 )+Xl*( SAVY< 8 )*YAOPH+YANPT* SAVYC 9) -YPRED( 1+1 ) * 2003110
1 SAVY(5 ) -YPREO( I+7 ) *SAVY(6 ) ) 2003120
YDOT<I+4)=U.O/S)*(YPRED(I+4)+XN*YPRED<I+5)*XlCS+YAMPT*TN/XK33) 2003130
1 +YPREDU)/XK33+X2*SAVY(12)/XK33 + X1'MYAOPH*SAVY«5) 2003140
2 +YPRED(I+7)*SAVY{9» 2003150
3 +X3*SAVY<51» 2003160
+ 7 ) *SAVY(5 ) + (1.0/<XK22+XC22**2/XD22))* 2003170
+ l) + K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY( l l»+(XC22/XD22)* 2003180
2 «YPREDU + 3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY<14) )-(XK21/< S*CS ) )*( XN* 2003190
2 YPRED(I+4)+YPR£0(I+5l*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SNI-Xl*XK12*YAOPH* 2003200
3 SAVY(9)-<XC22*XD21/XD22)*«1.0/(S**2*CS** 2003210
3 2) )*(XN*YPRED< I+4)*SN-XNSQ*YPRED( 1+6) J+YPRED ( I+7)/S) ) 2003220
4 +X3*SAVY<52) 2003230
A = YPRED«I+5>/S-YPRED(I+6)*TN/S+SAVY(9)*YAOPH-»YDOT(I+5) 2003240
1 +SAVYI5)*YPRED< 1+7) 2003250
B = SAVY(1 ) /S -SAVY(3 ) *TN /S+0 .5 * (SAVY19 ) *SAVY(9 )+SAVY(5 ) * 2003260
1 S A V Y « 5 ) ~ ) + S A V Y < 2 ) 2003270
YDOT(I) =-2.0*YPRED(I)AS+XN*YANTH*XlCS/S-XN*YAMTH*SM*XlCS**2/S**2 2003280
1 +YAMPT*TAN/S**2-K*<XFTHLD+XMPHLD*TAN/S)-X1*(SAVY(24)* 2003290
2 A+K*XFTHLD*B+SAVY(25)*YDOT1 I+4I+SAVY (4)*K*XFPHLD+ 2003300
3 SAVY(26)*YAOPH+SAVY(9)*K*XFZELD+TAN/S*(YANTH*SAVYJ9)+ 2003310
4 YAOPH*SAVY(7)-YPRED< I+7)*SAVY( 8)-YANPT*S AVY( 5) ))-X3* 2003320
5 SAVY(33) 2003330
YDOT( 1+1 )= -YPREO< 1+1 )/S+YANTH/S-XN*YPRED( I ) /(S*CS)-XN*YAMPT*SN/ 2003340
1 (S*S*CS*CS)-K*XFPHLD-X1*(SAVY(25)*A+K*XFPHLD*B- 2003350
2 SAVY(26)*YPRED(I+7)-SAVY(5 l*K*XFZELO) 2003360
3 -X3*SAVY(34) 2003370
YDOHI+2) = -YPREDJ I+2)/S-YANTH*TAN/S+XNSQ*YAMTH/( S**2*CS**2 ) 2003380
1 -2.0*XN*YAMPT/(S**2*CS)+K*«XN*XMPHLD*X1CS/S-XFZELD) 2003390
2 +Xl*(SAVY(26)*A+K*XFZEtO*B-SAVY(24)*YAOPH-SAVY(9)*K* 2003400
3 XFTHLD+SAVY(25)*YPREOt 1+7 )+SAVY( 5)*K*XFPHLO) 2003410
4 -X3*SAVY(35) 2003420




YOOT( I+7) = -<XC22/UC22**2+XK22*XD22))*<YPREDU + 1) + K*XNTPH+X2* 2003470
1 SAVY< 11 )-XK21*(XN*YPREO( I+4)+YPRED( I+5)*CS-YPRED 1 1+6 )* 2003480
1 SN)/«S*CS)-X1*XK12*YAOPH*SAVY(9) )+( XK22/ (XC22**2+XK22* 2003490
2 XD22))*<YPREDU+3)+K*XMTPH + X2*SAVYU4))-UK22*XD21 2003500
3 /<XC22**2+XK22*XD22))*«1.0/(S*CS)**2)*(XN*YPRED(I+4)*SN 2003510
4 -XN**2*YPREO( 1+6) )+YPRED( I+7)/S) 2003520
5 +X3*SAVY(53) 2003530
GO TO 9005 2003540
: EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDER 2003550
4773 CONTINUE 2003560
YAOPH = X1RO*<XN*YPREO( 1+6 )-YPREDU+4) ) 2003570
YANTH = XK12*(1.0/(XK22+XC22**2/XD22))*(YPRED<I+1)+K*XNTPH+ 2003580
1 X2*SAVY(11)+ 2003590
1 <XC22/X022)*(YPREO(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2»SAVY(14)l )-K*XNTTH- 2003600
1 X2*SAVY(10)+(X1RO*(XK11-XK12*XK21*(1.0/1XK22+XC22**2/ 2003610
2 X022) ) ) )*lXN*YPRED(I+4)-YPREO(I+6)+Xl*RO*YAOPH* 2003620
2 SAVY19) )-(XCll+( 2003630
3 XK12*XC22*X021/XD22)*(1.0/1XK22+XC22**2/X022> ) )*( X1RO**2* C 2003640
4 XN*YPRED(I+4)-XNSQ*YPREO(I+6) )) 2003650
164 :
5 +X3*SAVY(48)









1 YPREOI I+5)+YPRED(I ) /XK33+X2*(SAVYI12) /XK33-SAVY(15)*












4 XD21/X022)*(X lROSQ*(XN*(YPRED(I+4)-XN*YPRED(1+6)) )»
5 +X3*SAVY<52)
A = -YPREDI I + 6) /RO+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOTU+5)+SAVY<5)*
1 YPREDII+7)
B = -SAVYI3 ) /RO+0 .5* (SAVY(9 ) *SAVYI9 )+SAVY(5 ) *SAVY(5 ) )+
1 S A V Y ( 2 )
YDOT(I ) = XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAHTH*X1ROSQ-K*(XFTHLD+XMPHLD*XIRO)
1 -X1*(SAVY(2^)*A+K*XFTHLD*B+SAVY(25)*YDOT(I+A)+SAVY(4»*
2 K*XFPHLD+SAVY(26)*YAOPH+SAVY(9)*K*XFZELD+(YANTH*
3 SAVY(9)+YAOPH*SAVY(7) -YPRED(I+7)*SAVY(8) -YANPT*





















































































INTEGER XNl tXN 2100030
REAL K 2100040
DOUBLE PRECISION YPREO 2100050
COMMON STORYU6) ,XMAT(270,10) ,STD(10) ,SADUS(30) tRAOUS(30> 2100060
COMMON TADUS(30) ,UADUS(30) ,SAVTIC(900> 2100070
COMMON XN,TEFREE,TIC,PHI,STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,Gl,XNL(3),NH 2100080
COMMON NST(30 ) ,NKL(30 ) ,NXMAT(20 ) ,SAVJTC(30 ) ,SAVSTP(30 ) . JRT IC I30 ) 2100090
COMMON JRSTOP(30),NREG,NMPT,NRC,NSC,NIX,IERROR.KGEOM.IGEOM,ISTTA8 2100100
COMMON KELVIN,I BEGIN,NPR08,NSEG,NERROR,Q,THICK,NOJS.NLINKS,NLCASE 2100110
COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XN1,KBC,NRINGS 2100120
COMMON LODE.ICYCLE.LDISTL 2100130
COMMON /LASTEQ/ Y P R E D J 6 ) , Y O O T ( 8 ) , Y A S A V E ( 8 ) , 2100140











8 ,XNPHI ,BETTA,ZETTA,XC16 2100260
C ,RMOSS,RMOSN,YLDST,ROC,HP,FPLUH,GPLUH,TWON 2100270
D ,RMOSSY,RMOSNY,RMOSXY,RMONXY . 2100280
0 ,RMOSNS,RMOSSS,SIGOXS,RMOSNR,RMOSSR, SIGOXR 2100290
COMMON /PLS/ OMEGA,IWORD,XMERD,XPRES,XMONT 2100300
COMMON /WOOD/ SAVY(53),NPLEV,NLPO,NPLA(21),STR(6),SIGMA 13,21), 2100310
C SEPS(3,21),SALPH(3,21),SBAPH(3,21),STEPS(3,21), 2100320
0 EFF(21 ) ,STSRN(3 ) ,NPLAST«3) ,STSIG(3 ) ,STREPS(3 ) , 2100330
M STALPH(3» ,ST8APH(3> ,EFFST(3 I ,NPLEVS(3J 2100340
COMMON /CDISP/ PtPMAX,OELP,OELPltYEPS,ZEPS 2100350
EQUIVALENCE ( X N L ( 1 ) , X 1 ) , ( X N L ( 2 ) , X 2 ) , ( X N L f 3 ) , X 3 ) , ( K . D E L P ) 2100360
GO TO (7341,7342,7343) , IGEOM 2100370
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THE 'RWAF* SET 2100380
C EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION ( PHI COORDINATE ) 2100390
7341 CONTINUE 2100400
YAOPH = XN*YPRED<1+6)*X1RO-YPRED<I+4)*SN1RO 2100410
YANTH = <YPREO{I+ll+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY(lin*(XC15*XC22+XD22*XK12J 2100420
1 /<XK22*XD22+XC22**2)-K*XNTTH-X2*SAVYI10)+(XK12*XC22- 2100430
1 XK22*XC15)*(YPRED(1+3)*K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14))/(XC22* 2100440












5 XC22*XD12-XC15*XD22)) / (XC22»XC22+XK22*X022))*(XlRO* 2100570
6 (XN*YPREDU+4)+YPRED(I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN)+Xl*YAOPH* 2100580
7 SAVY(9))*(XC11+(XD12*XC22*XK12-XC15*(XC15*XC22+XD12* 2100590
8 XK22+XD22*XK12) ) / (XC22*XC22+XK22*XD22) I 2100600
9 +X3*SAVY(49) 2100610
166
YAMPT = U.O/(XC16*SN*XlRO-XK33-SN*XlRO*(XD33*SN/( R O ) - X C 1 6 1 » ) 2100620
1 *UXK33*XD33-XC16**2)*XlRO*(-2 .0*XN*YPRED<I+7)+YPREO(I+4J* 2100630
2 <CS*XIRI -CN1RO)+XN*YPRED< 1*5 )*( X1R1 + SN1ROI+2 .0*XN*YPREO 2100640
3 U + 6 ) * C S * X 1 R O ) + X 1 * S N * ( Y A O P H * S A V Y < 5 ) + Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) * S A V Y ( 9 ) 2100690
4 ) + ( Y P R E O ( I ) + X2*SAVY(12H*(XD33*SN*XlRO-XC16)+X2* 2100660
5 SAVYl 15)*(XK33-XC16*SN/RO) ) 2100670
6 +X3*SAVY(50> 2100680
YANPT = Y P R E D C I )+YAMPT*SNlRO 2100690
YAJPH = Y P R E D I 1+2 )+Xl*( S A V Y < 8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY( 9 ) -YPREDU + l ) 2100700
1 * S A V Y ( 5 ) - Y P R E O < I + 7 ) * S A V Y ( 6 J ) 2100710
YDOTU+4) = Rl* lYPRED(I+4)*CS*XlRO+Xl* tYAOPH*SAVYI5»YPREOtI+7)* 2100720
1 S A V Y I 9 M 2100730
1 +XN*YPRED( I + 5 ) * X l R O + < 1.0/UK33- 2100740
2 XC16**2/XD33n*(YPRED(I )+YAHPT*(SN*XlRO-XC16/XD33)+X2* 2100750
3 ( S A V Y I 12)-XC16*SAVY< 151/X033H ) 2100760
4 +X3*SAVY<51I 2100770
Y D O T t I + 5 ) » Y P R E O ( I + 6 ) - R l * X l * Y P R E O ( I + 7 J * S A V Y ( 5 ) + R l * ( X 0 2 2 * ( Y P R E D ( H - 2100780
1 l ) + K * X N T P H + X 2 * S A V Y ( l l M + X C 2 2 * < Y P R E D U + 3 )+K*XMTPH+X2* 2100790
2 SAVYJ 1 4 > ) - ( X l R O * ( X N * Y P R E D ( I + 4 ) + Y P R E O ( I + 5 )*CS-YPREDtI+6 2100800
2 I*SN)+X1*YAOPH*SAVY(9) J* 2100810
3 (XK12*X022+XC15*XC22)-(X1ROSQ*(XN*YPREDJ I+4J-XNSQ* 2100820
4 YPREDU+6) )+XlRO*YPREOU+7)*CS)*(XC22*XD12-XC15*XD22M 2100830
5 /(XK22*XD22*XC22**2) 2100840
6 + X 3 * S A V Y ( 5 2 > 2100850
A = Y P R E D I I+5)*CS1RO-YPRED< 1 + 6 J*SNIRO+SAVY(9 )*YAOPH+ 2100860
1 YOOT( J + 5 ) / R l - Y P R E D ( H - 6 ) / R l + S A V Y ( 5 ) * Y P R E O ( I + 7 » 2100870
B = S A V Y ( 1 ) * C S 1 R O - S A V Y ( 3 ) * S N 1 R O + . 5 * < S A V Y < 9 ) * S A V Y < 9 ) 2100880
1 + S A V Y ( 5 ) * S A V Y ( 5 ) ) + ( S A V Y ( 2 » - S A V Y ( 3 ) ) / R 1 2100890
Y D O T t I ) » Rl*t-2.0*YPREO( I )*CS1RO+XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*SN* 2100900
1 XlROSQ-<rAHPT*CSlRO*tXlRl-SNlRO»-Rl*K*<XFTHLD+XMPHLD* 2100910
2 S N l R O J - R l * X i * ( S A V Y ( 2 4 > * A + K * X F T H L D * B + S A V Y ( 2 5 ) * Y O O T ( I + 4 ) 2100920
3 /R1+SAVY{4)*K*XFPHLD/R1+SAVY(26)*YAOPH+SAVYC9)*K* 2100930
4 X F Z E L D + S N / R O * ( Y A N T H * S A V Y < 9 ) + Y A O P H * S A V Y ( 7 ) - Y P R E D « I + 7 » * 2100940
5 S A V Y ( 8 ) - Y A N P T * S A V Y J 5 ) ) » - X 3 * S A V Y ( 3 3 ) 2100950
YOOTU + 1) = R1*(CS1RO*«YANTH-YPREDJI + 1) )-XN*XlRO*t YPREO( I )+ 2100960
1 YAMPT*<SN*X1RO+X1R1) ) + Y P R E O ( I+2)*X1R1)-R1*K*XFPHLD 2100970
2 -R1*X1*(SAVY(25)*A+K*XFPHLD*B 2100980
3 - S A V Y ( 2 6 ) * Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) - S A V Y < 5 ) * K * X F Z E L D ) 2100990
4 -X3*SAVY«34) 2101000




4 X F T H L O + S A V Y ( 2 5 ) * Y P R E D ( I + 7 ) + S A V Y ( 5 ) * K * X F P H L D ) 2101050
5 -X3*SAVY(35) 2101060
Y D O T ( I + 3 ) = Rl*( YAMTH*CS1RO-YPRED< I+3)*CS1RO-2.0*XN*YA«PT*X1RO+ 2101070
1 Y A J P H + K * X M T H L D ) 2101080
2 +X3*SAVYI36) 2101090
YDOT(I+6J = R1*(YPREO( I+7»-YPREO( I+5>*X1R1) 2101100
YOOTU+7) = R l * < X K 2 2 * ( Y P R E O ( I + 3 )+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVYU4» )-XC22*( Y P R E O C 2101110
1 I + l ) + K * X N T P H + X 2 * S A V Y ( l l ) ) + ( X l R O * ( X N * Y P R E O ( I + 4 ) + 2101120
1 Y P R E D ( I + 5 1 * C S - Y P R E D ( I + 6 ) * S N ) + X l * Y A O P H * S A V Y I 9 n * « X K l 2 * 2101130
2 XC22-XK22*XC15) 2101140
2 - ( X l R O S Q * « X N * Y P R E O < I+4)*SN-XNSQ*YPRED( 1+6) » + X l R O * Y P R E D ( I+7)*CS) * 2101150
3<XC15*XC22+XK22*XD12»I /<XC22**2+XK22*XD22) 2101160
3 +X3*SAVY(53) 2101170
GO TO 9005 2101180
: EQUATIONS FOR CONE 2101190
7342 CONTINUE 2101200
YAOPH = X N * Y P R E O ( I + 6 ) * X 1 C S / S - Y P R E O < I + 4 ) * T A N / S 2101210




2 XC22+XK22*X022) + UXN*YPRED(I+4) + YPREDU+5)*CS- 2101250
3 YPREDU+6)*SN)/ (S*CS)+X1*YAOPH*SAVY(9) )*(XK11+(XC15* 2101260
3 <XC15*XK22-2.0*XK12*XC22)-XK12*XK12* 2101270
4 XD22)/(XK22*XD22+XC22*XC22n + «XN*YPREOU+4)*SN-XNSQ* 2101280
5 YPREOI1+6)) /<S*S*CSSQ)+YPREO(I+7) /S)*( -XCl l+CXC15*XC15*XC22+ 2101290
6 XC15*(XK12#XD22+XK22*XD12)-XK12*XD12*XC22)/ fXK22*XD22+XC22*XC22)) 2101300
7 +X3*SAVY<48) 2101310
YAHTH = (YPREDl1+3)»K*XHTPH+X2*SAVY<14))*(XC15*XC22+XK22*XD12) 2101320
1 /(XK22*XD22+XC22**2) + (YPREDU + 1)+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY(11) )* 2101330
1 (XD22*XC15-XD12*XC22)/(XD22*XK22+XC22**2>-K*XMTTH-X2* 2101340
2 SAVYt13)+(1.0/<S*S*CSSQ)* l -XNSQ*YPRED(I+6)»XN* 2101350
2 YPREDd+4)* 2101360
3 SN)+YPREO(I+7)/S)*(XDU-<XD12*XD12*XK22+XC15*<2.0*XC22*XD12-XC15* 2101370
4 XD22) ) /<XC22*XC22+XK22*XD22) )+ (1 .0 / (S*CS)*<XN* 2101380
5 YPREDlI+4)+YPREO(I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN)+Xl*YAOPH* 2101390
6 S A V Y ( 9 ) )*(XCll-»-(XD12*XC22*XK12-XC15*(XC15*XC22 + XD12* 2101400
7 XK22+X022*XK12)) / (XC22*XC22+XK22*X022)» 2101410
8 +X3*SAVY(49I 2101420
YAMPT =(«XC16*TAN/S-XK33-(TAN/S)*(XD33*TAN/S-XC16))** ( - ! ) ) * ( (XK33* 2101430
1 XD33-XC16**2)*U.O/<S*CSl)*<-2.0*XN*YPRED(I+7)-YPREDU+4)* 2101440
2 SN/S+XN*YPRED(I+5)*TAN/S+2.0*XN*YPRED(1+6I/S)+X1*SN* 2101450
3 (YAOPH*SAVY(5 )+YPRED( I+7 ) *SAVY(9 ) )+ (YPREO( I )+X2* 2101460
4 SAVYJ12))* (X033*TAN/S-XC16)+X2*SAVY(15)*(XK33-XC16* 2101470
5 TN/S» 2101480
6 +X3*SAVY<50) 2101490
YANPT = YPREDlI)+YAMPT*TAN/S 2101500
YAJPH = YPREDt I+2)+Xl* (SAVY(8»*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY(9»-YPRED( l+ l>* 2101510
1 SAVY(5) -YPRED( I+7)*SAVY(6» 2101520
YDOT(I+4) = YPREO( l+4) /S4Xl* (YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YPREO(I+7»*SAVYI9 l )+XN* 2101530
1 YPRED(I+5)/(S*CS)+«1.0/(XK33-XC16**2/ 2101540
2 XD33M*<YPREO<I ) + YAMPT*(TAN/S-XC16/XD33H-X2*(SAVY(12)- 2101550
3 XC16*SAVY(15 I /XD33) ) 2101560
4 +X3*SAVY(51) 2101570
YDOKI+5) = -X1*YPRED( 1 + 7 ) * S A V Y { 5) + (XD22*< YPRED(I + 1)+K*XNTPH+X2* 2101580
1 SAVY«l lM+XC22*(YPRED(I+3)+K*XHTPH+X2*SAVY(14))-<XK12* 2101590
1 XD22+XC15*XC22)*«1.0/(S*CS>*<XN*YPREDU+4) + YPREOU + 5) 2101600
2 *CS-YPRED(I+6)*SN))+X1*YAOPH*SAVY(9))-(XC22*X012-XC15* 2101610
2 X022)*( ( -XNSQ* 2101620
3 YPREO(I+6»+XN*YPREO<I+4)*SN) / (S*S*CSSQ)+YPREO(1+7) /S) ) 2101630
4 /(XK22*X022+XC22*XC22) 2101640
5 +X3*SAVY(52) 2101650
4 = YPRED(l+5)/S-YPRED(I+6)*TN/S+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOT(I+5» 2101660
1 +SAVY(5»*YPRED(1+7) 2101670
8 = SAVY(1 ) /S -SAVY(3 ) *TN/S+0 .5 * (SAVY«9) *SAVY(9 )+SAVY(5 ) * 2101680
1 S A V Y ( 5 ) ) + S A V Y ( 2 ) 2101690








2 SAVYJ26)*YPREDU + 7) -SAVY(5)*K*XFZELO) 2101780
3 -X3*SAVY<34) 2101790










YDOTU+7) = (XK22*(YPRED(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14))-XC22* 2101890
1 (YPREOII+1)+K*XNTPH+X2*SAVY«11))+<XK12*XC22-XK22*XC15) 2101900
2 *m.O/(S*CS)*(XN*YPREDCI+4>+YPRED<I+5)*CS-YPRED(I+6)* 2101910
2 SN) )+Xl*YAOPH*SAVY<9M-(XC15*XC22+XK22*XD12>* 2101920
3 U-XNSO*YPRED<I+6)+XN*YPREDJI+4)»SN)/IS*S*CSSQ 1 + 2101930
4 YPRED(1+7)/S)) / (XK22*XD22+XC22*XC22) 2101940
5 +X3*SAVY(53) 2101950
GO TO 9005 2101960
C EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDER 2101970
7343 CONTINUE 2101980
YAOPH = XlRO*UN*YPRED<I+6)-YPRED«I+4M 2101990










YAHTH = (YPRED(I+3)+K*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(14))*(XC15*XC22+XK22*X012) 2102100














YANPT = YPRED(I)+YAMPT*X1RO 2102250
YAJPH = YPREOtI+2)+Xl*(SAVY(8)*YAOPH+YANPT*SAVY(9)-YPREO(I+l) 2102260
1 *SAVY(5)-YPREDU + 7 ) * S A V Y < 6 ) > 2102270
YDOT(I+4) = X1*<YAOPH*SAVY<5)+YPRED(I+7)*SAVY<9))+XN*YPRED{I+5) /RO 2102280
1 + 2102290
1 (1.0/(XK33-XC16**2/XD33))*«YPRED(I)+ 2102300
2 YAMPT*«XlRO-XC16/XD33)+X2*(SAVY(12)-XC16*SAVYt l5) / 2102310
3 X D 3 3 ) ) 2102320
4 +X3*SAVY(5l ) 2102330






A = -YPRED(I+6 l /RO+SAVY(9)*YAOPH+YDOT(I+5)+SAVY(5)* 2102400
I YPREOU+7) 2102410
B = - S A V Y ( 3 ) / R O + 0 . 5 * ( S A V Y ( 9 ) * S A V Y « 9 ) + S A V Y C 5 ) * S A V Y < 5 ) ) + 2102420
1 SAVY(2 ) 3 2102430
YOOT(I) = XN*YANTH*X1RO-XN*YAMTH*X1ROSO-K*(XFTHLD+XHPHLD*X1RO) 2102440













YDOTII+3) = -2.0*XN*YAMPT»X1RO*YAJPH+K*XMTHLD 2102570
1 +X3*SAVY<36> 2102580
YDOTU+6)»YPREO«I+7) 2102590
YOOT(I+7) - (XK22*(YPRED(I+3)+k*XMTPH+X2*SAVY(lA))-XC22* 2102600








C ROUTINE ** TOBAR ** ABACUS UPDATED 01/11/74 2200000
170
SUBROUTINE SHPLAS
Subroutine SHPLAS is called from LEBEGE and incremental stress re-
sultants, deformations and geometric data are passed to the subroutine
in the label common area LASTEQ. The routine SHPIAS updates all values
to the current load increment and calls a series of routines to obtain
the plasticity history of the shell.
Subroutines Called from SHPLAS
Subroutine SHSRSE: Is a routine to calculate elastic stresses through-
out the shell wall cross-section.
Subroutine SEPSIS: Is a routine to calculate the plastic strain increments
and the shift in the yield surface. The total stresses and plastic strains
are also obtained. For this routine the material must be isotropic and
the hardening laws either kinematic or istropic.
Subroutine KENEQU: Is a small simultaneous equation solver.
Subroutine ORTHKN: Performs the same function as SEPSIS, above, for
orthotropic (kinematic hardening) plasticity.
Subroutine EPSIS; Performs the same function as SEPSIS, above, for per-
fectly plastic behavior.
Subroutine SMEAR; Is a routine to calculate the plasticity effects of
smeared reinforcement.
Subroutine SAVXES; Is a routine which obtains an equilibrium and strain
correction for each point in the shell, for a series of load steps.
Subroutine ARRAYS: If the clues are set for graphical display of results,
the necessary information is passed to this subroutine, which in turn






















UPDATE ALL VALUES TO CURRENT LOAD STEP.
OBTAIN EQUILIBRIUM AND STRAIN CORRECTIONS.











SUBROUTINE SHPLAS (NCYC,NAPEX,NPR,STEP) 3300010
INTEGER SAVJTC.SAVSTP.Q,THICK 3300020
INTEGER XN 3300030
DOUBLE PRECISION YPRED 3300040








COMMON NTSKL,NZ,NBCT,LINPUT,NTRKL,NPASS,XN1,KBC,NRINGS . 3300130
COMMON LODE,ICYCLE,LDISTL 3300140












B ,XNPHI,BETTA,ZETTA,XC16 '- 3300270
C ,RMOSS,RMOSN,YLDST,ROC,HP,FPLUH,GPLUH,TWON 3300280
0 ,RMOSSY,RMOSNY,RMOSXY,RHONXY 3300290
D ,RMOSNS,RMOSSS,SIGOXS,RMOSNR,RMOSSR, SIGOXR 3300300




COMMON /CDISP/ P,PMAX,OELP,OELP1,YEPS,ZEPS 3300350
COMMON /CHAIN/ ZETAK21>,ZETA2(21),NODE,ALF(4),CE(4),NLRS,HI,HO,T 3300360
COMMON /PLSTIC/ 10,JO,IOR,JOR.KORI,NEO 3300370
COMMON /MAGIQ/ KKNT.TII,TIK.TOK,TOO 3300380
COMMON /RHO/ ER,ES,CPH,CTH,APH,ATH,SPH,STH,ALPHS,ALPHR,TS,TR,SNB, 3300390
C CSB 3300400
COMMON /GRAFIX/ X(100>,Y(100,9),NGRAPH,LDEF(9),NGR,JCYC,NFLAG,JAM, 3300410
C JNSC 3300420
DIMENSION SAVX(53) ,EPSTNT(3 ,2 ) 3300430
DIMENSION DSTR(6),EPSINT(3,2) ,TEMP<7),DSIG(3) ,DEPS(3),TEPS(3) 3300440
DIMENSION YCORR(16) 3300450
DIMENSION SIGMI <3) ,S IGMO<3) ,EPSK3),EPSO(3) 3300460
DIMENSION DTOT(3),EE(2),DEN(3),DEM(3) 3300470
EQUIVALENCE (DSTRI1),EPSIPH),(DSTR(2),EPSITH),(OSTR(3).GAPHTH) 3300480





13 FORMAT(1HO,40X,35HSTRAINS AND STRESSES SHELL ELEMENTS) 3300540
30 FORMAT(1HO,45X,4HNODE,I5,10H OF MEMBER,15,12H NOT ON DISK) 3300550
50 FORMAT(1HO,50X,35HERROR IN LINEQU IN EPSIS CYCLE T ,F6.0) 3300560
55 FORMAT(1HO,SOX,35HERROR IN LINEQU IN SEPSIS CYCLE > ,F6.0) 3300570






IF (NH.EQ.O) 60 TO 180
IF UOtSTL.EQ.lt GO TO 112
IF (KELVIN.EQ.l .OR.KELVIN.EQ.31 GO TO 110
DO 111 K=1,KBC
00 111 J»l,3
111 STEPSU.K) = 0.0
GO TO 112






115 STEPS<3,LR) = O.O





116 STEPS(3,LR) =• 0.0
GO TO 112




300 TT - TIK+ZETA2(LR)*<TII-TIK)
GO TO 500
400 TT « TOK+ZETA2(LR)*(TOO-TOK>
500 STEPS!1,LRT) = ALPHPH*TT
STEPSI2.LRT) = ALPHTH*TT
200 STEPS(3,LRT) = 0.0
112 CONTINUE




181 SBAPH(J.K) = SIGMA(J.K)
00 182 J=l,3
NPLAST(J) = 0
182 STBAPHIJ) = STSIG(J)
180 CONTINUE
IF (NAPEX.EQ.O.OR.(NH.NE.O.ANO.IBEGIN.NE.D) GO TO 49
IF (NPR.EQ.O) GO TO 49
IF (PHI.NE.TIC) GO TO 49
WRITE16.42)
42 FORMAT(//20Xt'THIS IS AN APEX SEGMENT')
49 CONTINUE






GAPHTH a YOOT(IL>4)*X1R1 - ( YCORR(IL*4)*CS)*X1RO
1 ~X1*(YAOPH*SAVY(5)+YCORR(IL+7)*SAVY(9))
XKPH = YDOT(IL*7)*X1R1
































































1 YDOTdL+4) * SN + YCORRIIL+4) * CS ))
GO TO 1785
C CONE




GAPHTH = YDOTUL+4) - 1.0/fS*CS) * ( +CS * YCORRUL+4))
1 -Xl*tYAOPH*SAVY< 5 UYCORRt IL+7)*SAVY< 9))
XKPH = YDOTUL+7)
XKTH » 1.0/(S*CS) * YCORRUL + 7) * CS
XKPT = 1.0/(2.0*S*CS)*<2.0*YAOPH*CS+
1 YDOTUL+4) * SN)
GO TO 1785
C CYLINDER



















C INITIALIZE EPSINT ARRAY
285 DO 290 JJ = 1,3
DO 290 JT = 1,2
290 EPSINT(JJ.JT) » 0.0
If
LIM = 2




2911 EPSTNTUJ.JT) = 0.0
DO 380 LR = l.NLPO
LRT - NLPO*(IS-1)*LR
GO TO (2901,2902),LIN
2901 TEMP(4) = ZETA1(LR)*HI/2.0
- GO TO 292
2902 GO TO (2903,290*),IS
2903 TEMPI*) s ZETA2(LR)*HI+(2.0*T*HO+HO*HO-HI*HI)/2.0/(HI+HO)
GO TO 292
2904 TEMP<4) = ZETA2(LR)*HO-<2.0*HI*(HO+T)+HI*HI+HO*HO)/2.0/CHH-HO)
292 DO 293 11=1,3
293 TEPS(II) * DELP*STEPS(II,LRT)
CALL SHSRSE tDSIG.TEHP,DSTR,l.TEPS)
IF(NPLEV .EQ.O) 'GO TO 395






























































TEMP<6> = SIGMA<2,LRT)-SALPH(2,LRT) 3301620
TEHPI7) = SIGMA(3,LRT)-SALPH(3.LRT) 3301830
IF (NPLA(LRT).LE.O) GO TO 375 3301840
: 3301850
IF (GPLUH*TEMP(5)*DSIG(1)+FPLUH*TEHP(6)*DSIG(2)-HP*<TEMP(5>* 3301860
1 DSIG(2)+TEMP(6)*DSIGU))+TWON*TEMP(7)*DSIG(3).LT.ZEPS) GO TO 370 3301870
00 318 JJ=1,3 3301880
318 TEMP(JJ) = TEMP(JJ)-TEPSUJ) 3301890
IF (KORI.GT.O) GO TO 319 330190Q
IF (RHOSN.EQ.-l.O) GO TO 320 3301910
CALL SEPSIS (TEMP,OEPS,SIGMA,DSIG,SEPS,SALPHtSBAPH,LRT,NERR, 3301920
1 RHOSN,RMOSS,ROC,YLDST,EFF,KORI) 3301930
IFfNERR .EO.O) GO TO 335 3301940
WRITEtJDISK,55> P 3301950
GO TO 980 3301960
319 IF (RMOSNX.EQ.0.0) GO TO 320 3301970
CALL ORTHKN (TEMP,DEPStDSIG,LRT,ALF,NERR> 3301980
IF (NERR.EQ.O) GO TO 335 3301990
WRITE(JDISK,60> P 3302000
GO TO 980 3302010
: 3302020
320 CALL EPSIS (TEMP..OEPS, SIGMA,DSIG, SEPS,LRT,NERR,GPLUH ,FPLUH,HP, 3302030
1 TWON) 3302040
IFCNERR .EO.O) GO TO 335 3302050
HRITE(JDISK,50) P 3302060
GO TO 980 3302070
335 IFJLR .EQ.2*(LR/2)> GO TO 360 3302080
IF(LR .EQ. 1 .OR. LR .EQ. NLPO) GO TO 350 3302090
00 340 JJ » It3 3302100
EPSTNTIJJtl) * EPSTNT(JJ,1)+2.0*DEPS(JJ» 3302110
340 EPSTNT(JJ,2) = EPSTNT(JJ,2)+2.0*TEMP(4)*DEPS(JJ) 3302120
GO TO 380 3302130
350 DO 355 JJ =1,3 3302140
EPSTNT(JJ.l) « EPSTNT(JJ,1)+DEPS(JJ) 3302150
355 EPSTNTIJJ.2) = EPSTNTIJJ,2)+TEMP(4)*DEPS(JJ) 3302160
GO TO 380 3302170
360 DO 365 JJ =1,3 3302180
EPSTNT(JJtl) = EPSTNT(JJ,1»+4.0*DEPS(JJ) 3302190
365 EPSTNT(JJ,2) = EPSTNTCJJ,2)+4.0*TEMP(4)*DEPS(JJ> 3302200
GO TO 380 3302210
370 NPLA(LRT) = -LRT 3302220
375 00 378 JJ = 1,3 3302230
SIGMA(JJ.LRT) = SIGMA(JJ,LRT)+DSIG(JJ) 3302240
378 TEMPJJJ+4) = TEMP(JJ«4) * DSIG(JJ) 3302250
YCONO * YEPS 3302260
IF (KORI.EQ.O) YCONO = YCONO*EFF(LRT)*EFF(LRT)/YLDST 3302270
IF (GPLUH*TEMP(5)*TEMP(5I+FPLUH*TEMP(6)*TEMP«6)-2.0»HP*TEMP(5I* 3302280
1 TEMP(6)+TWON*TEMP(7)*TEMP(7).GE.YCOND) NPLA(LRT) = LRT 3302290
GO TO 380 , 3302300
395 CONTINUE 3302310
DO 398 JJ-1,3 3302320
398 SIGMA(JJfLRT) •= SIGMA!JJ.LRT)+DSIG(JJ) 3302330
TEMP(l) * GPLUH*SIGMA(1,LRT)*SIGMA(1,LRT)4FPLUH*SIGMA(2,LRT»* 3302340
1 SIGMA(2,LRT)-2.0*HP*SIGMAC1,LRT)*SIGMA(2,LRT)-»TWON*SIGHA(3,LRT)* 3302350
2 SIGMA(3.LRT> 3302360
IF (TEMPM).LT.YEPS> GO TO 380 3302370.
NPLA(LRT) = LRT 3302380
NPLEV = 1 3302390
380 CONTINUE 3302400
GO TO (3801,3802),IS 3302410





















: SMEARED RINGS AND STRINGER PLASTICITY




CALL SMEAR < ES.NPLEVSI 1) .NPLASTU), STSIGl 1), STALPHU ) .RMOSNS,
1 STREPS(1),RMOSSS,SIGOXS,STBAPH(1),EFFST(1>,DENPH,
2 DEMPH,SPH,CPH,DTOT(1),APH)












































































































TEMPU) = «DTOT(1)+OTOTC2) ) /2 .0
TEMPC2) = <OTOTC2) -OTOT< 1M/2.0
TEMPO) = DTOTC2)
DTOT( l ) = TEMP(1)-TEMP<2)*COS(2.
1 BETTA)






















S A V X ( l )
SAVX12)
S A V X O )
S A V X ( 4 )
S A V X I 5 )
S A V X ( 6 )
S A V X < 7 )
SAVXI8 )
S A V X « 9 )
SAVX(IO)
= (DEN(1)*CSB+DEN(2)*CSB)/2.0/SNB






SAWY(U+YPREO( I *5 )
















SAVX( IA ) = CE(l)*(EPSINTU,2)+XNUPT*EPSINT(2t2))
L +DEMPH
SAVX( IS ) = XGPT*EPSINTO,2)
L >DEMPT
SAVX<16) = SAVY(16)+YPRED( I )
S A V X C 1 7 ) = SAVY(17)+YPREO(I+2)
SAVX( IB) = SAVY(18)*YPREOII+3)
SAVXH9) = SAVYU9)+YPREDU+A)
SAVX(20) = SAVY(20)+YAMTH
S A V X C 2 1 ) = SAVY(21)+YAMPT
SAVX(22 ) = EPSITH
SAVX(23) = XKTH
S A V X ( 2 A ) = SAVY(24)+OELP*XFTHLD









































































121 IF (ABS(SAVXU) I.LT.l
00 122 J=20,21
122 IF (ABS(SAVXU) I.LT.l
.6-5) SAVX(J) =0.0










IFCNH.NE.O.AND.IBEGIN.NE.LAND.NCR.EQ.O) GO TO 980








































541 SIGMKJ) = SIGMAU,!)
158 CONTINUE
IF (NGR.EQ.l) CALL ARRAYS ( SAVXI 19) , SAVXi 1 ) , SAVXI3 ) , SIGMI (2 ) ,
1 SIGMI(i),SIGHI(3),SIGMO(2),SIGMQ(l),SIGMO(3),PHI)
IF(NPR.EO.O.OR.IBEGIN.NE.l) GO TO 980
DEGRES = 0.0
IF (IGEOM.EQ.l) DEGRES = PHI*57. 29578







IF (NPLEV.EQ.O) GO TO 515
HRITE(6,519) (NPLA( NL ) ,NL=1,KBC )





























































W R I T E ( 6 , 5 1 7 ) ( ( S I G M A I L 3 . N H , L 3 = 1 , 3 ) , N L = 1 , K B C » 3304260
517 F O R M A T t / * S IGMA =•t7Xt1P9E13.5/I15X,1P9E13.5)» 3304270
HRITE16.518) U S E P S < L 3 . N L ) , L 3 » 1 , 3 ) , N L = 1 , K B C > 3304280







COMMON /CHAIN/ ZETAK21),ZETA2(21),NODE,ALF(4),CE(41 ,NLRS,HI,HO,T
DIMENSION DSIG(3),TEMP(4),STR(1),EPS(1),ESR(3)
C IF (ISTTAfl.NE.2l GO TO 640














































STRAIN HARDENING- SHELL ELEMENTS.
COMMON /CHAIN/ ZETAH 21 >,ZETA2( 21 ),NODE ,ALF (41 ,CE (4) .NLRS.HI ,HO,T
DIMENSION DTOT(3),DEPS(3),SIGMA(3,1),DSIG(3),SEPS(3,1),
D SALPH(3,1J,SBAPH(3,1) ,TEMP(3) ,SAG(3) ,R(3,3) ,CAPM(3»
DIMENSION EFFdJ
DO 100 1=1,3
SAGU) = SIGMAU,LR)-SALPH< I.LR)
100 TEMP(I)=SIGMA(I,LR)-SBAPH(I,LR)
CHECK FOR ISOTROPIC HARDENING
IF (KORI.EQ.O) GO TO 301
CHECK FOR LINEAR STRAIN HARDENING




252 DEN * ROC*(RMOSS/SQRT(TEMPU)*(TEMPm-TEMP<2M+TEMP(2)*TEMP(2) +
1 3.0*TEMP(3)*TEMP(3)»**RMOSN
GO TO 254








FORM R MATRIX RELATING TOTAL STRAIN AND STRESS INCREMENT









R ( 2 t 3 ) = R ( 3 , 2 )
R(3,3) = ALFI3)+CAPM(3)*CAPMJ3) /DEN
SOLVE SYSTEM FOR STRESS INCREMENT
CALL LINEQU(R,DTOT,3,1,3,NERR)








IF (KORI.EQ.O) TEMP(2) = 0.0













































































Ml =» M - 1
DO 150 K =





IF(X - ABS<A(I,*m 100,110. 110




130 DO 1*0 J = 1,M
X = A(K,J)
ACK.J) = ACLtJ)
140 A(L,J) = X '
DO 143 J = 1,N
X = Y(K,J)
YIK.J) = Y(L.J)
143 Y(L,J) = X
DO 150 I * KP,M
X = AfI,K) / A(K,K)
DO 146 J = 1,N
146 YU,J» = YII,JJ - Y(K,J)*X
DO 150 J = KP,M
150 A(I ,J) = Ad.JI - AIK.JI * X
T = ABS(A(M,MM
IFIT) 160,120,160
160 DO 165 J = 1,N
165 Y(M,J) = Y(H.J) / ACM, Ml
K • - M





00 170 J » KP,M
170 X « X * A(K,J) * Y(J,L)
180 YIK.L) = (Y(K,L) - X ) / A(K.K)
NIX = 0
•GO TO 190















































FOR, IS ORTHKN.ORTHKN .
SUBROUTINE ORTHKN I OTOT, DEPStDSIG, LR.ALF ,NERR)
COMMON /LASTEQ/ OUHt 1241 .RMOSSX, RMOSNX, YLDST.ROC.HP, FPLUH.6PLUH,
C TWON,RMOSSY,RMOSNY,RMOSXY,RMONXY







SAG(I) = SIGMAt I,LR)-SALPH(I,LR)
100 TEMPII) * SIGMA(I,LR)-S8APH(I,LR)
SIGB * FPLUH*TEMP(2)**2+GPLUH*TEMP< 1)**2-2.0*HP»TEMP(1)*TEMP<2K
1 TWON*TEMP<3»**2






210 IF (RMOSSY.NE.0.0) GO TO 215
CY=ALF C 2 ) * ( 1 .0-RHOSNY ) /RMOSNY* ( FPLUH**2+HP**2+ (FPLUH-HP » **2 ) /
1 FPLUH**2
GO TO 220
215 CY=RMOSNY*ALF( 2 )/2. 333333*« SORT! SIGB/FPLUH » /RHOSSY)**< RMOSNY-l.O )
1 *( FPLUH**2+HP**2+< FPLUH-HP l**2 ) /FPLUH**2
220 IF CRMOSXY.NE.0.0) GO TO 225
CX Y=0 . 5* ALF < 3 ) * ( 1 .0-RMONXY ) /RMONXY
GO TO 230
225 CXY=RMONXY*ALF( 31/4.6666667* ( SQRTC S IGB/ TWON ) /RMOSXYI ** (RMONXY
1 i-.l.OI
230 ONDC=<GPLUH*SAG( I »**2-HP*SAG( 1)*SAG(2) ) *CX* (FPLUH*SAG(2) **2
1 -HP*SAG( 1)*SAG<2) )*CY*TWON*SAG(3)**2*CXY
240 CAPM(l) =« 2.0*CGPLUH*SAG(1)-HP*SAG(2)>




TEMPI 1) = CAPM(1)/DEN
= ALF(1)+TEMP(1)*CAPM(1)
= ALF(4)+TEMP(H*CAPM<2J
R( l t2) = RI2.1)
TEMP(1)*CAPM(3>
TEHP(l)
R (2 t2 ) =
R(3,2) =








SOLVE SYJTEM FOR STRESS INCREMENT
CALL LINEQU (R, DTOT, 3, 1, 3.NERR )















































































SALPH(I.LR) * SALPH(ItLR)+SAG<I)*TEMPm/2.0 3800620
SIGMA!ItLR) » SIGMAUtlRI+DSIGU) 3800630










PERFECT PLASTICITY- SHELL ELEMENTS
COMMON /CHAIN/ ZETAH21) ,ZETA2< 21 ),NOOE,ALF (4» ,CE14I,NLRS,HI,HQ,T
DIMENSION DTOT1 l),DEPSm,SIGMA(3,l),DSIGm,SEPSI3,1),EUP(3,3),
0 SMAMI3) ,ESTAR(3 ,3 ) ,CAPM(3)
CAPM(I ) = GPLUH*SIGMA<1,LR)-HP*SIGMA(2,LR)
CAPM(2) = FPLUH*SIGMA(2,LR)-HP*SIGMA(1,LR»
C A P M C 3 ) = TWON*SIGMA(3,LR>
TMAX = ABSCCAPMdM
HMAX=1
IF(ABS(CAPMI2)) .LT.TMAX) GO TO 110
HMAX = 2
T M A X = A B S ( C A P M ( 2 ) )




























DO 170 I =1,3




EUPSET SMAM AND COMPLETE
DO 180 I = 1,3
SMAMIM = CAPMdl / TEMP








ESTAR=ESTAR,+ E LOWER BAR
DO 200 I =1,3
ESTARII.MMAX) = ESTARtI,MMAX ) + SMAM(I)
SOLVE LINEAR SYSTEM FOR DSIGCI.NE.MMAX) AND OEPS(MMAX)
CALL LINEQUC ESTAR.DTOT,3,1,3.NERR)
IFtNERR .EO.O) GO TO 210
GO TO 990
DO 220 I =1,3
DSIG(I) = DTOT(I)
SET DSIGIMMAX) AND DEPS(I.NE.MMAX)
DEPS(MMAX) = DSIG(MMAX)
DSIG(MMAX) = 0.0
DO 230 I =1,3
IFU .EQ.MMAX) GO TO 230
DSIGIMMAX} = DSIGIMMAX) - SMAM(I) * DSIG(I)
DEPS(I) = SMAM(I) * DEPS(MMAX)
CONTINUE
DO 290 I =1,3
SIGMA(I.LR) = SIGMA(I.LR) + DSIG(I)










































































IF (NPLEVS.EO.O) GO TO 100
IF (NPLAST.LE.O) GO TO 200
IF t(STSIG-STALPH)*DSIG.LT.ZEPS) GO TO 300












IF (KORI.EQ.O) ROSIG = 0.0
STALPH = STALPU+RDSIG
IF (KORI.EQ.O) EFFST = STSIG
GO TO 600





IF (KORI.EQ.O) ROSIG = 0.0
STALPH = STALPH+RDSIG






IF (KORI.EQ.O) YCOND = YCONO*EFFST/SIGOXS













































































SUBROUTINE SAVXES (SAVX) 3400010
INTEGER SAVJTC.SAVSTP.Q,THICK 3400020
INTEGER XN 3400030










COMMON /LASTEQ/ YPREO(8),YDOT(8)tYASAVE(8), 3400140



















COMMON /CDISP/ P.PMAX.OELPtDELPlfYEPSfZEPS 3400340
EQUIVALENCE (XNL(1),X1),(XNLI2 ),X2 ),(XNL(3),X3) 3400350
DIMENSION SAVX(l) 3400360
GO TO <101,l02tl03)fIGEOM 3400370
101 CONTINUE 3400380
A = (SAVXm*CS-SAVX(3)*SN)/RO+0.5*SAVX(9>*SAVX(9)+(SAVX(2)- 3400390
1 SAVX(3))/R1+0.5*SAVX(S)*SAVX(5) 3400400




SAVX<34) = -(SAVX(30>-R1*(CS/RO*(-SAVX(6)+SAVX(7))+SAVX(17)/R1- 3400450
1 Xl*lSAVXt25)*A-SAVXt26)*SAVX(5))-SAVX(25»)) 3400460
SAVXI35) = -«SAVX(31)*Rl*«SAVX(17)*CS*SAVX(7)*SN)/RO*SAVXt6»/Rl+ 3400470
1 X1*(SAVX(26)*A-SAVX(24)*SAVX(9)*SAVX<25)*SAVX(5)I+ 3400480
2 SAVX(26))) 3400490
SAVXI36) = SAVX(32)-R1*((CS/RO*(SAVX(20)-SAVX(18)))*SAVXI17)+ 3400500
1 X1*(SAVX(8)*SAVX(9)-SAVX(6)*SAVX(5))+SAVX(27)) 3400510
GO TO 105 3400520
102 CONTINUE 3400530
A » (SAVX(1)-SAVX«3)*TN)/S*0.5*(SAVX(9)*SAVX(9)+SAVX(51* 3400540
1 SAVX(5))+SAVX(2I 3400550






SAVXO4) > -<SAVX(6 ) -SAVX(7 ) ) /S -X1* (SAVX(25>*A-SAVXI26>*SAVX(5 ) ) -
L S A V X ( 3 0 ) - S A V X ( 2 5 )
SAVXO5) * - (SAVXU7)+SAVX(7) *TN) /S-X1*«SAVXI26»*A-SAVXC24)»
L S A V X ( 9 ) + SAVX(25 ) *SAVX(5» -SAVX(31 ) -SAVX(26 )
SAVXI36) - -«<SAVX<20) -SAVX(18M/S+SAVX(17 )+X l *CSAVX{8>*SAVXm-
L S A V X ( 6 ) * S A V X ( 5 M + S A V X ( 2 7 ) - S A V X ( 3 2 ) >
GO TO 105
CONTINUE
A " -SAVXC3)/RO+0. 5 * ( S A V X ( 9 ) * S A V X ( 9 ) + S A V X ( 5 > * S A V X ( 5 ) I + S A V X C 2 )
SAVXI33 ) » - X 1 * ( S A V X ( 2 4 ) * A + S A V X ( 2 5 ) * S A V X ( 4 ) + S A V X ( 2 6 ) * S A V X ( 9 ) ) -


















S A V X ( 4 7 J * SAVY(47)+YOOTU+7)

















SAVXI53) = SAVX(47)-(R1*« 1.0/< XD22-XNUTP**2*XD11) )*(-SAVXU8H

















































































































































SAVX<4) - (SAVX(16) /XK33+X2*SAVX(39) /XK33+SAVX<21)*X IRO/
XK33+X1*SAVX(9 ) *SAVX(5 ) )
SAVX(2)-I(1.0/(XK22-XNUTP**2*XK11))*<SAVX<6)-XNUTP*
SAVX(7)+tSAVX(43)-XNUTP*SAVX(44))+X2*(SAVX(38)-XNUTP*
S A V X ( 3 7 ) ) ) - X l * S A V X « 5 ) * S A V X < 5 ) * 0 . 5 )
SAVX(47)-(<1.0/(XD22-XNUTP**2*XD11))*(-SAVX(18)+XNUTP*
SAVX(20)+(XNUTP*SAVX(46) -SAVX(45) ) -X2*(SAVX(41) -XNUTP*
S A V X I 4 0 ) ) ) )
.GE.3.AND.ISTTA8.LE.9) GO TO 7777
,162,163),IGEOM
SAVX(7)- (XK12*(1.0/ (XK22+XC22**2/X022))* (SAVX(6)+
SAVX(43)+X2*SAVX(38HXC22/XD22*(SAVX(18)+SAVX(45)+X2*
SAVX(41))) -SAVX(44)-X2*SAVX(37)*(X1RO*XK11-XK12*XK21*
X1RO*(1 .0 / (XK22+XC22**2 /XD22) ) ) * (SAVX(5)*CS-SAVX<3)*SN+
X1*RO*SAVX(9)**2*0.5)-(XC11+XK12*XC22*XD21/XD22*<1.0/
(XK22+XC22**2/XD22)) ) *SAVX(5)*CS*X1RO)
SAVXf20 ) - ( -XD12* (XC22 / (XC22* *2+XK22*XD22 ) ) * (SAVX(6»+
SAVX(43)+X2*SAVX(38) I -SAVX(46) -X2*SAVX(40)+XDl2* (XK22/




SAVXt21)- t J-1.0/URO/XD33) + tSNSQ*XlRO/XK33)))*tSAVX«19)
*(CS1R1-CN1RO)+SAVX(16)*SN/XK33+X2*(SAVX(39)*SN/XK33-
SAVX(42)*RO/X033)+SN*X1*SAVX(9) *SAVX(5) ) )
SAVX(4) - (R1* (SAVX(19)*CS1RO+SAVX(16) /XK33+X2*SAVX(39) /
XK33+SAVX(21)*SN1RO/XK33)+R1*X1*SAVX(9)*SAVX(5) )
SAVX(2)- (R1*(SAVX(3)*X1R1-X1*SAVX(5)**2*0.5*(1 .0 / (XK22
+XC22**2/XD22»*(SAVX(6) + S A V X ( 4 3 ) + X 2 * S A V X ( 3 8 ) + (XC22/
XD22) * (SAVX(18)+SAVX(45)+X2*SAVX(41) ) -XK21*X lRO*
(SAVX(U*CS-SAVX(3)*SN)-X1*XK12*SAVX(9)**2*0.5- IXC22*
XD21/XD22)*SAVX(5) *CS*X1RO)) )
SAVX(47)-(R1*(( -XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22)> *<SAVX(6 ) +
S A V X ( 4 3 ) * X 2 * S A V X ( 3 8 ) - ( X K 2 1 / R O ) * ( S A V X ( 1 ) * C S - S A V X ( 3 ) * S N ) -
X1*XK12*SAVX(9)**2*0.5) + (XK22/(XC22**2+XK22*XD22) )*
(SAVX(18>+SAVX(45)+X2*SAVX(41) ) - (XK22*XD21 / (XC22**2«
X K 2 2 * X D 2 2 ) ) * S A V X ( 5 ) * C S * X 1 R O ) »
SAVX(7)-(XK12*(1.0/(XK22+XC22**2/XD22))*<SAVX(6)+
SAVX(43)+X2*SAVX(38)+(XC22/X022)*«SAVX(18)+SAVX(45)+































































































































SAVX(20)-<-XD12*(XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*X022> ) * (SAVX(6 )+ 3401850
SAVXJ43)+X2*SAVX(38») -SAVX(46J -X2*SAVX140) *XD12* (XK22 / 3401860
(XC22**2+XK22*X022))* (SAVX«18)+SAVX(45)+X2*SAVX(41) )+ 3401870
CXC11/(S*CS)+XD12*XK21/<S*CS)»*(XC22/<XC22**2*XK22* 3401880
X022))* (SAVX( l ) *CS-SAVX«3)*SN+Xl*S*CS*SAVX(9)**2*0.5) 3401890
+(X011-XD12*XK22*X021/<XC22**2+XK22*XD22) ) * S A V X ( 5 ) / S ) 3401900
SAVX<21)-<»-1.0/ ( (S*CS/XD33>*(SN*TN/JXK33*S») ))*(- 3401910
SAVX( 19)*SN/S*SAVX( 16)*SN/XK33+X2*( SAVX (3 9) *SN/XK33- 3401920
SAVX<42)*S*CS/XD33)+SN*X1*SAVX(9) *SAVX<5> )) 3401930
SAVX(4) - ( (1 .0 /S»* (SAVX«19) *SAVX(2n*TN/XK33)+SAVX(16J / 3401940
XK33+X2*SAVXC39) /XK33+X1*SAVX<9)*SAVX(5H 3401950
SAVX(2)-(-Xl*SAVX(5»**2*0.5-i-(1.0/(XK22+XC22**2/X022))* 3401960
( S A V X ( 6 > + S A V X ( 4 3 ) + X 2 * S A V X { 3 8 ) + < X C 2 2 / X D 2 2 > * ( S A V X ( 1 8 ) + 3401970
SAVX(45)+X2*SAVX(41)»- (XK21/ (S*CS»* (SAVXJ1)*CS-SAVX(3) 3401980
*SN)-X1*XK12*SAVX(9)**2*0.5-(XC22*XD21/XD22)*SAVX(5)/ 3401990
SM 3402000
SAVX(47J-J- (XC22/ (XC22**2+XK22*X022»*«SAVX(6) + SAVX<43) 3402010
+X2*SAVX(38) -XK21*JSAVX(1)*CS-SAVX(3)*SN) / (S*CS)-X1* 3402020
XK12*SAVX(9)**2*0.5) + (XK22/(XC22**2*XK22*XD22»* 3402030
(SAVX(18KSAVX«45)+X2*SAVX(41)) - (XK22*X021/(XC22**2* 3402040
X K 2 2 * X D 2 2 ) ) * S A V X ( 5 ) / S > 3402050
3402060
3402070
SAVXm-<XK12*(1.0/(XK22 + XC22**2/XD22M*(SAVX(6)+ 3402080
SAVX(43 )«X2*SAVX(38 )^ (XC22 /X022 ) feSAVX(18 )+SAVX(45 )>X2« 3402090
SAVX141) ) ) -SAVXI44)-X2*SAVX(37)+(XlRO*«XKl l -XK12*XK21* 3402100
( 1.0/(XK22+XC22**2/XD22) ) ) ) *< -SAVX(3 )*X1*RO*SAVX(9)* 3402110
SAVX(9 ) *0 .5 ) ) 3402120
SAVX(20)-(-XD12*<XC22/(XC22**2+XK22*X022) ) * { S A V X ( 6 ) 4 3402130
SAVX<43) *X2*SAVX(38) ) -SAVX(46) -X2*SAVX(40) *X012* (XK22 / 3402140
(XC22**2*XK22*XD22) >*( SAVX( 18 )»SAVX(45)*X2*SAVX(41»* 3402150
(XC11*X1RO+X012*XK21*X1RO*(XC22/(XC22**2*XK22*X022) > »* 3402160
(-SAVX(3 I *X1*RO*SAVX(9)*SAVX<9)*0 .5 ) > 3402170
SAVX(21)-«-1.0/ t (RO/X033)*«XlRO/XK33)> 1* JSAVXJ16) /XK33 3402180
+X2* (SAVX(39) /XK33-SAVX(42>*RO/XD33)+X1*SAVX(9) *SAVX(5) 3402190
1 ) 3402200
S A V X ( 4 ) - ( S A V X ( 16>/XK33*X2*SAVX(39J/XK33*SAVX(21I*X1RO/ 3402210
XK33+X1*SAVX«9>*SAVX(5» ) 3402220
SAVXm-(-Xl*SAVX(5)**2*0.5+<1.0/lXK22+XC22**2/X022»* 3402230
(SAVX(6 )«SAVX(43»X2«SAVX(38 )+ (XC22 /XD22>* (SAVX(18 )> 3402240
SAVX(45)+X2*SAVX(41)»- (XK21*X1RO»*( -SAVX(3»)-X1*XK12* 3402250
S A V X ( 9 > * S A V X < 9 ) * 0 . 5 ) ) 3402260
SAVX(47»-<-(XC22/«XC22**2+XK22*XD22) )*{SA VX (6)+SAVX(43) 3402270
+X2*SAVX(38)-XK21*XIRO*(-SAVX(3) >-Xl*XK12*SAVXI9>* 3402280





SAVX(7 ) - ( (SAVX(6 )+SAVX(43 )+X2*SAVX«38) ) * (XC15*XC22+X022 3402340
*XK12)/ IXK22*X022+XC22**2»-SAVX(44)-X2*SAVX(37I*(XK12* 3402350
XC22-XK22*XC15)*(SAVX( 18)*SAVX«45)*X2*SAVX(41) ) / (XC22 3402360





SAVX I 20) -« SAVX ( 18 1 +SAVX ( 45 ) +X2*SAVX ( 41 } > * « XC 15*XC22+ 3402420
194




5 X D 2 2 ) ) + « X l R O * ( S A V X ( l ) * C S - S A V X < 3 ) * S N ) + X l * S A V X t 9 J *
6 SAVX<9)*0.5»*(XC11+(XD12*XC22*XK12-XC15*«XC15*XC22+
7 XD12*XK22+XD22*XK12n/(XC22*XC22+XK22*XD22m
S A V X ( S O ) = SAVX<2U-m.O/(XC16*SN*XlRO-XK33-SN*XlRO*<XD33*SN/RO-
1 XC16)))*!(XK33*XD33-XC16*XC16)*X1RO*SAVX<19»*«CS*X1R1-
2 C N 1 R O ) * X 1 * S N * S A V X ( 9 ) * S A V X < 5 ) * ( S A V X ( 1 6 ) * X 2 * S A V X ( 3 9 ) 1 *
3 (XD33*SN*X1RO-XC16)+X2*SAVXC42)*(XK33-XC16*SN/RO»>
S A V X ( 5 1 ) » S A V X ( 4 ) - I R 1 * ( S A V X < 1 9 ) * C S * X 1 R O + X 1 * S A V X ( 9 » * S A V X C 5 ) + ( 1 . 0 7
1 <XK33-XC16*XC16/XD33)>*<SAVX(16)+SAVXI21)*<SN*XIRO-XC16
2 /XD33)+X2*(SAVX<39) -XC16*SAVX(42) /XD33) )) )
S A V X ( 5 2 ) = SAVX(2)-(SAVX(3)-R1*X1*SAVX(5)*SAVX|5)*0.5+R1*<XD22*




S A V X C 5 3 ) = S A V X < A 7 ) - ( R l * ( X K 2 2 * ( S A V X ( 1 8 ) + S A V X ( * 5 ) * X 2 * S A V X ( 4 l ) ) - X C 2 2
1 * ( S A V X < 6 ) + S A V X ( 4 3 ) + X 2 * S A V X ( 3 8 ) ) + < X 1 R O * ( S A V X I 1 ) * C S -
2 SAVX(3 J *SN)*X1*SAVX{9)**2*0.5)*(XK12*XC22-XK2 2*XC15)-
3 X1RO*SAVX»5)*CS*(XC15*XC22*XK22*X012))/<XC22**2*XK22*
4 X 0 2 2 1 )
GO TO 175
172 CONTINUE

































S A V X ( S O )




XK12*XK12*XD22) / (XK22*XD22+XC22*XC22) )+SAVXt5) /S*«-XCl l
+(XC15*XC15*XC22*XC15*(XK12*X022+XK22*XD12)-XK12*XD12*
XC22)/ (XK22*X022+XC22*XC22i ) »
S A V X ( 2 0 ) - ( ( S A V X ( 1 8 ) + S A V X ( 4 5 ) * X 2 * S A V X < 4 i ) » * t X C 1 5 * X C 2 2 +




( 1 .0 / (S->CS)*(SAVX( 1)*CS-SAVX(3)*SN) + X1*SAVX<9)**2*0.5)
*(XC11+<X012*XC22*XK12-XC15*«XC15*XC22*XD12*XK22+XD22*
XK12) ) / (XC22*XC22*XK22*XD22» ) )
SAVX(21) - ( 1.0/(XC16*TN/S-XK33-<TN/S)*(XD33*TN/S-XC16) )*
((XK33*X033-XC16*XC16!*<1.0/<S*CSn*<-SAVX<19)*SN/S) +
X 1*SN*SAVX ( 9 ) *S AVX ( 5 ) + ( SAVX ! 16 ) + X2*SAVX (3 9) )* i X033*TN/S
-XC16)+X2*SAVX(42)*(XK33-XC16*TN/S)I)
SAVX < 4 ) - < S A V X C 1 9 » / S + X l * S A V X < 9 )*SAVX (51+11. 0/1 XK33-XC16*
XC16/XD33) )* (SAVX(16J+SAVXC21)*(TN/S-XC16/X033)+X2*
(SAVX(39)-XC16*SAVX(42)/X033)»
S A V X ( 2 ) - ( - X l * S A V X ( 5 ) * * 2 * 0 . 5 + ( X 0 2 2 * ( S A V X ( 6 ) * S A V X ( 4 3 > *
*X022*XC15*XC22)*«1.0/(S*CSI*(SAVX«1)*CS-SAVX(3J*SN))+
X1*SAVX(9)**2*0.5)-(XC22*X012-XC15*XD22)*SAVX(5)/S)/
( XK22*X022+XC22*XC22 ) )
SAVXC47) - ( ( X K 2 2 * ( S A V X < 18 )+SAVX(45> +X2*SAVX(41 ) )~XC22*
(SAVX(6)+SAVX(43)+X2*SAVX«38))*(XK12*XC22^XK22*XC15)*
U1.0/ (S*CSI*(SAVX(1J*CS-SAVX<3)*SN»+X1*SAVX(9 |*








































































































SAVX(20 ) - ( (SAVX(18 )+SAVX(45 I+X2*SAVX(A1 ) ) * (XC15*XC22*
XK22*XD12) / (XK22*XD22*XC22*XC22)+(SAVX(6)+SAVX(43)*X2*
SAVX(38))*(XD22*XC15-XD12*XC22)/(XD22*XK22+XC22*XC22)-
SAVXI*6 ) -X2*SAVX(40)+(X1RO»( -SAVX(3) )+X l *SAVX(9) *
SAVX(9)*0.5I*(XC11+(XD12*XC22*XK12-XC15*(XC15*XC22+
XD12*XK22+XD22*XK12) ) / (XC22*XC22 + XK22*XD22)))
SAVX(21) - ( ( 1.0/(XC16*X1RO-XK33-X1RO*(XD33*X1RO-XC16)))*
(X1*SAVX(9 ) *SAVX(5 )+ (SAVX(16 )+X2*SAVX(39>»* (X033*X1RO-
XC16)+X2*SAVX(15)*«XK33-XCL6/RO)))
SAVX(4) - (X l *SAVX(9)*SAVX(5)+(1 .0 / IXK33-XC16*XC16/X033) )









































SUBROUTINE ARRAYS IA,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,0,PHI) 4200010













































This is an error trap subroutine which can be called by the MAIN routine
at various stages of program execution. If the indicator NIX is not equal








COMMON TAOUS!30) ,UAOUS!30) ,SAVTIC(900) 4000050
COMMON XN,TEFREE,TIC,PHI,STOP,RESTOP,RTICK,Gl,XNL<3),NH 4000060
COMMON NST!30) ,NKL(30)»NXMAT(20) ,SAVJTC!30>,SAVSTP!30) ,JRTICI30> 4000070
COMMON JRSTOP!30),NREG,NMPT,NRC.NSC,NIX,IERROR,KGEOM,IG£OH,ISTTAB 4000080










1 FORMAT!/ 4X,'ONE OF THE MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLES CANNOT BE IOENTI 4000190
1FIED AS ISOT, ORTH, OR STIF.'/) 4000200
GO TO 505 4000210
8036 WRITE16.2I 4000220
2 FORMAT!/ 4X,'A MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE NAME FOR A SEGMENT CANNOT 4000230
1BE FOUND IN THE TABLE LIST.'/) 4000240
GO TO 505 4000250
8086 WRITE!6,3) 4000260
3 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE TYPE OF GEOMETRY OF A SEGMENT CANNOT BE IDENTIFI 4000270
1ED AS ONE HANDLED BY THE PROGRAM.'/) 4000280
GO TO 505 4000290
8087 WRITEI6.4) 4000300
4 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE TYPE OF MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE FOR A SEGMENT CA 4000310
1NNOT BE IDENTIFIED AS ISOT, ORTH, OR STIF.'/) 4000320
GO TO 505 4000330
8089 WRITE!6,5) 4000340
5 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE WALL CONSTRUCTION OF A SEGMENT CANNOT BE IDENTIF 4000350
1TED AS SING, EQUA, UNEQ, OR BLAN.'/) 4000360
GO TO 505 4000370
8090 WRITEI6.6) 4000380
6 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE TYPE OF TEMPERATURE INPUT FOR A SEGMENT CANNOT B 4000390
IE IDENTIFIED AS THST, NOTH, THCN, OR THIN.'/) 4000400
8013 WRITE(6,7) 4000410
7 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE PROGRAM CANNOT RECOGNIZE THE HARDENING CLUr AS B 4000420
1EING EITHER ISOT, KINE OR PERF.'/) 4000430
8009 GO TO 505 4000440
8031 WRITEC6.9) 4000450
9 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE LOAD INDICATOR CLUES CAN ONLY BE ZERO, BLANK, ON 4000460
IE, OR FOUR.'/) 4000470
GO TO 505 4000480
>8008 WRITE(6,10) 4000490
> 10 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE COMBINATION OF AN ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL AND THE I 4000500
1SOTROPIC HARDENING RULE IS NOT PRESENTLY ALLOWED.1/) ' 4000510
GO TO 505 4000520
8001 WRITEI6.11) 4000530
11 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE MAGIC CYCLE HAS GONE PAST STOP BY MORE THAN THE 4000540
1PERMITTED VALUE. CHECK TO SEE IF FIXED STEP SIZE IS TOO LARGE.'/) 4000550
GO TO 505 4000560
8002 WRITEI6.12) 4000570
12 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE RIEMAN VARIABLE, IEND, WHICH SIGNALS THE END OF 4000580
1A SEGMENT SHOULD ONLY BE ZERO OR NEGATIVE ONE.'/) 4000590
199
8003 GO TO 505 4000600
8006 GO TO 505 4000610
8007 WRITE16.15) - . 4000620
15 FORMAT(/ 4X,'THE INTERPOLATED VALUE OF TEMPERATURE FOR THE MATERI 4000630
1AL PROPERTY TABLE IS LESS THAN THE SECOND TEMPERATURE VALUE.'/) 4000640
GO TO 505 4000650
8067 MRITE(6tl6) 4000660
16 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE INTERPOLATED VALUE OF TEMPERATURE FOR THE MATERI 4000670
1AL PROPERTY TABLE IS GREATER THAN THE LAST VALUE OF TEMPERATURE.' 4000680
2/) 4000690
GO TO 505 4000700
8101 WRITE!6,17) 4000710
17 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE Kll STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.*/) 4000720
GO TO 505 4000730
8102 MRITE(6tl8> . 4000740
18 FORMAT!/ 4X,»THE K12 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000750
GO TO 505 4000760
8103 WRITEI6,19) 4000770
19 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE K21 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000780
GO TO 505 4000790
8104 WRITE!6,20> 4000800
20 FORMAT!/ 4Xt'THE K22 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000810
GO TO 505 4000820
8105 WRITEI6.21) 4000830
21 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE K33 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000840
GO TO 505 4000850
8106 WRITE16.22) 4000860
22 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE Oil STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000870
GO TO 505 4000880
8107 NRITE!6,23) 4000890
23 FORMAT!/ 4X,«THE 012 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000900
GO TO 505 4000910
8108 WRITEI6.24) 4000920
24 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE 021 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.«/I 4000930
GO TO 505 4000940
8109 HRITE!6t25) 4000950
25 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE D22 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000960
GO TO 505 4000970
8110 WRIT6I6.26) 4000980
26 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE 033 STIFFNESS PARAMETER IS ZERO.'/) 4000990
GO TO 505 4001000
8088 WRITEI6.27) 4001010
27 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE PROGRAM CANNOT DETERMINE WHETHER THE PROBLEM INP 4001020
1UT IS THIC, RWAF, ftMAI. RWA2, RWA3, ST10, ST11, ST12, ST13, ISG1, 4001030
2ISG2, OR ISG3.'/) 4001040
110 GO TO 505 4001050
8120 WRITEI6.29) 4001060
29 FORMAT!/ 4X,'THE Y2 BLOCK IN THE SEGMENT MAGIC OUTPUT IS SINGULAR 4001070
I.'/) 4001080
GO TO 505 4001090
8841 WRITE16 .30 ) 4001100
30 FORMAT!/ 4X,'IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE REGION STIFFNESSES. THE K2 4001110
12 MATRIX WAS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE.'/) 4001120
GO TO 505 4001130
8842 WRITEI6.31) 4001140
31 FORMAT!/ 4X,'IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE REGION LOADS, THE K22 MATR 4001150
1IX HAS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE.'/) 4001160
GO TO 505 4001170
8777 WRITE!6,32) . 4001180
32 FORMAT!/ 4X,'IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE REDUCED FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 4001190
I, THE REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX IS SINGULAR.'/) 4001200
200
GO TO 50 5, 4001210
8797 MR1TE(6,33) 4001220
33 FORMAT!/ 4X,»FOR KINEMATIC LINKS BETWEEN SEGMENTS, THE DEPENDENT 4001230
1JOINT NUMBER MUST BE GREATER THAN THE INDEPENDENT JOINT NUMBER.'/) 4001240
GO TO 505 4001250
8787 WRITE<6,34)
34 FORMAT</ 4X,'THE NUMBER OF POINTS
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of information concerning its activities and the results thereof."
—NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information considered important,
complete, and a lasting contribution to existing
knowledge.
TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad
in scope but nevertheless of importance as a
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS:
Information receiving limited distribution
because of preliminary data, security classifica-
tion, or other reasons. Also includes conference
proceedings with either limited or unlimited
distribution.
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information generated under a NASA
contract or grant and considered an important
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information
published in a foreign language considered
to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information
derived from or of value to NASA activities.
Publications include final reports of major
projects, monographs, data compilations,
handbooks, sourcebooks, and special
bibliographies.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology
used by NASA that may be of particular
interest in commercial and other non-aerospace
applications. Publications include Tech Briefs,
Technology Utilization Reports and
Technology Surveys.
Details on the availability of these publications may be obfairted from:
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
N A T I O N A L A E R O N A U T I C S A N D S P A C E A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
Washington, D.C. 20546
